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Terms
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
every day, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers
Exchange, Exchange Street, Portland.
N. A. FOSTER, PbopkixtOB.
Terms :—Eight Dollars a year in advance.
Single copies 4 ports.

BUSINESS CARDS.

|

Lime,

OVFJOY,

W. H. PENNELL &

G-as

and Steam

CO.,

Fitters !

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,
NO. 6 SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
fiST" Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing
in our line.
apr22dtf

A BCIltT ECTH.

To Parties about to Build.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates made, aud
Buildings Superintended by
UEO. B. PELHAM. Architect.

M.

State

REMOVED TO
No. 1 Sturdi rant B lock, (lOO Exchange 8t.)
53F“01Bce Hours 11 to 12 A. M. and 3 to 4 P. M.
April 3-d&wtf

& CO,
Importers ami Dealers in

M.

Dry Goods, Woolens,

r.

Ever in Portland, and

TV o.

Next Door above Casoo Bank.

PORTLAND,
April 18-dtf

P LA

PAGE, RICHARDSON 4 Co,

MAINE.

.....

BROWN

Sanborn’s Patent Steam Fire Prool Sales.
April 4th-d4m

4k

CROCKER,

N*. 31 VMM Street,.Cartload, Me.
BT Coloring, Whitening, and Job Work promptly ai tnnded to.
apr3d3m

CONDON and PA BIN.
TRAVELKBI’ CREDITS issued on Lon*
don and Paris, available in all parts el Europe.
on

Fashionable
-AND

DEPONITS of GOCD and CVRBENCX
received, subject to draft at right, and interest
allowed.
ADVANCES made on Consignments to Liver!
pool and London.
Ieb21d6m

Dress

manner

trade, enable

ot

us

DEALERS

Before purchasing as

OP

A LL commnnications will receive prompt attenaddressed t o
M. A. BLANCHARD,
Tension Agent,

Action, and should be
April 28-d&wlm

NOTICE.

HARRIS
Will be

happy

I*.

Steel ol every description,

Kettles,
Tinmen’s turnish’g goods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.

BROTHERS,

see his friends
at the store of

to

Briggs
AND

Naylor di Co. ’s Cast Steel,

Sheathing,

DEALER

THOMAS
Portland, April let, 1868,-dtf

William H. Elliott wholesale dealers Id

Not

f

193

JOBBER!

B«Y

More Economical, Agreeable and Efficient, than
Cod-Liver OiL^r*^

OF

THE

,

BOOBS,
i.VD

men:

removed to the new and
erected for them

store

tf

SIMONTON & ME Kit ILL,

and

CBEAM

War

Spices,

TARTAR,

Cor, Commercial and Park Streets.
B,—Our Coffee Is prepared by the oldest and
experienced Roaster in the city.

Orders received from all parts of
promptly executed and satisiaction
March 31,1868. dtt

college
Applications

for permission to appear before the
Board should be addressed to tie Surgeon General,
U. S. Army, and must state the full name, residence,
and date and plate of birth of (he candidate.
Testimonials as to character and qualifications
must be furnished. If the applicant has been in the
medical service of the Army during the late War,
the fact should be stated, together with his former
rank, and date and place or service, and testimonials from officers with whom he has served should.
also be forwarded.
No allowauce is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing examination, as it is an indispensible
prerequisite to appointment. The number of vacancies now existing in the Medical Corps of the Army
is thirty-nine.
J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General, U. S. A.

the State will be
guaranteed.

Cl

Attorney

Law,

at

Department,

cal

.JOHN E. JLIOW, .Jr.,

Counsellor and

And Solicitor in Bankruptcy,
JAUNCEY COURT,
Wall Hired, ... New Y.rk City.

SJF*Commissioner for Maine and Massachusetts.
Jan. 29 dtt

Mar 6—till Juno

W. H. PHILLIPS,

ft.

CARPENTER, BUILDER,

Advances made on Goods to the
Island ot Cuba.

And Ship Joiner.
(^’Circular and Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Mouldings ot'all kinds, Doors, Sash and Blinds made

Messrs.OHUROHLL, BROWNS & HANSON

ar

Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi tbe
Ports of the lslaud, and their connections with the
first class Houses ot the Island, make this a desirable mode fox parties wishing to ship Goods to that

furnished to order.
IL’W Commercial St, (foot of Farit St.,)
au29dtt
Portland, Maine,

market,

O. & J. T. DONNELL.

Portland. 16 Dec

BATH, ME.,

The

Cordage Manufacturers,
Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltRope. Point Rope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yarn, &c.
Orders solicited.

Including

Amount

of Cash actuallypaid in,

Brown.

IMPORTER,
IN

On AOi I BUSH COEN, on track and arV/ v7
riving, tor sale by
BLAKE, JONES & GAGE,
No. ■ Galt Blo.U.
apr28d2w

CLEAVES,
& Counsellors at Law,
!NE.

Town of Dexter

Office No. 30 Exchange Street,
Nalhan Cleave*.
Joseph Howard, jy9’67-ly

BONDS!

S. FREEMAN & CO.,

Merchants I

Commission

These Bonds offer

121 Broad street,
Samuel Fbeeman, I
E. D. Appleton.
J

Best and

NEW YORK.
(^ Particular attention given o the purchasinj
of Flour and Grain.
References—Da\id Keazer, Esq £. MoKenncy &
Co., W. & C. R. Milliken, J. B. Carroll, Esq., T. H,
Westop & Co.
junelldtf

No out-standing claims of any kind, and

Boston, December 31st,

uHim?

These bonds

H.

bhoiv Cases and Office Furniture
Of ICvery

C.

H.

JN

«»•

Dcacriptian,

Free Street
I

PACKINBANDSHIPPING FURNITURE,
▼wroUbiBg and Poli.hing dene at ek.r 1
■otite, by
l' *ukkman.

M.

$300,000 00,

known

or

OO
OO

offered at

a

lower rate than

For sale by

PAYSON,

SALE.

mayg-dtf_

PARLOR SUITS,
Spring -Bed*
Manufactured to order at
"•* 31

The only
Henry
rf the kind issued under the sattetion and by the
authority of Grant himself. The author is well
known as one ol the most brilliant writers and eloquent orators in the country. Agents will find this
one of the most intensely interesting biographies ever published in America, and will meet with a ready
sale. For particulars, address S. S. SCRANTON
& CO., 126 Asylum st., Hartford,Ct.
April H-d&wfm__
ioork

April

1

27-eod2w

Exchange
Room

and

Bedding,

short

notice.

VESSELS
to load
“Guano” at
“Sombrero,” “Swan Island,” “Rodon-

00
84
40
00

15

9357,370

48

losses

dis

or

being Paid' 1868—100 per cent.

Insurance

Organized,

There is no other work of the kind in this country;
and those applying soon, the be«t
opportunity ever
offered to canvassing agenls will be given.
A Salary oi 1500 dollars per
year will be paid to
any efficient and reliable agent who prefers it lo a
commission.
Ladies often make the best of Town and County
agents. None Deed apply but those of strict moral
integrity. Address bv letter
J. MUNRQE SKINNER,
Care B. S. Moulton,
Apr 11-dlmBox 2948, Boston Mass.

new

ES^Every desirable or advantageous feature, new or old, has either
been introduced or adopted by this Company.
Dividends can remain with the Company to accumulate and be paid
with the policy. After a lew years it will thus become self sustaining.
It has always made Annual Dividends.
It never hazards principal for interests, and has never lost a dollar
from investments.
It expenses of management have been for a series of years lower, while
its ratio of surplus has been and still is, proportion ably larger, than any
other Company; from which it necessarily and mathematically follows:
1st—That this Company having the largest ratio of surplus affords

Security

its Members.

to

2d—That as it consumes the least of its income in running expenses,
IT HAS THE MOST LEFT FOR ITS MEMBERS, and is therefore

Cheapest Company

The

to

Insnre

In!

To every man who invests his money in Life Insurance—be it much
little—these considerations are of paramount and vital importance,
and nowhere else but in Life Insurance would they ever be disregarded.
All persons desiring reliable and accurate information concerning
the standing and condition of the various Life Insurance Companies of
this Country, are invited to call at my Office, where access to all the Deports of the Insurance Commissioners, and every possible facility for obtaining such information as will stand the test of coming years will be
cheerfully and freely furnished.

or

Office 72 Exchange Street, Boyd's Block.
WARREN
SPARROW, STATE AGENT
For
April

23-dtf

Maine,

New

Hampshire

Remember !

and New Brunswick.

----

Corn and Flour.
arriving and in Store, and will be sold at the
lowest market price,

Keeps full lines of Hosiery & Gloves NOW
FITZGERALD

Keeps Hoop Skirts & Corsets.

500 Bbis. Choiee White Wheat Flour.
«

Doable XX Bxtrn Spring.

“

Bxtrn
FOB

FITZGERALD

Keeps Parasols and Sun Umbrellas.

kinds of Yankee Notions.

LET.

To be Let.

Portland.

ORIGINAL

ONE DOLLAR BROKER STORE.
Broker’s sale ot Rich and
ing a great variety of

Remember,
FITZGERALD’S
are

‘Household Words5

Remember,

Valuable Goods,com pris-

FOE SALE AT
One Dollar for Each Article.
For additional terms and conditions of sale send for
circulars. The Stock consists of every variety ot

Dry Goods, Silver-Plated Ware, Albums,
Carpetings, Boots and Shoes, Ac., Ac.
We commenced the sale of Goods on this plan in
the tall of 1863. Our goods are obtained by cash advances made on merchandise, or are purchased direct

from the commission bouses, manufacturers and importers. We are selling goods at less prices for retail
than are sold by any jobber in New York or Boston at
wholesale. By offering such inducements to the public, we have increased our sales to the amount of about
one million dollars a year, as we have made sworn returns to the U. S. Assessor, of over one hundred thousand a month. Every exertion on our part will be made
to give satisfaction to those who may favor us with

their patronage.

FITZGERALD’S

Address

ANDREWS

104 A

April

& CO.
106 Nudbnry Street, Beaten,

24.

Mass.

eod&wlm

STORE IS IN THE ‘MART/
notice.
many and oft repeated requests from
_270 Gongress Street._ IN response to
friends that I should be centrally locatthe first
I have
ed
shall for the
numerous
on

Remember,

Store No. 23 Free

Buys
goods from importers and mannfacturthereby saving one pbofit. This coupled
with light expenses enables him to undersell
any
store in the State. Alll goods marked in
plain figures;—we ignore the Jew system, and sell at
ONE PRICE.
eis,

FITZGERALD,
of ‘The Utart.’

April 28-dtf

JOB PR INTIN*
AlITKINDS
promptly executed this Office.
OF

taken and

present occupy

FITZGERALD

Proprietor

floor,

-neatly and

Street,

Opposite Corey’s Furniture Warehouse, as a Rktau.
Frame STOEK, in connection with my large manufacturing chambers in Free Street Block, and I am
belter than ever prepared to supply everything pertaining to a
First Class Picture Frame Estab-

lishment.

This arrangement I hope, as a temporary one, will
better accommodate ray many Irlcnds until such
time as I can secure quarters large enough for my
wbole business at a fa<r rate.
Everything in the
way ot manufacturing, repairing or re-gutMlug
frames attended to. Stereoscopic goods, chromos. &c.
FRED. F. HALE,

apr30dlw

dcbeodly

let.

Plenty

of

MRS. FOXTON,
124 Fore Street.

To Let tor $200 a Year.
GOOD two
house, good stable, and a large
A garden lot ofstory
nearly half an acre Enquire at
No. 306 Congress Street.
GEO. H. CUSHMAN.
May 5. isedtf
[Argus copy.
u£

May

on

the

4-dlw*

OF

BROADCLOTHS,

FANCY CASSIMERES,

COATINGS,
CASHMERETTS,

DOUBLE AND TWIST CASSIMERES,
TWEEDS

KENTUckY JEANS,

ALSO

23 Free Street, First Floor.

GOOI>

POPLINS,
CLOTHS,

TO

or

Dress-Maker.—

mayldti

PIQUE CLOTHS,

SWISS MUSLIN,
BISHOP LAWN,

BRILLIANTS,
BOSOMS, HDKFS., and CRASH.
Also, a Complete Stock ot
SHEETINGS,
SHIRTINGS,
TICKS,
DENIMS,
STRIPES,
FLANNELS, &c., &c., f

apr25dtt_

THE

For the celebrated

PHIL. SHERIDAN
Collars and Caffs,

GOOD

THE BEST IN THE MARKIT.

FOR
sTaLe
Op TO LCT.
Store No. 3 Galt Block.
Possession

given April 1st. Enquire of
marSUlt.CPABLK8 PERKY.

LET !

TO

A HALL 43 BY 73
38 feet Bliak,

and

GOODS.

SPRING GOODS
JUST FROM NEW YORK,

No.

EXCHANGE STREET,

OVER MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

particulars, &c, apply
W.

marl2dtf

A

to

W. THOMAS, JR.,
On the premises

TENEMENT in

•***

rooms.
rooms.

PEERING
We beg to inform

rally

that

friends and the public gen-

our

MO amAY,

27 th

Also

Franklin Street, containing?
Lincoln st., containing 8
Mr. M. LIBBY,

one on

to
Apply
eodtf

83 Franklin St.

particulars inquire at the house.

OF

NEW

SPRING
GOODS!

DRESS
AND

CLOAKINGS !
the

Of

Latest

fel9dtf

PLEASANT

storied Brick store, No, 206 Fore Street, opr osite foot ot Plum Street, now occupied by L.
P. Brown will be vacated on the first day of May
proximo at which time possession can be had. The
store has a good cellar and sub cellar.
Apply to
J. R. BRAZIER.
13
3tawtf47
Brackett
April
St.
3

2 tore to Let.
56 UnioD, upper store in the Block, and next
to Middle street.
Enquire ot the subscriber at

NO.
No 4 Cotton st.

It were useless to
it to say it is

Large

Lost
City Hall Tuesday Evening, a dark Sable Mutt.
Any one finding the same will be rewarded by
leaving it at the Press Office.
aprMtf

IN

Lost!
SQUIRREL Tippet; none

the better for the serAny one finding such an artiit at the Press Office.
by
leaving
J

4500 Bu. Yellow Mixed Corn
1500 Bu. California White Wheat,
Cargo Sch. Arctic, landing at Central Wharf.
ALSO, IN STORE,
2000Bu. Michigan White and Amber Wheat in Bags and Bids.
SALE BY

&

April 23,1363.

ADAMS.
ap23d2w

CLO TH I IV G
Cleansed

and

Uepaired

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
Is now located at his
BYstreet^
store No 64 Federal
will
new

st, afw doors

below Lime street,
attend
usual business of Cleansing and Repairing
ot all kinds with his usual promptness.
0T*Second-hand Clothing for sale at fair prices.
Jam I—eedtt

Clothing

our

stock; suffice

Varied,

and

consists ot

Goods of Every Grade
a

Ten Cent Print

TO THE MOST COSTLY SILK l
^“Please look in.
ure

in showing

our

We shall take pleas*

Goods.

LEAOH, PARKER

&

CO,

No. 5
BLOCK.

VEERING
April

25-<12w__
BANK,

HOUSE

-AN D

Safes !

Proof

Steel Chests. Vault Doors, Shutters and
money Boxes.

STEAM FIRE-PROOF SAFES /
THE BEST Ilf THE WORLD.
tested with safes of

oth-

Safe
every
and the result has been total
THISmanufacture,
the Steam Firedestruction to contents of all
has been

er

Corn and Wheat

UPHAM

we

and Prices.

particularize

And

Fire
AMP FOUND.

FOB

think

to

Style, Quality

J. M.COLBY.

vice It lias seen
cle wiU be rewarded
Feb 20-dtf

We

can

Mar 5-codtf

_LOST

Styles!

Direct from the New York Market.

From

To Let.
Roams, with Board, for gentlemen
and their wives.
Enquire at No. 12 Clapp’s
Block.leb!7dtf

to his

inst.,

Assortment

Choice

A

For Sal© or To Let.

A

BLOCK!

on

To Let.

first-class, three story brick house, with treestone trimmings, number thirty five High street.
THE
For

THE

a

FEET, Please the Most Fastidious I

Building,

itself; but

the debate

Wbethei
this unusual reserve arises from a recognition
of the gravity of the impending crisis, and a
natural hesitation to do
anything which
may

precipitate it, or simply from

what to say in

so

not

knowing

unlooked-for a state ot

things, the (act is certainly curious. To unprejudiced observers it is at least not difficult
to perceive thaL a crisis of momentous importance in the history of British America is
daily drawing nearer. The Nova Scotiansare
determined not to submit to the rule which
has been
the

unfairly imposed upon them; and
Imperial government is equally resolute

not to set them free from the irksome bond.
If neither party consents to recede from its

position a collision is inevitable. Of course,
Nova Scotia, single-handed, would never hold
herself capable of coping with the power of
Great Britain; but will the mother country
care to repeat the
attempt to coerce a refractory colony or province in America? Has

save

Proof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of any size, with or with-

Burglar Proof Boxes, and fitted up to
purchasers by
CHAS. STAPLES & SON,

out Steel

suit

Under the superintendence of MR. GEO. L. DAMON, junior member of the firm, formerly Superintendent of the Trtmont Safe and Machine Company, Boston,
Commercial Street, Portland, Maine.
g3r*We would refer to the Sa»es n the First National Bank, Portland Savings Bank, Hon. Geo. W.
Woodman’s Block, and Norway Savings Bank, as
215

%Vorka

specimens
March

of

our

2, 1867.

work.
d3ra

THE

Concrete Pavement,
Is the best and cheapest in

use

for

Sidewalks,Garden Walks, Carriage
Drives, Cellars, Warehouse

her experience in that direc' ion been
such as to make her more cautious than for-

merly—especially in view of the considerations recently suggested by Mr. Goldwin
Smith in a public speech at Manchester. Mr.
Smith said:
If we try to hold the Nova Scotians to the
Confederation, and they become very much exasperated, I am afraid that they may lead to
some

differences between us and the United
States.
1 aiu convinced that the United
States entertain no design whatever
against
the independence of the Canadians.
I am
convinced that they will allow
to
take
things
their natural course as
regards Canada. It is
not
to
see
impossible
that the advantages of
the Union are such that all the
neighboring
territories tend to fall into it. It secures to all
its members internal
peace, external security,
and internal free
trade—advantages which
cannot fail to attract towards it our colonies
on its borders.
But I am convinced that the
Americans entertain no aggressive designs
against the Canadians. But, on the other
do not feel sure that they will permit
any European power to coerce any community
on that
continent; and if we were to attempt
to coerce the Nova
Scotians, and compel them
to remain in a Confederation which
they dislike, 1 do not feel at all sure that serious conwould
sequences
not ensue; and I cannot help
this *3 one °f the symptoms of
u
the
necessity ot reconsidering our colonial in-

ment will he reached as will content both the
eastern and western Provinces.
The people
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are

very

to control the action of the Government the
free trade advocates will hardly be able to
secure any
extensive concession to their

quired.

Orders

a

solid foundation la

Ne. 6 Rmk
pitSsptl, Attended In.

l.eft

G1TLE¥,SHBBIDAN
March 31-eodtt

*

re-

Street

OKI F FIT (Ik

One »f
mates most gladly until recently.
them was jto bavo been ‘Queen of May’ at the
under promise from the juMay Day

festival,
society in which they moved at school,
the order was reversed a day or two ago,

but
when another little miss was selected by a
large preponderance of votes among the children. The little pitchers had long ears and

they tnrued their faces away from the setting
sun.”
The Industrial College.—“ Toby Candor"
writes in regard to the Agricultural College as
follows:
The recent
appointment ot Col. T'txRnasS.
Lang of North Vassalaboro’, to dll a vacancy
in the Board of Trustees of this institution, is
one that will give universal satisfaction. Col.
Lang is prominently identified with the agricultural interests of Maine, is a gentleman of
great energy and force ot character, and his
selection as a member of the board will go far
in advancing the prosperity and the interests
which, under past management has been
“broken to. the hope.” It has been decided to
commence the first term of the College next
fall. By that time the new dormitory and the
laboratory building, now in process of erection, will be completed.
A Man

Pennsylvania has invented and
del of an iron railway passenger car, one eighth of an inch in thickness,
cylendrical in shape, strengthened by iron ribs
of V form, completely padded inside with at

prepared

in

mi

a

least four inches of padding, amply lighted
aDd ventilated, heated by warm air furnaces
under the car, ( and outside,) and protected,
in case of collision, b; compressible platforms
that will “give” freely when knocked together.
He claims that in case ot accident like that

recently experienced
would not

on

the Erie

splinter, crush, or

road, bis

car

burn.

Varieties.

meeting was

—A little girl in Boston, only nine years of
age, saved an infant sister from drowning one
day last week. The two were playing together on the steps in the rear of the house, when

by some accident the younger, a child aged
only twenty-two months, fell into the cistern,
which had been left uncovered, but, with
great presence of mind, the elder sister seized
her as she was sinking and drew her out, the
mother not being aware at the time of what
had occurred.
—Paris correspondents

speak highly of a
houffe by M. Charles Lecoq, just
just brought out at the Athenee. It is called
Fleur de The, and the plot is Chinese.
opera

new

—The Boston Commercial Bulletin calls
Walt Whitman “the great syntactical gymnast of the age.”
—A countryman, seoing in the financial articles published that six per cent, is paid for
‘•canying” specie, offers to come to the city
and “carry it for any reasonable distance for
not more’n two per cent."
—Many ot the prayer books in a certain
“high” church up town, New fork, have look-

ing-glasses inserted in

the inside ef the covers.
—The Jerome Park races will begin on the
9th of June.

—“Thomas," said a sponging friend ot the
family to the footman, who had been lingering
about the room for half an hour to show him
to the
my good follow, it’s
getting late, isn’t it? How soon will the dinner come up, Thomas?*’ “The very moment
you be gone, sir,” was the unequivocal reply.
—Washington county, Illinois, has a musical prodigy—a violinist named Willie Rountree,
only eight years old, who fiddles finely.
—Lord Brougham’s pertinacity in jfiishing
on the publication of his memoirs excites a

door^“Thomas,

good deal of feeling in

some circles. It is said
that the resolve of Lord Broughan to publish
the documents in question, or even a part of
them—for they are extremely numerous—has
frightened his friends for many years past.
Each person who has seen them has said they
will inevitably cause mischief and consterna-

tion if put into print; and while their author
was in stronger bodily and mental health he
was persuaded to lay them by, but
lately he
has conceived a singular determination to publish them at any cost.

—Celedon,
raising.
held at the State House in
oa

Fish

Boston a few days ago under the auspices of
the Massachusetts Board of Commissioners
to consider the best means of restoring large
fish to the rivers from which
they have been
excluded by dams. CoL Theordore Lyman

England Commission on River
Fisheries, exhibited a model ot the Foster
fishway, which has been used successfully on
the Machias river, and has recently been introduced on the Merrimac, Winnepisogee,
Pemigewasset and Connecticut. He also exhibited and explained a model of an establishment for hatching fish invented by Seth
Green of Mumford, New York, and used
with great profit by the inventor and by Livingstone Stone of Charlastown, New Hampshire. Professor Agassiz then addressed the
audience for three-quarters of an hour. We
take the following abstract of his remarks
from “a Boston paper”:
He claimed that the subject they were con-

sidering was one whose importance could not
be overrated. Raising artificial fish is no play
thiog. It is a matter of importance to the
coming generations and one which should ocHis
cupy the attention of our statesmen.
words, he said, might seem extravagant, but
what is now advocated by the Fish Commissioners stands in the same relation as the first
attempts stood to domesticate bulls and raise
cattle. How could the population of this continent go on if we had had no artificial production of food ? Was it ever considered, be
asked, that the whole population of this country, without exception, are daily fed by substances, all of which are raised artificially?
We live upon beef or fowl, and upon vegetables and fruit, no one kind ot which is indigeAll were brought
nous to this continent.
here from the Old World, to be raised artifiand
more
than
cially here,
that, all have died
out in their wild state. What is now proposed
by the Commissioners is to add one kind of
this supply of food for our beuefit that man
may feed on a greater variety. Here he said
he touched upon a point which was equally
important. It is variety ot food taken in daily
to build up the human frame, to cultivate the
brain, to develop the faculties, which is advancing civilization. Tho more the variety of
food aud the better adapted to these purposes,
the higher our civilization. Agriculture, as it
has grown up, is a profitable occupation, and
it should be considered to what extent fish
raising is also profitable as any branch of agriculture, as profitable as cattle raising, as fruit
raising, as wheat raising. Ot course, cultivators of fish must place themselves in the samo
position as men who pursue agricultural occuHe was prepared to say t hat the
pations.
time will come when every man who has water on his ground will raise fish for his own table as he now raises fruit.
Of course, many
will be raised for the market, for as long as
it desirable to eat fish, so Ipng will
meu find
fish raising be profitable. The business should
be encouraged now in every way, to the limit
to which legislative interference is desirable.
He desired, too, that the same efforts should
be made with reference to the sea fisheries.—
The ocean covers two-thirds of the globe, leaviug only a third for purposes of cultivation.
Artificial cultivation of fish in the ocean
should be begun to the exclusion of the more
On land wolves
voracious and useful kinds.
were once as numerous as deer, but they have
ceased to exist and the deer have become very
numerous, from the protection afforded to the
He had
one aud the chase given to the other.
spoken with a number of influential men in
this
He
had
had
this country upon
point.
frequent conversations with the Superintendent of the Coast Survey about it, and he had
told him that the necessary acts could be performed by the Coast Survey, without any increased expense, if authority were only granted him to employ his officers and men in the
matter. That matter should be taken in hand
by the General Government. He believes
that, if the Legislature of this State should
but apply officially to Congress, so that orders
would be given to the Coast Survey, the work
might be begun this summer.
So much for the practical side of tho question, of the possibility ot multiplying fish and
the extent to which it may be done, and now a
few words upon tho sanitary side of the question, upon the hygienic importance of multiplying fish food. If there is one thing of which
the American people have a right to complain
it is of the uniformity of tbeir diet. Men are
most healthy aud more enduring in proportion
as they vary their diet aud take projier time
to cat, to chew their food. No creature in the
universe requires such a variety ol food as
The fish enters largely into the requiman.
sites of the system, especially after intellectual
fatigue. There is no other article of food that
supplies the waste cf the head so thoroughly
as fish diet, and the evidence of it is in the tact
that all the inhabitants of the sea shores the
world over are the brighter population of the
country. Fish contain phosphorus to n largo
extent, a chemical element which the brain requires for growth and health. He would not say
that an exclusive use of fish would make a
blockhead a wise man, but that the brain
should not be wanting iu one of its essential
elements.
In conclusion Prof. Agassiz explained the
manner of the formation of the fisb from the
as he
egg, and was greeted with loud applause
took his seat.

Floors,

And for any place where

Juvenile Politicians.—A Washington letter says: “The President has a couple of pretty grand-daughters, who have been petted,
courted and consorted with by their schoo’-
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street.

in our telegraphic columns.
Most of the papers show their appreciation
of the importance of the subject by publish-

Professor Agassis

Tenement to Let.
Lafayette st, Mujoy. Enqire of H. ROWE,
Architect on the premises.
mar24dtf
To Let,
Lodging Room to

Scotia,
been reported

April 21—dim

We will display

Brick House at Morrill's corner, containing
nine rooms. Good garden and Stable. Possession immediately. Apply to
W. H. J ERR IS,
Real Estate Agent, Portland,
Apr20 d3w

the condition of affairs in Nova
the substance of which has already
on

generally in favor of lree trade; while in Canada
proper protectionist theories prevail.
As the western provinces are
strong enough

AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF MAINE

April 21-dtf

To Rent,

debate

important Parliamentary

THE TARIFF

No. 99 Middle Street.

For Sale or to Let.
first-class, tbree-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate's, between 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.

tion to the recent

undergoing revision, and some of its more
odious features are likely to be amended.-—
The duty on breadstuflfs will
undoubtedly be
so mordified as to bear less
heavily on the
people of the Maritime Provinces. It is hardly probable, however, that such an adjust-

Lowest market Prices

Store, Also office room. Inquire
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.

A

A somewhat noteworthy circumstance In
Canadian affairs has been the singular reticence ol the press of the country in rela-

is

To Let,

To Let*
FRONT OFFICE in McCarthy’s Block, over
Stora No. 181 Fore Street, recently occupied by
W. J. McDonald. Enquire of
charles McCarthy,

NOVA SCTTIA CLOUD.

as intimating
suggested by Mr.
Smith, the “complications” he deprecates
would be likely to occur, but these considerations will doubtless have some weight with
the English government.

Full Line ol

a

Dominion of Canada.
THE

stitutions.
We would not be understood
that in the contingencies

WHITE GOODS,
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To Dentists and Milliners.
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BLACK /rad COLORED ALPACAS,

Store to Let.
finished and centrally located. Suitable lor
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maylw*_W. C. COBB, Baker.
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Enquire at No. 1 Paris Street.
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and Crosman A Co, Agents*

Sweetzor

Which they Will Sell at the

Brick store on Exchange Street, being the second store from the corner ot M ddle St. ApNATH’L. F. DEERING,
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at Maine Savings Bank.
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VALUABLE AND USEFUL ARTICLES

Laces & Embroideries.
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Commercial Street,
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Keeps

No. 80

Wisconsin Flour.

April 28, 1868.

Remember 1

Keeps all

DAVID

Tempest!”

PRICE 93,75.
Farmers, Students, Business and Profession a
men who can devote all or partot their time to the
sale of this work, will not fall to be largely remunerated. Apply for territory to
R. H. CURRaN, 48 Winter st., Boston.
Apr 11-dlm

Dec 20.

3,300 Bash. Corn, High Mixed Western.
“
“
“
No. 1.
18,000
“
Prime Yellow.
10,000
3,000
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Remember!

F.

DAMASK CLOTHS and NAPKINS,
PLAIN, CHEKED and STRIPED CAMBRICS

SACHED ENGRA VING

DESIRABLE

STRICTLY
MUTUAL,—It has no “Leech-like
Stockholders”—pays no bonuses to officers, nor immoderate commissions
to Agents.
Care in the selection of risks, and economy in expenditure, are the
distinguishing features of its management.

Throat,
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$6,000*000.
Annual Dividends 50 per ct. in Three Years.

1 00

FAMILY CASES
Of 35 large vials, moroeco case,
coutniuiiig a specific for every
ordiaary disease a family is subject to, aad a book of directions, 910,00
Smaller Family and Traveling casesi
with 20 to 28 vials,.from $5 to $8
Specifics lor all Private Diseases, both
for Curing and for Preventive treatment, in vials and pocket cases,.$1 to $5
ETTh ese Remedies by the case or single Box are
sent to any part of the Country, by mail or express,
free ot charge on receipt of the price.
Address
Humphrey’s Specific
HOHfEOPATHTC MEDICINE COMP V
Office and Depot No 562 Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at bis office,
personally or by letter as above, tor all forms ot dis-
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The Greatest Safety and

Diphtheria,ulcerated

and Perma-

HOUSE and Shop to
BOARDING
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Perpetual.
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Malt M he uni,Erysipelas,Eruptions, 25
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
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Fever A- Ague, Chill Fever, Ague, 50
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Files, blind or bleeding.
Opthalmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50
4'atarrh, acute or cronic, Influenza,50
Whooping Cough,violent Coughs, 50
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Asthma, Oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharges,Impaired Hearing,50
Mcrofula,enlargedGlaDds,Swellings, 50
General Debility»Physi alWeakness,f0
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Dropsy, and scanty Secretion"
Measickness, sickness from riding, 50
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Kidney-Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility,
Seminal
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Davis, Chapman

family.
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U ought*, Colds, Bronchitis,
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Neuralgia, Toothache, Faeeache
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Dyspepsia,
Stomach,
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Suppressed or painful Periods,
too
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profuse Periods,
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’“Hatteras.” Also vessels lor coal from
New York to Aspinwall and Deals
from St Johns NB, to Ports in the United Kingdom.
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and
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TJhACK MAKE, 7 years old will be sold for $100.
AI One
Bagage Wagon.
I3r~Wanted—a good man to work on a farm,
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GEO. SMITH,
No. 11 Boyd St.

Max 21-dtt

Or,

or thirty good men ot pleasing address
to sell by subscription in New England a new
standard religious book needed in every Christian
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Applications taken and Policies Issued by

No.

Springfield, Mass.
T. G, HUTCHINS
Yarmouth, Maine, General Agent.
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most ample experiPROVED,
HAVE
ence, an entire success; Simple—Prompt- Effi-

cient, and Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient ns to be always reliable.
They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisiaclon.
Cts,
No. 1 Cures Fever**, Congestion, Inflamations, 25
44
2
Worm*, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colic, 25
41
3
Trying Colic or Teething ol infants, 25
44
4
25
Diarrhoea of children or adult",
4‘
5
Dysentery, Griping,Billions Colic, 25
44
6
Uholern-morbuwNausea, Vomiting,25
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No. 10 Cro.B St„ Portland, Me.
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STOCK & EXCHANGE BROKER

Made from the best material andbyEXPERIENcirr
^r~L
•WORKMEN, at
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Securities

xter’ whic,“i8 ““P'0

any other equally good, security.

CasIetsTDesksj

Coffins,

1867.

FITZGERALD

Dexter itseli, with a market*hie valuation ot a million and a bait dollars.
3—By a lea?e to the Maine Central Railroad Company lor thirty years, at $18,000 a year, which is $7
500 more than enough to pay tlie interest on all the
bonds issued by the Towns of Dexter and Corinna.
The Coupons are payable semi-annually in Portland or Boston.

fnrm«i

Soldier, and a Statesman.
Bv Hon Charles A. Dana, late AssistantSecretary
of war. For particulars applv to or address
GURDON BILL & CO.,
a

Wanted to Charter.

BOSTON, April 1st, 1868,
Personally appeared George 0. Hovey, President, and Edward Atkinson, Secretary of the above named
and
made
oath
that
the
above
statement
them
subscribed, is, In their best knowlcompany,
severally
by
edge and belief true, and that the amount of capital actually paid in, in cash, of three hundred thousand
and
its
stated.
accumulations
are
invested
as
above
and
dollars,
premiums
HENRY BLANEY, Justice of the Peace.
Before me,

of the

k—By

NEW BVlLDINu ON L!II
NT.,
(Opposite the Market.)
rii

Cheapest

ontsdfhe
the Town of

A Piimaces,

baa

one

The whole amount of the loan
is 8135.000,
which is secured as tollows:
1-Bv ? “?rt8*ge of the Dexter & Corinna Ratl-

Can be lonnd in their

Where they will be pleased to
Onatomcra and receive order, a.

reported

no

Conqueror

00.

GEORGE O. HOVEY, President.
EDWARD ATKINSON, Sec’y.

Remember,

investment in the market.

for

a. nTnoyes & SON,
Manufacturers and dealers in

Stoves, Ranges

$300,000

EAK VALUE.

asters.

BANA’S

ot the
and General of the
United States Army,
Comprising a complete and accurate history of his
eventful and interesting career, with an authentic
narrative ot his invaluable military services, adding
Also an impartial estimate pi his character as a Man,

1867.

DECEMBER.

Cash,
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AGENTS
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GRANT* Bv Hon
C. Reining.

INVESTMENTS.

Remember !

ON GRAND TRUNK R. R.

HOWARD A

M

JOHN COUSENS,
Kennebunk, Me.

OORIT

136 Middle Street,
PORTLAND,
MAINE.
MT-Casli paid lor Shipping Furs.
sepilOdtf

PORTLAND,

Simple, Economical!
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Furs, Ilats and Caps,

Attorneys

Age

A

SUSSKRAUT,
AND DBALEB

Miracle of the

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole of the Stove. Can he pat on any
Stove or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house free from offensive odors in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
CcST'Send for a Circular.
For nale, an also Town
ami County
Bights in the Slate, by

Co.,
IIO.'I Cougreea St, Portland, Ifle,

MANUFAOTOBEB
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Cooking Apparatus,

Cheap,

beck &

G. A.

Cooking

Steam

Jflce at the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Schlotter-

One door above

in

BEST.”

Ulysses S. Grant,
Rebellion
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United States 6 per cent. Bonds,.$130,000
Massachusetts 6 per cent. Bonds,...
109,000
Cambridge, Mass., City Bonds,...
10,000
Vermont Central and Vt. & Canada H. K. Bonds,.
3,000
Loans on Call, secured by U. S. Bonds as Collaterals,.
36,000
Loans secured by 1st Mortgage on Beal Estate in Boston, at onehalf it value,...
30,000
13.500
135 Nhares Traders National Bank,.
Notes Receivable for Murine Risks,.
0,530
Cash on habd and in Bank,.
1,577
Interest accrued......
0,100
1.563
Premiums in course of collection,.
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PAINTER.
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C. J. SCHUMACHER,

FRESCO

The

This Company is

AN

SALERATUS, Ac.,
N.
most
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well as
A
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Agents
FOK

BOSTON,

Annual Income

SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.
Advertisement.
Army Medica1 Board, to consist of Surgeon.
J. B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l U. S. A., Sur-;
geon H. R. Wirtz, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A., Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U.S. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, Brevet Lieut. Col.,
U. S. A., will meet in New York City on the 1st of
May next, lor the examination ot A ssistant Surgeons,
U. S. Army, for promotion, and of candidates for
admission into the Medical Staff ot the U. S. Army.
Applicants mustbe between 21 and 30years ofage,
physically sound, and graduates of a regular medi-

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Coffees

Dr*.

WM. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents,Portland,Me.
Ward, Southebland*&> Co, wholesale Agents,
128 & 130 William St, New York.
ap2'id&wlm

great lire.

16.

Box of 60

rita, equal to lx pinto beat Hg?5
Ood-ura Oil, 75 oeuto; box'*,
of 1*0 Drag**, equal to *
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of Wfioa •*rBend for Circular.

58 and OO Middle St.,
On the Old Site occupied by them previous to the
Portland, March
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sugar-coated; pills

(UP STAIRS,) BOSTON.

April 6, 1868.

STYLES!

will be decidedlj for their interest

o'

all ages and
as
handsome octavo book offover 6 iO pages, illustrated
with 12 beautiful Steel Engravings. No competition.
Agents say it sells taster than any book they t-ver
sold. Terms liberal. Seid tor cjepciiptive circular.
& CO., Hartford, Conn.
April 23. d&w8w 18

Independent Insurance Company,

BLOCK.

Jewelry, Cod-Liver EXTRACT not OIL.
old

WASHINGTON STREET,
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Silver Plated Ware, die.,
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Agents Wanted
For “PEOPLE’S BOOK OF BI03RAPHY.”

STATEMENT OF THE

& Co,

Flour and Provisions,

L. DRESSER & CO.,

&

and customers

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

•

Also agents for the sale ot

Watches

know it

NEW

Senior partner of the late firm ol

Iron,
Iron,
Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Ship and.Railroad Spikes, Imitation and French PolGval and halt round Iron,
isbed Sheet Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nails, Galvanized Sheet
Iron,
N or way and Swedes Iron Sheet Coi per and Zinc,
ano Shapes,
Bauca, Straits & Eng Tin.
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass

Successor* to

we

be accommodated

Book

INSURANCE COMPANY!

ALBION F. HARRIS,

Swarf

Muntz’s Yellow Metal
February 18. d6m

jobbing

for the

INDEPENDENT

OFFER FOR HALE
Best Refined Bar Iron,
Tin Plates,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates for Roofing,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. and American Sheet

York, expressly

can

the
l.veso1

OXJIT

May 5-dawlwthen eod &

1-3 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,)

Office Merchants* national Bank Building, \
Exchaisgk St, up stairs. J

St., Boston,

^ew

>

PORTLAND. ME.
Agency for Paying U. S. Pensions*

IRON, STEEL,
XIN PLATES,
SHEET IRON,
AND
METALS I

Auctions in

GEO. C. ROBINSON & CO.

Wii larb T. Brown, (
__
PORTLAND.
Walter H. Brown, J
Sole Wholesale Agents for the Boston Match Co,
•or Maine.
By permission refer to Dana & Ce., J.
W. Perkins & Co., Josiah H. Drummond, Burgess.
Pobes&Co.
june26dtl
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JAMES PARTON,
“Prince
BiographRibbons and Flowers, BYers,”
containing
distinguished
countries. Women
Men.

Amount of Capital,

Making,

be accommodated at No 2

can

FEW gentlemen hoarders
at No. 20 Boyd at.

A

to their

SEE

W. T. BROWN & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

Na. 90

Block,

advantage, which we shall cheerftilly do. We shall sell Ladies* Hats as low as 33 cts Bonnet Frames, from 75cts down to 13 cts., and Hat Frames as low as 10 cts each.
We hope the ladies will take
pains to come and

Greatly

General

UUG'KN VICCE, N. C.
in Yellow Pine Timber and Shin
Stock. Orders solicited.
References—R. P. Buck St, Co., New York:
Wm. McGilvery. Esq., Searsport: Ryan St Davis,
Portland.
mar26dtl

boarders

A Deering street.

STREET.

buying of importers aud at the large
to give our retail customers,

Bonnets,

Millinery

—

N®. 163 Middle Street, Partlnud, Me.
March 9, 1868, dtt

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood Mill,

New

Clapp’s

MRS. M. A. BOSWORTH,

CO ANN OF STEBCING made to mer.
chant* upon favorable term*.

Boarders Wanted.

open at

are now

Wednesday Morning, May 6, 1868.

from flie

Wauted!

GOODS!!

CUBANTOR.*

BIMIL1BPS

Humphrey’s Hommopathic Specifics,

Box 1517, Portland, Me.

rooms on second door, with or without
A board, by two or three young men, within five
minutes’ walk ot City Hall. Persons answering this
will please state price and loc iHon. Address
ina)5d3t*
JH IVIES WAGNER.

ornamental

Stucco and Mastic Workers,

Merchants,

Our

HTEREKS,

PLAIN and

114 Sian* Street, Boston.

Rivet
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STOCK

PORTLAND.
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*_

$8.00 per annum,

DAILY PRESS.

No. S.

opening, by addressing
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Law,

NO. 99 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND.

er*Agent* for Maine tor the Washington Manufacturing (Jo’s Cloth Button Hole Paper Cottars ant
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Also Agents for Singers’ Sewing Machines, and

3
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FRANK,

and Counsellor at

Attorney

And Small Wares,
Corner of middle and Pearl Street*,

HO North

Co.,

HAS

WOODMAN, TRUE

im PORTE BN

LARGEST

an

L M. & F.

have returned from New York with

MILLINERY

NEW

Agent

Union Mutual Life insurance

Office C»ual National Bank Building, Middle at.
d2m
Portland, Ajaii 20, 1868.
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we

Permanent,

learn of such

havDollars to invest, in a
and Profitable business oi his

fTIWOgood

STEVENS,

U.

can

FEW

B9LEBIDAN & GBIFHTH8,

Bonnell & Pelham.

FULLER, DANA

month’s delay,

THE

Houses fitted with Pipes for Gas, steam or
Water, in a workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
warranted.
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BUSINESS CA11JP3.

EXCHANGE

a

No. 41 Union Street, Portland.

plasterers,

Hankers and

man in each
one or two hundred

May 2-dtf

quent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
ot the State) for $1.00 per square lor first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser
tion.
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After

MAINE

....

WeU! A ing
Pleasant,

TVell,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wanted.
County in this Sta’e,

YOUNG

own,

St.,

Commercial

PORTLAND,

Notices, $1.25 per square for the first
and 25 cents per square lor each subse-

engine: Bit’s

Well.

Well,

Clement, and Plaster,

33

One inch ol space, hi
Kates of Advert.
length ol column, constitutes a “square.
$ 1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cento per
week after; three insertions* or less, $1.00: con tin ung every other day atier first week, 50 cents.
Hall'square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one
week, $1.00; 50 cento per week atter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.

insertion,

L

Wholesale Commission Dealer in

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
a year,
same place every Thursil -y morning at $2.00
invariably in advance

Special

G.

J.

WAN YEP,

MISCELLANEOUS.

■

the fifth

disA Republican convention for
trict, held at Machias on Wednesday last, selected Ignatius Sargent of that town for delCanvention. C. B. Paine
gate to the Chicago
of Eastport was chosen alternate.

scribed

as

a

—something

the latest fashion in colors, is demixture of pea-green and orange
like the tint of a kitten’s eye in a

coal cellar.
—A well authenticated case of human spontaneous combustion, which resulted in death,
is reported in Cleveland, Ohio. The name of
the

Bremer, and he had long been a
lUiuJtor, Xt If ffffrlfA that b» drank,
on a wager, six large drinks of
whislfoy“fihd a
pint of stock ale, at a sitting. With blazing
face and starting eyes, he reeled towards a gas
jet, in order to light his pipe, when the noxious gases issuing from his mouth were instantly ablaze, and the poor wretch was soon
being consumed by an inward fire.
man was

Uarti

Ladies are often anxious about keeping
furs free from moths during the summer
months. A writer who seems to know says
darkneet is all that is needed. The little gray

moth,

or

“miller,” which deposits the eggs,

only

in the light. Enclose the articles
in a paper box, put this in a pillow
case, or wrap around with cloth, and hang np
in a dark closet. Camphor, spices or perfumes
are of no use.
Continual darkness is sufficient. And do not take out the furs in June
or July to give them an
“airing," for even then
cometh the enemy, and it may be that in fifteen minutes after exposure, has deposited an
hundred eggs. If you consider an airing inmoves

loosely

dispensable, give the furs
and put them quickly ba<-k.

a

good switching

—M. Gounod is said to have composed a
opera,—as yet unnamed.
—According to a Paris evening paper, tbe
crown of thorns, a nail, and a piece-of tbe
true cross have recently been on exhibition at
new

the ohurcb of Notre Dame.

—Baltimore has changed the name of Lincoln street, and the vote was passed by the
city council on the anniversary of.the assassination. One of the journals of that city ex-

plains
not

the act by saying that “Baltimore is
conscious of owing anything to that dis-

tinguished joker.”
—The Washington correspondent of
New York Tribune, noticing that on the
ond day of Mr. Evarts’s speech ha had

the
secnot

touched the specific charges against tbe President, says that “the constant attendants in the
galleries have not given up all hope that he
will yet, at least, incidentally allude to the

subject

for which the Court was oonvened.”

—A journal was started in Hanover just after the battle of Sadowa, called La Situation.
It never bad over 350 subscribers. In one
year it sunk $300,000, and then stopped. The

proprietors compensated every peacn employed on the paper with a year’s extm salary,
the edit jr-in-chief

receiving $12,000.
recognized and favorite way just now
of promoting purity is to keep inces»n*ly
proclaiming that all women are impure and
—The

‘Indecent.
—The report is

again current in Paris that
Mademoiselle Nilsson is about to marry Gustavo Dorr1.
—A niece of Douglas Jerrold—M*s Cope-

land—is the manager of the Theatre Boyal
and Boyal Amphitheatre, Liverpool.
—There is no better fertilizer for strawberries than wood ashes. All soils will not alike
be benefited by such an application; but it is
always sale to use ashes in connection with
other manures. It ashes only aae used, there
are fewer weeds, as no seeds can be introduced by the manure.
—The Chinese have a wheelbarrow in common use which is an improvement on oar barrow.
The wheel is in the middle It is notuncommon

and,

to see

a

if the wind is

tail set on this wagon,
can make six

(air, they

miles an hour easy.
—The horrible story,

copied from the Westpapers, of the abduction of a child by a
gray eagle, turns out to be true—with a difference. The kidnapping was done by a steamer
named the Gray Eagle, that plies between Keand this in tbe month of
okuk

ern

and Quincy,

April.

has been ar—A farm laborer at Neufchatel
a fit of jealousy, d^wn
in
having,
rested for
throwing her down a
ed his sweetheart by

w!i'jv

comes ffota British Inqueer statement
that the Russians had b«fu drivdia, namely,
Kuhelat aud Kandatnsr, by Mahomed
en from
Khan. But how came the English to allow

the Russians to get into Kajulnfiar, which is
in Affghanistan, and thereSfre quite too near
India to permit of their being pldMWit neighbors there?
—When Voltaire was told fjmt a frMfd of
he exto become a pbynsfau,
his was

studying

claimed: “Why will he be so iced? He will
he known little,
have to thrust drugs of wbiA
knows less.”
into a body of which he
in rt^flon
The difficulties of dm Denman**
their «*»ention is only
to the time of holding
second

to

that in relation to the

candidtfiys

THE PEBS8.
Wednesday Morning, May 6, 1868.
Sg^F/rst Page to-day—Dominion of Canada; Agasiz on Fish-raising; '.the Industrial
College; a Safety Car; Varieties.
Fourth. Page—The iFirst Croquet; Pictures
in Tea; Truth at Home.
IT is very creditable to the Fenians that in
their convention at New York yesterday they

passed, by a unanimous vote, a resolution ex
pressing strong disapproval of assassinations

in general and that of D'Arey McGee in particular. It is hardly probable that this assassination mania will last much longer. "Whalen at Ottawa and Farrell at Sydney will
probably soon expiate their crimes on the gallows.

_*

_

Tub New Hampshire Republican State Convention was held at Concord, yesterday. John
H. Bailey of Portsmouth, Wm. E. Chandler of
Concord, Charles S. Faulkner of Keene, and

Elijah M. Topliff of Manchester, were chosen
delegates at large to the Chicago Convention.
Resolutions in favor of the nomination of
General IT. S Grant for the Presidency,
and approving the action of the New Hampshire Congressmen with respect to impeachment, were adopted. Several telegrams were
received from Washington speaking encouragingly of the probable result of Johnson’s trial.
A dispatch from Gen. Butler declared that
“Wade and prosperity are sure to come with
the apple blossoms."

Duel.—The
telegraph
yesterday,
morning made brief mention of a duel which
occurred Monday between Gen. Albert C.
Lawrence, American Minister to Costa Rica
and Baron Von Kusserow, (Kussedrow?)
Secretary of the Prussian Legation. One

The Boston Board of Trade has passed a
series of financial resolutions, favoring a gradual return to
specie payments, thus:
Retolved, That by offering to all holders of
greenbacks their equivalent at par in United
States five per cent, bonds, payable principal
and interest in coin, and by prohibiting the
banks from selling their gold received from
the government, a gradual but steady withdrawal of debased currency and an accumulation of specie reserve would be effected, by
which, in due time and without serious disturbance, the currency and the prices of commodities may be brought to gold values.
A resolution was also
in favor of a

passed

law

legalizing specie

to her. General Lawrence then entered upon the scene and took up the matter in behalf of his wife, and forthwith
indited a
bloody challenge, which the bold baron
promptly accepted. The parties went out
at sunrise and fired two shots at each other.
Result: nobody hurt, general shaking of
hands, lovely time all around, and a joyful
Another

the city.

return to

account

spoils

the story by declaring that there was no lady
in the case, and that the Baron was the challenging party. All accounts agree that the
parties took a drink together in token of complete reconciliation.
ttiofrict Convention.
Agreeably to published call the Republican

necessary arrangements for said
Fair—the whole expense not to exceed $2500—
make all
was

passed

nays 2.

in concurrence

by

a

vote yeas 5

_

Among the advantages which towns along
the coast derive from their improved communication with Portland, the reception of their
mails by the Machias steamer twenty-four
hours earlier than by any other conveyance is
not

inconsiderable.

ings along the

The mail for all the landis made up at the post

route

office here for every steamer,
before she sails.

closing

an

hour

Boston, May 5, 1868.

ganization: Charles J. Gilman, Brunswick,
George A. Deering, Saco, William A. Winship,
Portland, Thomas Quinby, Biddeford, John B.
Fernald, York, Geo. Pierce, Harrison.
The committee on credentials reported the
whole number of towns represented 51; entitled to 139 delegates from Cumberland and 113
from York, of whom 103 were present from
Cumberland, and 88 from York.
The following committee on resolutions was
raised: J. E. Butler, Biddeford; S. A. Hol-

brook, Freeport;
Say ward, Alfred;
Haunaiord, Cape Elizabeth, and George Goodwin, Wells.
On motion of Mr. Foster, of Portland, nomJ. H.

Chas

inations were called for from the floor for delegates to Chicago, first from the Eastern portion and then from ihe Western. The names
of General George F. Shepley and Gen. Neal
Dow were presented from the first, and Col.
M. F. Wentworth, H. J. Rice, Hon, E. H.
Banks

and Hon. Marshall
Western portion.

Pierce from the

The committee to receive, sort and count
votes for delegate from the Eastern portion of
the District reported:
Whole number of votes,
150
76
Necessary for choice,
F.
134
George
Shepley had
Neal Dow had
16
On motion of Mr. Libby, of Westbrook, the
nomination of General Shepley was made
unanimous by rising, which was done with
great enthusiasm.
The committee on the part of the Western

portion of the District reported:
Whole number of votes
for choice,
Mark F. Wentworth had
Hon. E. H. Banks had
Hon. Marshall Pierce bad

162
82
132
21

Neccessary

be declared alternates, and this mode
of election was adopted.
Hon. E. H. Banks, of Biddeford, and Gen.
Dow, of Portland, were therefore declared
est votes

elected. The committee on resolutions presented the following resolves:
Resolved, That the tried and patriotic men who
su«tained the loyal cause throughout the rebellion,
and the brave soldiers who fought tor it, will never

consent tnru the arrangement and settlement of the
vast questions of reconstruction shall be
wrested
from their h inds and placed in those of the men who
fought to destroy the Government or of those who
gave moral aid and comfort to the latter by declaring
to ihe world, in the hour of the nation’s deepest
gloom, that irs preservation by force of arms was impossible; and that they will demand and do demand
that Congress shall promptly and faithfully perform
its duty under the Constttut on in carrying out these
measures of reconstruction which it lias itself declared, by a majority of more than two thir ls of
both Bouses, to be legal and necessary; and that, as
it has become patent and certain that the President
has conspired with bad men and traitors to defeat
these measures, and has shown a determination to
enforce measures for which there was not only no
lawful sanction, but which were in express contravention of the acts of Congress and of its wise and
just policy, and the House of ltepresentatlves having
for these and other acts impeached this great criminal “In the name of all the pe pie or the United
States” of high crimes and misdemeanors, the proof
being clear, and the uulawful and wicked purpose
unquestionable, we await without anxiety or fear the
judgment that the august tribunal before which he
stands is so soon to pronounce.
Resolved, That this District concurs with the loyal
people of every other district in the United States in
demanding the nomination of the matchless soldier,
the statesman of rare and saving common sense, the
true pa*riot and honest man, U. S. Grant for Presias a name fit to be associated
dent, and
with his, that of H annibal Hamlin, oi Maine, for
Vice President; believing that this nomination would
give more strength to the general ticket than any
other which could be made, while it would be doing
an act of justice to this eminent and ever faithful
statesman, whose "taking off” in the last National
Convention of Republ cans has been the cause of so
many perils and woes to our country; and the delegates chosen from this District are hereby instructed
to use all hon >rab’e means for their nomination at

presents,

the National Convention.
Resolved, That the Republicans of the First Congressional District of Maine view with great satisfaction the able and patriotic course of all the Senators
and Repre entatives in Congress from this Slate, and
are proud in the conviction that no one of the delegation of Maine ha3 proved more worthy of the confidence reposed in them than Hon. John Lynch—
their own Representative.

Report accepted and voted that the resolutions be adopted and printed, with the proceedings of the convention.
Voted, that the thanks of the convention be
tendered to the officers of this convention for
the matfiier in which they have performed their
duties to-day.
Hugh D.
8. E.
F. N.

McLellan, President.

Bryant, { Secretaries.
a
Dow,
j

.news iTBMs.-ia

xoruvuie, N. Y., Monday,
four little girls, each about ten years old,
•greed to commit suicide by taking poison,
and one of them

actually

did

so.

Gen. Schofield has appointed Mr. George
Cahoon Mayor of Richmond.
Massnchu setts is patching up the new license

law

Samuel

as

well

as

she can.

Mills, the Franconia murderer is

soon to be executed in New
Hampshire. It
will be the first case of
capital punishment in
New Hampshire since 1849 when Rev. Enos
G. Dudley of Grafton was
hung for murdering his wife in order to marry a school teacher to whom he had
become attached.
The Portsmouth Chronicle
says that the editor of the Dover Gazette, is
running a matrimonial broker
establishment, and having
given notice that there were thirty Dover
bachelors “able and willing to support" wives
has received five applications.
The New Haven Palladium is justly
indignant at the high price of pew rent.
It says
that in a few years none but the rich will have

the

gospel preached

to them in most of our

churches.
Miss Mary Sterling, of Willisburg, Chemung
county, N. Y., died Sunday, another victim of
the Erie slaughter at Carr’s
Rock; thus increasing the number of dead to 27. There are 13
more

injured there.

From the court
reports of the Machias Rewe learn
that the last case tried was
that of John Smith vs.
John Doe and Richard
Roc. How these fellows
effected their escape
from Blacbstone is not explained
Among the good things current in Washington is a story that Judge Nelson and General Butler fought a duel at the Congressional

publican

United States Circuit Court
JUDGE

Tuesday.—In the
vs. Roy,
the J ury reported they were unable to
agree upon a
verdict. [They stood eleven ior conviction and one
for acquittal ] Judge Fox ordered venires to issue
tor the return of new jurors to
try the case again a)
the present term. It wi'l
probably be tried to-morrow.

Judge Clifford is expected to come in this m rning
to deliver opinions in some cases argued heretofore.
APRIL TERM.—BARROWS, J, PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—In the case of Clark vs. City of Port-

land, to recover damages tor juries sustained by alleged defects in a highway, the Jury returned a verdict ior plaintiff, allowing him $618.
Howard & Cleaves.

P. Barnes.
Chas. Moore et a'. Action lor
debt. Defence was that Geo. Smith was not a partner of Moore.
Verdict lor plaintiff for $519.40.
No. 275—Simon E. Armstrong vs. Ebenezer Todd

Chapman

vs.

Assumpsit on

et al.

a

note lor

$120, signed by

Eben-

Todd and John Todd. Ebenezer has been defaulted. John, who resides in Freeport, contends

ezer

was

as

it is claimed to

be,'.the

citizens of the

hours after.” Lord Bacon had music
played in the room adjoining his study; and
Milton listened to his organ for his solemn infew

spirations. Even the celebrated Irish orator,
Curran, always prepared some of his most eloquent speeches with his violin in his hand,

No. 60—Henry B. Boody vs. Loring Thayer. Assumpsit on a groce y account. After the evidence
for plaintiff was out, Court adjourned.
Haskell.
The Court

Ordered, That where either party has demanded a
jury according to the provisions ot Section 6 of Chapter 151, approved February 14, 1868, the demand may
at any time be withdrawn and the case referred to
the presiding Justice, by the consent of both parties.
The next case in order for trial is No. 45—Palmer
et al. vs. Merrill, appellant.
Court.

Tuesday.—One case ot search and seizure. Respondent pleaded guilty and paid a fine oi $50 and

ginia” with his fiddle in his hand? He
quite a good violinist for that day, and it

costs.

be, that he drew out of his instrument

may
some

in

Canada,

some

Andrew Johnson is

probinstrument; at
shocking disregard of
his political perform-

upon any

twenty miles lrom Rouse's

Point, who used to fiddle for h<s flock to dance
on the ground near his church after he had
gone through with the religious services of the
Sabbath. So it seems not unreasonable to expect some very brilliant poetic efforts from

Longfellow, Holmes and Lowell immediately
after the finale of this festival, and perhaps
Hepworth may be inspired by the big organ
and and the grand chorus to write an extraordinary sermon. Th e festival is now the topic
of conversation in drawing-rooms, in saloons,
in public houses and at the corners of the
streets. In some good degree it atones for the
loss of the Cunard line, causes a momentary
forgetfuluess of the Portland and Ogdensburg
railroad, and throws impeachment into the
shade.
The Handel and Haydn society have done
much to improve the public ear for the divine
art. Portland ought to have a similar institution. There is musical talent enough in the
for such an organization, and I am
quite sure the citizens would encourage and
sustain it. The enterprise ought to be started
at once, and it is strange—passing strange—
Forest

City

that the Portland singers and musicians do
not set about it. Such an institution would
prosper under proper management and serve
to educate the people up to a bigh standard of
musical taste. It would be a good school in
which all might learn something to their advantage. Music is a grand anti dote for many
social poisons. Neither men, women nor children plot mischief when listening to good music. Let us have then, a musical society in
the Forest City. Give Portland such a musical organization, the pure waters from Sebago, and the railroad through the Notch to
the teeming
of life alone.

West, and

she can

play

the game
B.

State News.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Presque Isle Sunrise states that on
Wednesday last Mr. C. V. White, of that town,
set fire to some piles of wood in a back field
more than a mile from his
buildings. The
fire speedily took in some grass which was not
mown last year, and started off “over the hills
and far away” at break-neck speed in pursuit
of other and more valuable piles to burn. Mr.
White started off to the village for help, and
bjr the time assistance arrived, the fire was
within a few rods of his buildings. It was finally ‘whipped" out without having done
much damage. Mr. White estimates that the
fire burned over more than sixty acres in about
an hour.
The Sunrise says a young miss, a few days
ago, came into Presque Isle village, having
walked twelve miles, for the purpose of seeing
a physician.
She returned home the next day
by the same mode of conveyance.
The Sunrise is informed that some scamp
set fire to the sugar-house of Mr. Blackstone,
in No. 14, one night last week, which entirely
consumed it, together with a barrel of maple
syrup and two hogsheads of sap.
The

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

By

the will of the late Dr.

Potter,

of Cin-

cinnati, formerly of Sebago in this State, the
bulk of his property eventually goes to Sebago, to be set apart as an academic fund, for
the support of an academy in the town. It

is to be built within three-quarters of a mile
from the church now standing in tbe town,
and to be free to all the larger children resident
in the town. He reccmmends that the teacher be a pious Christian man, graduate of some
institution authorized to confer degrees, or
having passed the Sophomore year in such an
institution; but he requires that the school
shall each day be opened with the reading of
some portion of the New Testament, in which
all the pupils shall join, on penalty of the forfeiture of the right of free admission.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

We understand that tbe students at Colby
University, Waterville, have been indulging
in some very boyish demonstrations lately!
One night last week they took down the chapel bell, and buried it in tbe grove back of the
buildings. A few nights afterwards, they burned over the college grounds, and Saturday
night they carried away a II the gates in the
village and piled them up near the college.
Perhaps the faculty will regard these acts as
indicating a taste for agricultural pursuits
that deserves encouragement, and will allow
some of these young men a chance to rusticate for a season. Monday night the programme was varied by tearing up a portion of
the sidewalk on Temple street.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig says loose hay is selling
in that market at from $14 to 15 per ton for
the best quality, and from 10 to 13 for inferior
qualities; straw from 9 to 10; oats from 90 to
1.00; yellow eyed beans from 4.00 to 4.75, and
extra pea beaus from 4 90 to 5.00; potatoes are
now bringing from 1.30 to 1.35; eggs from 20
to 22 cents, and butter we should quote from
48 to 50 cents for the best article; dried apple
from 12 to 14 cents, and roung hogs 13 to 141-2
cents. The roads are fast coming into good
condition, and we expect to see considerable
produce on our market daily.
The Whig chronicles the following accidents
that occurred last week: Mr. Daley was unfortunate enough to fracture his arm; a little
daughter of Mr. Kiley, on Third street, fractured her leg; a sou of Mrs. Lynch, Parker
street, and a sou of Mr. Worcester, Lincoln
street each had a fractured thigh.
Hon. Samuel H. Blake, of Bangor, has been
appointed and confirmed as Railroad Commissioner—an appointment, says the Whig,
which will give strength and dignity to the
board.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Edward Radley oi St. George New Brunswick was drowned May 1st while driving logs
the Seven Mile Brook in Jerusalem township. He was unmarried and aged 22 years.
The dwelling house in North Anson owned
by Charles Atkinson and occupied by C. C.
Beals was totally destroyed by fire May 4th,
Loss about $2000. Insured for $600 in the
Somerset Mutual Co.
on

COUNTY.

WASHINGTON
The Machias Republican says that at East
Machias, a man in the employ of E. S. Gilmore at the hotel, was very dangerously injured last Sunday. He was tying a cow in the
barn, when for some reason the cow hooked
him with one of her
horns, making a wound
111 his
body near the groin, to the depth of
S'g“t inches. Also, that on Saturday, April
35th, Mr. Elisha D. Cates, of Cutler, was
drowned from
falling from a vessel on which
he was at work.

Machias Republican
says that on
Monday last, Captain Beujamin Perry, of Harrington, died suddenly with scarce a moment’s warning. Probably ot apoplexy.
The Republican says Adeline Preble a girl
about 20 years of age, living at Dr. Ordway’s
in Harrington, died suddenly, April 24th, in’
consequence of taking stiychnine, in the’absence

of the Doctor.

Whether she took it pur-

grave-yard; that Nelson was shot through the posely or not cannot be now told, as she gave
brains; that Butler was shot through the no information on the subject. She was sublow spirits, and had before spoken of
heart; and that both of them walked back to ject to in
order to get clear of the trouble* of
dying
the Capitol uninjured.
life. She lived about an hour.

Lodge then called off to meet at
the reception room, City Hall, Wednesday
morning at half-past eight o'clock, to attend
the ceremonies of laying the corner stones of
the new Custom House and Post Office.
EVENING.

Commandery of Knights Tem7 o’clock, Grand Commander

plar met at
Dodge presiding.
A charter

was

granted for

a new

Comman-

dery at Eastport, to be called St. Bernard
Commandery.
The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:
Moses Dodge of Portland, Grand Commander.
James M. Larrabee of Gardiner, Deputy
Grand Commander.
John H. Lynde of Bangor, Grand General-

issimo.

Charles H. McLellan of Bath, Grand Captain General.
Rev. J. E. C. Sawyer of Bath, Grand Prelate.
Wm. P, Preble of Portland, [Grand Senior
Warden.
David Cargill of Winthrop, Grand Junior
Warden.
Chas. Fobes of Portland, Grand Treasurer.
Ira Berry of Portland, Grand Recorder.
E. D.

Seymour

Standard

of Calais, Grand

Dearer.

J. W. Ballou of Bath, Grand Sword Bearer.
A. W. French of Eastport, Grand Warder.
Warren Phillips of Portland, Grand C. of

Guards.
The

Grand Commandery
Wednesday at 7 1-2 o’clock.

adjourned

until

The Amateur Theatrical Entertainment
last evening, at City Hall, was in every respect
decided and pleasing snccess. There was a
large and appreciative audience, and we have
rarely seen one in this city that manifested so
much pleasure as that which witnessed the
plays of “Paul’s Keturn,” and Who Speaks
a

JUDGE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

and who knows but Thomas Jefferson wrote
his messages, and especially his “Notes on Virwas

Grand

The Grand

Bonney & Harriman.
promulgated the following order:

Iflunicipal

new

was

The Grand

Supreme Judicial Court.

H. J.

Lodge of New Brunswick
recognized as a regular Grand Lodge.
Thursday morning at 9 o’clock was assigned
for the Installation of Officers.
The

FOX PRESIDING.
case ol United States

ertion,

‘‘Hub” will have their minds most thoroughly
exercised during the week, and we may expect some startling displays in the moral, religious, social or political world. Said Alfieri:
“Almost all my tragedies were sketched in my
mind either in the act of hearing music, or a

8

1
Scattering
And Col. Wentworth was declared elected,
and the vote wa9 made unanimous.
Mr. Bonny, of Portland, moved that the two
gentlemen who had received the second high-

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

and Shoes—W. C. Montgomery.
Malt Extract—W. F. Phillips & Co.
Dissolution—Adams & Purinton.
House to Let—John C. Procter.
Annuel Meeting Temiscouata Pine Land Co.
Sheriff’s Sale—Russell Laiuson,
Boots

To the Editor of the Presi :
To-day the grand musical festival of the
Handel and Haydn society begins in Music
Hall with a chorus of six hundred and fifty
voices and an orchestra of one hundred musicians. It promises to be the greatest musical
demonstration ever witnessed on this continent. If music be a stimulant to mental ex-

any rate he shows a
time and harmony in
ances. Disraeli speaks of a celebrated French
preacher, Bourdaloue or Massillon, who used
to play the fiddle to “screw his mind up to the
pitch, preparatory to his sermoD, which, within a short interval, he was to preach before the
Court.” I once knew an aged Catholic priest

of Portland, were elected as Secretaries. The
above named gentlemen, with the following
Vice Presidents, were made the permanent or-

Valuable Land—E. M. Patten & Co.
M. Patten & Co.

superior Conn.
MAY TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
The May term of the Superior Court was opened
yesterday morning with prayer from Rev. Dr. Carruthers. The same j urors that were present at the
April term were In attendance.
After calling the docket oi continued actions, numbering 94 cases, the Court proceeded to try such cases
as were to go to the jury.
The first case taken up

from the 1st

m. a. j»iancnara, j^sq., unairmanoi tne uis.
trict Committee, called the Convention to order and nominated Hon. Hugh D. McLell&n
of Gorham, as temporary chairman, and Seth
E. Bryant of Kennebunk, and Fred. N. Dow

Bangor, Deputy Grand Master; David Cargill
of East Winthrop, Senior Grand Warden; T.
E. Simontou of Camden, Junior Grand Warden; Moses Dodge of Portland, Grand Treasurer; Ira Berry of Portland, Recording Grand
Secretary; Oliver Gerrish, A. B. Thompson,
W. P. Preble, Committee of Finance; Jabez
True and A. M. Wetherbee, Trustees of the
Charity Fund.

signature is a forgery. On trial.
Dennett & Dennett.
J. D. & F. Fessenden,

Festival.

philosophical ideas.
ably unable to play

5th.

the following officers were selected
for the ensuing year: Timothy J. Murray of
Portland, Grand Master: John H. Lynde of

Real Estate—E.
NEW

Maaonic.
At the Annual Communication of the
Grand Lodge of Maine, in thiscitv yesterday

afternoon,

fkNTKBTAINMENT COLUMN.
Theatre— Deerlng Hall.
Annual Ball—Pine Tree State Club.
AUCTION COLUMN.

that his

The Bonlon Musical

District Convention for the choice of two delegates to the National Convention at Chicago,

Congressional District, met at City
Hall, Biddeford. at 11 o’clock, Tuesday, May

Wew AdTertiiemenfa tbi» Dar.

The State Agricultural Fair.—At the

meeting of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen
Monday evening, the order which had prev^
ously passed the Board of Common Council
for the appointment of a committee to con.
tract with the proprietors of Forest City Driving Park for the use of their grounds for the
combined State, County and Horticultural
Fair to be held in this city the coming autumn,
also to provide stalls, pens, and buildings and

The

account says that the Baron, in conversation
lately with the wife of General Lawrence
made a remark about a lady friend of his own
to which Mrs. Lawrence responded with
s omething quite offensive to the Baron. He
thereupon replied in a manner distasteful

contracts.

Portland and Vicinity.

John Moneghan, for drunkenness and disturbance,
paid a fine of $3 and costs.
Patrick Shea and Andrew Sullivan pleaded guilty
to being engaged in a street fight, and each paid a
fine of $5 with one halt the costs.
Edward Good and Patrick Burke, for obstructing
the sidewalk, were each fined $5 and costs. Paid.
John Broderick and Patrick O'Neil were before the
Court for breaking and entering the store of James
McGdnchy. Trial; decision as to Broderick, probable cause, and respondent required to fiimish sureties in the sum oi $500 for his appearance at the next
term of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Failing in
sureties he was committed. O’Neil wasaujudged not
guilty and discharged. Howard & Cleaves for O’Neil.
Hopkins for Broderick.
Patrick Feeney was fined $10 and costs for keeping shop open on the Lord’s day.
Thomas McGinnis, for the same offence, was fined
$10 and costs. Paid.
Certain liquors and vessels were declared forfeited
to the city, no person appearing to olaim them.

Lariag ihe Corner Slones.
MASONIC CELEBRATION.

This forenoon, between the hours of nine and
ten o’clock, the corner stones of the Custom
House and Post Office will be laid according to
ancient Masonic usage, by the Grand Lodge of
Maine. The Portland Commandery, Stephen

Berry Commander, and St. Alban Commandery, M. F. King Commander, will be reviewed on Exchange street at 8 1-2 o’clock, by
Grand Commander Moses Dodge, Charles H.
McLellan special aid, under whose command
they will proceed to the City Building, where
the Grand Lodge will be received and escorted
as follows: Down Congress
street to Pearl,
down Pearl to Cumberland, through Cumberland to Elm, up Elm to Middle, down Middle
to Pearl, down Pearl to the Custom House,
where the ceremonies will be performed by
Past Grand Master Josiah H. Drummond, assisted by the officers of the Grand Lodge. The
procession will then proceed through Exchange
street to the Post Office, where the ceremonies
will be performed by Grand Master T. J. Murray, assisted by Deputy Grand Master J. H.
Lynde and Grand Wardens David Cargill and
T. E. Simonton, with H. H. Dickey as Grand
Marshal.
After the ceremonies, if there is time and
the weather is pleasant, the procession may re-

First,” last evening. The performance was uncommonly smooth, and brim full of characterization and genial humor. Ho word of critical
testimony is needed to the genuine excellence
of the acting, and the cast with which both of
the plays were produced could not be improved.

“Paul’s Return” parsed off very satisfactorily with Mr. F. Chase as Richard Goldsworthy, in which he displayed his usual great
ability as an actor. Miss Peters, as Beatrice

Goldsworthy, was highly applauded, of which
she was truly worthy, and Miss McCobb, as
Blanco Wilton, left nothing to be wished for
in her exceedingly accurate and tasteful delinMr. C. E. Emerson as Paul

eations.

Golds-

clever, off hand
fellow just returned from California, penniless,

worthy, represented

at first

a

but when he came to the serious matter'of fall-

ing in love with Beatrice, and explained the
difficulties

attending it,

he

was

spirited

and

interesting and displayed a talent hardly surpassed by any actor that we ever saw in Portland. Mr. Hal. Bacon as Herbert Flyntskin
did remarkably well, for which he was amply
rewarded by gaining the hand of Blance. Mrs.

appeared as Mrs. Clampit, Miss Bryant as Mrs. Goldsworthy, and Miss Chaddock
as Miss
Goldsworthy. Mr. Henry Carter as
Abel Honeydew gave great-satisfaction, and
certainly showed genius of a high degree.
The after-piece, “Who Speaks First,” was
Purinton

equally interesting, and it is not too much to
say that each performance was literally perfect.
This evening the popular play of “The Spirit of Seventy-six,” will be produced, and we
predict that the hall will be crowded. It is for
a worthy object, and this talented company for
their exertions ought to be amply rewarded by

seeing

that they are duly appreciated, and that
their attempt to do a charitable act, and besides give us such pleasing entertainments, has
been successful beyond their expectation.
Personal.—Gov. Chamberlain is expected
to arrive in this city to-day in the train from
Augusta at 2 o’clock. He will be escorted

depot to the Preble
Portland Mechanic Blues.

from the

House by the

the City Building.
If the weather should be stormy it will be
postponed until Thursday morning.

State Agricultural Society.—The Board
of Trustees of the State Agricultural Society
are in session at
the United states Hotel in
this city. They will decide at this session at
what place to hold the State Fair.

Highway Robbery.—Mr. Edwin B. Poor,
brother of our well known citizen Mr. Jos. H.
Poor, and clerk at his coal establishment, was

The Custom House and Post Office will be
closed to-day from 9 till 1 o’clock, during the
ceremonies of laying the corner stones.

turn

through

some

of the

principal

streets to

brutally assaulted, about 10 o’clock Monday
evening, on West Commercial street, near the
Brackett street steps. He was knocked dowD,
and received two severe cuts on the back of
his head and one on his forehead, besides receiving other serious injuries. He says that
he passed down Brackett street to go to his

boarding place, at the Walker House, about
the time mentioned, and just as he left the
steps a man passed by him quickly. He remembers receiving a blow, but nothing more
until he recovered his consciousness and found
his way to the hotel about 2 o’clock in the morn-

ing.

His pocket book, containing one dollar,
was taken
away, but his watch was left, and
also a sum of money which was in another
pocket. Mr. Poor is unable to give any description of the robber, as the attack was so
sudden; nor is he aware of ever having given
any cause for the revengeful attack on him.

Robbery

unquestionably the villain’s sole
suffered considerably through
Monday night, but was much better yesterday, and the prospect is that he will be out in
a few days.
was

motive.

He

Street Drill and Parade.—The Mechanic
Blues will make their first public appearance
in uniform this afternoon. They will meet at
their armory at halt past one, and after march-

ing through

some

of the

principal

streets will

hold a dress parade in
quarter past six o’clock.

Congress Square at
They will be accompanied by the full Portland Band, in uniform
and the Drum Corps of the Company.
The Company will first proceed to the Portland Kennebec depot and escort Gov. Chamberlain to his quarters at the Preble HouseThen they will proceed to City Hall where
they will be received by the Mayor and Gen.
Francis Fessenden in behalf of the City Government. After this they will proceed to the
residenee of Gen. Shepley and pay him a
marching salute. Then to the residences of
Col. T. A. Roberts and Adj. C. W. Roberts and
pay them a salute. Then to the residence of
W. H. Clifford, Esq., and pay him a salute.

They will

proceed to the Arsenal yard
through inspection and company drill,

The Building Loan.—The report of the
Commissioners on the Building Loan, reveals
the following (acts. The amount ol the loan
authorized was $2,000,000. The amount of
bonds printed was $1,000,000. Of these, bonds
the amount of $220,000, had not been signed by the late Treasurer. The Commissioners
have disposed of $742,000 at the rate of 95 per
cent, leaving on hand bonds, to the amount of

to

$38,000. The sum loaned and at their call is
$311,000. The amount loaned to parties to
build is $387,000. This has been loaned to 124
of interest of 7 3-10 per cent,
and it has aided in the erection of 67 brick and
105 wooden buildings, many of them first class
The amount of cash on hand (including that,
a

rate

mentioned as loaned on call) is $361,794 26.
The expenses of the printing bouds &c„
amounts to $3,489 90.«
The Parepa Night.—There is a universal
desire to make the concert of Madame ParepaBosa an event worthy of the distinguished
lady, and of credit to Portland, so that we expect City Hall.will be filled to its best capaci-

Tuesday evening next. The concert will
ty
be a delightful one, and those who want eligible seats should be at Paine’s music store, Saturday morning, when the sale of seats comon

mences.

theatre.—This evening Manager Murray
will bring out the great play of the Life of an
Actress, which is replete with incidents. It is
cast to the full strength of the company. A
full house should greet the manager for his
efforts to cater for the entertainment of the

public.

_

special meeting of the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen yesterday, MessrsEdward K Ingraham, Alphonso L. Gilkey,
Jurors.—At

a

Edwin A. Marrett, Alexander D. lieeves and
Warren Phillips were drawn as petit jurors
for the present term of the U. S. Circuit

Court.

Items.

Dr. Bennett, 23 United States Hotel, heals
every form of disease without medicine.
The Mirror of this week gives a full report
of the Convention of Y, M. C. Association.
Dr. Bennett, at No. 23, United States Hotel, is daily working wonderful cures without
medicines.
The reason why G. W. Rich & Co., 173 Fore
street, sell double the clothing of any other
*
house in Portlaud,
because they sell good

goods

at fair

prices

sold.

and warrant every article
May 6. WF&S

Libby, No. 153 Middle
opening a splendid stock of

Messrs. Vickery &

street, are
new

now

goods of the choicest styles and
Also, a large lot of elegant shawls of

dress

fabrics.
the most desirable patterns. The ladies will
find it to their advantage to give Messrs. V. &
L. a call, and take a glance at the beautiful
*
goods this firm are displaying.
Feather Renovator.— Persons cleaning
their houses at this time of year, must bear in
mind that the most desirable thing to be clean

is feather beds. Your beds will be taken in
the morning and returned at night (pure and
clean as new) by leaving your orders at Parker’s, rear of C. C. Tolman’s stove store, Market Square. Perfect satisfaction given in all
cases.

Persons intending to purchase fruit trees
will find it for their interest to examine those
exhibition at Market Square. They
are
from the nursery of Herbert & Allen,
Rockland, and comprise all the best varieties
of pear and apple, together with small fruits,
vines and shrubs. These trees are of excellent
quality, and being natives of our soil and climate will be found to flourish much better

now

on

than those grown in
lands of New York.

the warmer

and richer

then

and go
after which they march to their armory and
partake of a collation. The winding up will
be the dress parade at the head of High street,

parties at

Business

Hotel Arrivals.
AMERICAN HOUSE.
E M Boardman. LewistonS R Goff, Magog
P M Turner, Troy
C Jordan, Unity
A E Farmer, Boston
G H Hill, Boston
do
L Suow,
S P Haines, Exeter
N Harding, New Sharon
J ('handler, Gorham
M F Webster, do
SN Howes,
do
G F Linscott,Salmon FallsG W Turner, Turner
W E Linscot,
do
S G Lisbee, Hartland
J G Curtis, Lewiston
F Dole, Cincinnati
M T Williams, New York
J A Aborn, do
E Jackson & w.Springfi’dA Downes,
do
L P Bradford, Turner
J W Hall. Boston
H W Richardson, Farmi’n
J H Stevens, China
M E Haskell, Scarboro
J S Foster, Attlebory
E L Baker, Aodoaer
E Arnold, Monmouth
W S Tobey, Norridgewock
M A Baker, do
T M Shaw, Newport
G W Paine, Maulen
L H Cainmett, Boston
AK PKnowjton,Lewiston
do
AN Ames,
J L Rich,
do
do
M B Lyon & w, Bangor
F Fisk,
A Merriam, Rockland
F F Robbins,
do
F W Patten, Cherry held
N D James. Maine
W Noyes, Kennebunk
B F Lewis, Lynn
T B Flowers, New York W Wdodsome jr, W Pern
F S Randal),
E Robinson, Bridgton
do|
F W Wood, Boston
B B Blake, Worcester
D Ricker.
D O Pillsbury, Lowell
do
P L Stevens, Skowbegan Dr S Mudgett, Guilford
do
A F Jackson, Monson
H Moore.
W S Thompson, do
W J Wilson, Lynn
F Taylor, f <& s, Montreal
A C Fuller, Hartford
W L Howard, New York A Jeck, Gardiner
C C Jordan, Bangor
A P Maincs, Worcester
L W Stewart, Skowhegan
J V Martin, Boston
A P Marvin, Waterville E M Tibbetts, Bangor
R F Foss, Auburn
R Emery, St George
ALBION HOUSE.
Dr Buzzell, Gorham
S Wright, Wiscasset
C Seabury, Boston
M T Adams, So Paris
J
D Pennell, Brunswick
Windham
E Merrill,
C
Dr Lombard, Standish
Kennebunk
F S Woodson, SaccarappaJ M Mathews, Colebrook
do
S B
H T Crowley,
do
C Shaw, Biddetord
VV K Decoster, Canton
A C Dennis, Livermore

Emmons,
Fletcher,

COMMERCIAL HOUSE.
W H Pottle, Calais
G S Fuller, Hallowell
E B Davis,
N D Ricker, Bangor
Eastport
M M
B F Higgins, Maine
Downes, do
W
F
Patten, Cherryfield J F Leonard, St John
B R Fletcher, do
J M Mason, Limerick
J B
J S Case, Rockland
Halifax
B Mar den,
W L Saunders, Halifax
do
A H Woodcock, PrincetonA Davidson,
do
C Boulter jr,
J C Rockwood, Calais
do
G E B DeWolie, Boston M Q Fei mou,
do
G McDonald,
G M Huston, Eastport
do
M D McDonald, do
do
E F Webster,
J W Bowman, Pembroke R F Thorp, st Stephens
C R Chamberlain, Boston
do
J C Walker,
A D Wier, Windsor NS
S Campbell, Eastport
G Danville. Halifax
do
E
J
Worster,
L Jordan, Eastport
A R Bates,
do
H
W H Hunter. Lubec
do
E B Pike, Calais
Capt McFadden, do
W Estes, St John
D Main, St Stephens
V M Hazard, Boston
Rev M Lawson, do

Finnessay,

MeKenney,

Mrs Sands «& d, EllsworthC M Benson, Parkersburg

Mrs Mclntlre, St John
do
E F Teazer,
H Merrill, Boston
Biddetord
C H Parsons,
B A Haskins, Westbrook
W H Smith, W Buxton
W A Andrews, E Turner
E A Hibbard, New York
do
L Gordon.

do

WR Atwood,
do
C A Struss.
J Burleigh, Boston
do
J Roberts,

do
E S Sail,
J H Bagnley, do
New
York
M M KrideL
A Marcey, Buffalo

F N Ladner, Westbrook

Windsor, N. S., with plaster, tor Philadelphia at
$3 & ton; sch Christopher Louise, from Winds!r
N. s., to Alexandria, Va., with plaster at $3 per
ton on coal; sch Sou therm, from Macbias to Matantas and back to report north ot Hatter&a at $0 on
molasses and $7 50 on sugar.

R McEachren & w, Calais
CL Young, Milford
W C Manning, do
J H Gungon? Boston
S D Hobson, Is Pond
C M McFarland, St John
A Brewster, Hartford
A C Coulter, Montreal
do
DPHlissier,
do
G A Bandeau,
do
C N Dubois.
P Lacroix, Quebeb
BA Laue, Fryeburg
do
S C DavL,
G Hornier, Cuba
Wm Smith, Maino
B E Creighton, New York
R M Manson, Augusta

Soldiers and Sailor* ot this Sta’e are requested to meet in Convention at Portland, on FRIDAY,
May 8tb, at 3 o’clock P M, for the purpose of selecting delegates to attend the National Convention of
Soldiers and Sailors to be holden in Chicago on the
19th of this month,
JOHN C. CALDWELL,
President Maine State Soldiers' and Sailors’ Union.
Of-The Hall of meeting will he announced In the
Portland Papers.
maySssdtd

J T Davidson, SpringfleldC H Newhrll, Lewiston
do
W O Mammer,Evansville M Coburn,
do
R L Cook, N ParsonsfleldW S Moulton

H D Smith, Norway
M Fuller, Norway
LB Weeks, do
R G Smith. Cornish
J L Mitchell, Limington
Mrs A Crisp, Texas
J S Brown, St Anthony
E S Woodman, Boston
J Rogers, Allred
do
M A Allen.
A E Hall, Gorham
A Fuller. Norway
E P Worth, Boston
G Walker, Lovell
J Dunham,
A H Walker, do
do.
G B Cochrane, Augusta J Hodgkins, do
W K Sm"th, Bangor
do
N W Cole.
W S Knowlton, Monroe D Grindell & w,Milwauke
W H Twombley. Gorham
do
A F Jackson,
S Browning, salmon Falls
M Maxtteld, Pittsfield
T S Gordon, Frankfort
H Crisp & w, Boston
E K Thompson, FrankiortW C Goodwin. Boston
do
W T Michuals, Lewiston T Hall,
do
N McOallum, Thomaston S H Howard,
H Howe, Norway
do
T S Andrews,
R GCornish, Maine
W Hill, Union
Deer IsleM Corning, Freeport
Miss LS
M W Wood, Houlton
S P Pierce, Monroe
do
J W Whitten & w,Buck’dH O Gould.
Mrs E Francis, Boston
L Fitch, Seboeo
L C Coburn, Canton
W S Osgood, Pittsburg
C Johnson, New York
N Vickeiy, Pittsfield
T L S 3 art,
do
W H Crisp, Boston
M L Simon ton, KendallMs
do
G H Tyler,
O D Jewett, No Conway
do
J B Howard,
AH Curtis, Harpswtil
do
J R Healy,
PREBLE HOUSE.

DR.

May 1.

Respectfully,
A. A. HAYES,
Street, Boston,)

20 State

A Rare

of Pits: with

Athens, Somerset County, State

April 7, 1868.

^

AMERICAN HOUSE.
The very
which have

Boston, man.
important and extensive improvments
recently been made in this popular ho-

tel, the largest in New England, enables the propriTourists, Families, and the Traveling Public, accommodations and conveniences supe
rior to any other Hotel in the city. During the past
etors to offer to

additions have been made of numerous
suites of apartments, with bathing r- oms, water
closets, &c., attached; one ot Tults’ magnificent pas8?nger elevators, the best ever constructed, conveys
guests to the upper story of the house in one minute;
the entries have been newly and richly carpeted,
and the entire house thoroughly replen'sheu and
refurnished, making it,in alii ts appointments, equal
to any hotel in the country.
Telegraph Office, Billiard Halls and Cafe on the
first floor.
LEWIS RICE & SON, Proprietors.
Feb. 1,1868.
fb4-eod3m sn

For Moths.

Boston.

New

All

size, 50c.
druggist* sell it.

Etc., without

use.

Use

no

class

April 27.

1868.

others.

Restore
It

country merchants have begun to look with distrust
“A burnt child dreads the
runners.

dications ot Nervous Disease.
Dodd’s Nervine and
Invigorator is a complete specific tor ail troubles.—
It is also the best, as it is also the most agreeable,

Remedy tor Female C.ovna>l*i»u+
ottered to the public.
Prostration ot Strength,
Hysteria—retained, excessive, irregular and painful
menses—yield to its magic power.

ever

oftkprlng.

frices

shorts at

$45^48

per ton.

GUNPOWDER—There is no change in the price
ot Oriental Company Powder, for which there is a
fair demand.

prices

are

light, and
eu

off.

The demand for shipping is
notice that in Boston prices 1 ave lall-

1

Don’t Use Anything Else!
|iy Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
Price One Dollar per bottle
H. B. STORER Sc 00., Proprietors,
No. 75 Fulton Street, New York.
W. F. Phillips Sc Co., Wholesale Agents tor Maine.
October 15, 1867. W&Sly

1

Turner's Tic Doslenresx. sr Uni versa I
Neuralgia Pill, is a safe, certain and speedy
cure for Neuralgia and all Nervous Diseases.
The
severest cases are completely and permanently cured
in a very short time. Neuralgia iu the tace or head
s utterly banished in a few hours.
No form of nervous disease withstands its magic influence.
It has
the

unqualified approval

HIDES AND SKINS—The trade is light and operations are confined to small quantities.
IRON—Our quotations are unchanged. The demand has been very fair and still continues. Nails
are selling at 5$c for assorted sizes.
LARD—1 here has been a further improvement
in lard and we now quote at 19$20@c in bbls and
204@21c in kegs.
Lb AD—There is no change in the market. The
demand is moderate.
LIME—The demand is increasing. We note a
further reduction ot 5c and now quote Rockland at
$1 206 1 -'5 for cask.
LUMBER—There is a little more movement, hut
our quotations are unaltered.
There is a moderate
demand tor hard lumber with a scanty supply in the
market.
LEATHER—Tue market is very firm. Light and
middling weights are very much sought idler.
MOLASSES—The receipts have been very light
during the past week. The market is firm'at our
quotations which are 75^80c loi Porto Kico; 6lka:65c
tor Cienfuegos 5Gc tor Trinidad in lilids and 73c

for choice do in bbls. Cuba clayed is held at at
49c and Muscovado at 5l(565c.
Portland Sugar
House syrup is held at 40c in barrels.

NAVAL STORES—There has been an advance in
turpentine and we now quote it at 82(585c.
OILS—Lard and retined porgie oils have advanced.
In other oils there is no change. The demand continues to be good.
OAKUM— Nochange in the market.
Prices are
sustained though the demand is light.
PAINTS—The market is quiet with a, steady demand.
No change from last week’s quotations.
PLASTER—The receipts are increasing, and
have gone down to $3 tor sott and $2 50 for

Erices
ard.

PRODUCE—The market is very steady for mo9t
all sorts of produce, with good supplies excepting
potatoes and onions. Potatoes have further advanced, an l prime ones ar^ held at $4 per hbl
Onions’
Eggs are selling at 22@23c in j ackages.
are very scarce and are held at $14 per bbl.
PROVISIONS—The market ior beef is more quiet.
There is some excitement in pork and prices are
maintained at our quotations. Extra clear is held
at $32; clear $30(^31; mess $29(5)29$; prime $24(6)26.
Hams are held at 18(j^l9c for prime and 15@16c loi
shoulders.
RICE—The demand except tor immediate use is
small. Our quotations are maintained.
SALT—There is a large demanu for fishing purpose, and we note a reduction in price. Cadiz in
ond is selling at $2 59.
SOAPS—At the reduced prices, Leathe & Gore’s
steam refined soaps find a good market, and are in
demand in all parts of the State.
SUGARS—i he market rules firm for Portland
sugars, and the demand horn the West is increasing.
Our quotations show the prices on Tuefday.
TOBACCO—The supply is large aud the demand
is good. Prices are witliont change.
TEAS—The demand is moderate and prices are
without change.
There is an improved demand
for Japan leas.
TINS—There is a belter demand for pig tin and
prices have advanced. Plates are flat and unchanged.
VARNISH—Prices are without change and the
demand continues to be moderate.
WOOL—The market continues steady. Transactions have been confined to small lots for immediate consumption. An encouraging feature is the
passage ol the act exempting woolen manufactures
from tax.
FREIGHTS—There has been hut little doing the
past week. The l olio wing are the engagements
since our last report: sch Whitney, Long, to load

of many eminent

physi-

cians. It contains nothing injurious to the most delicate system. Sold everywhere.
Sent on receipt ot
$1 and two postage stamps. TURNER Sc CO., 157
Tremont Street, Boston. Mass., proprietors.
For sale by W. F. Phillips Sc Co., Portland, Me.

July

18.

eod&wlysn

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perlect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappnnlmenf. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill eflects ot Bad Dyes Invig-

orates

brown.

and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers: and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory IS Bond
street, New York.
janllH.Ndly

“Buy Me, and I’ll do yoa Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS in every instance prove this motto true.
They do good
to every one who uses them for Jaundice,
Headache,

Costiveness, Liver Complaints, Humors, impure or
Bad Blood, General Debility, and all Bilious Diseases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
marl8dtjy8sn
Boston, and all Druggists.
omcuonc ana

rimple Remedy.
Positively cures those disfiguring Diseases called
Comedones,—Black Worms, Grubs,—also, Acne, Sycosis (all pirn ply eruptions) oo the face or other
parts
of the body—Prepared only bv Dr. B. C.
Pkrby,
■-irrj

Dermatologist, 49

Bond

Street, Netv

York.

Sold

by

medical dealers, everywhere. Price $3.
By Messrs w. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay,
General Agents.
apr 24-dAwlmsn

unchanged.
we

MOTHERS.

Mothers! we also commend the NERVINE lor use
in the diseases which afflict children while
Teething,
as certain to afford quick and grateful relief.
The
stupefying syrups, of wliich Opium is the principal
are
ingredient,
dangerous to life, impair the functions of the stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of your
To
cure Wind Colic, regulate the bowels
Boiten the
gums, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will alway*
be found safe and efficient.

quotations.

FLOUR—The market rules very quiet, with no
in prices. The demand is moderate and confined to immediate wants. Western dealers anticipate a rise consequent upon an increased demand
for exportation, and short supplies at home.
FRUIT—We have only to note an increase of
|l@l 50i*er box for oranges, the supply of which is
stated to be short for the season.
GRAIN—The supply of corn is ample and prices
have gone down.
We quote Western mixed at
$1 24@1 25—sales by the car load have been made at
the former price. Southern yellow $1 26@1 30 according to quality; Southern white $1 25. Oats are
steady at 8s@92c; line feed is held at $52 per ton and

It stops the
and quietly

Nerves,
regulates the system. Sleeplessness, Irritability,
Loss of Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Con
otipaHon, local Weakness, »nd a general tailing ot
the mental and bodily tunctions, are the common in-

TO

Point. NE.

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption, try the old
and well-known Vegetable Pulmanary Balaam, approved and used bv o«r oldest and best
Physicians sad families tor lorty years. Get the genuine. HEED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists,
Boston,
Proprietors.
may 2 eod-swlm

Math Patches, Freebies and Tan.
The onlv rolls bio remedy lor those brown discolorations on the lace is Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion.” Prepared only by Dr. B. (J.
Perry, 49 Bond
St., New York. Sold every where. mar21d&w6mSN
••

_MARRIED.

edge.

Portland, May 5,

Cumberland. May 2, by Rev E. S. Jordan, Neal
Farwcll and Miss Hattie M. Farris, both ot Cumberland.
In Biddeford, April 29, Z. Gilman Horne and Miss
Angelia Kicker.
In Biddetord, April 28, Thomas L.
Seavey and Melissa A. Leavitt, both of Scatboro
In Denmark, April 25, Chan. O.
Pendexter, ol D.,
and Lizzie H Gray, of Sebago.

DIED.

AND

SHOES,
-AT-

Montgomerys
4 Casco St.

JOHN POPE,
L. H. Inspector, 1st District.

1868.

DISASTERS.
Sch Maine Law, Johnson, from Havana for New
York, with sugar and molasses, is ashore on GeorgeBar, SC, with both masts cut away, and will
prebably be a total wreck.
town

FISHERUBN.

April 26, on Southern edge Sable Banks, sch Lettie
Reed, of Boothbay, with 30,000 tish, (would return
home about 12th inst.)

S

DOMESTIC FORTS.
3d inst, ship Commodore,

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar
Urozier, Boston.

GALVESTON-ad 27th, sch Petrel, Curtis, for
Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 4th, barque Sbawmut.Lord,
Messina.
Ar at SW Pass 28th ult, barque Jennie Cobb, Hanley. from Boston: brig Winfield, Lor mg. do.

A Card to the Public.
Being desirous of retaining MY SHAKE of the retail Shoe trade ot Fortland, I offer

tbe same goods

can

Boston to day.

1

of

SAVANNAH—Cld 2d, sch Campbell, Torrey, for

store

can

Gentlem

Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2d. schs Sinaloa. Steel -.
Caibarien; B F Lowell. Leavitt, Cardenas; Koret,
Crocker, do; Decora, Clark, Matanzas.
Ar 3d, barques Jossle Mildred. Uerriman, Cardenas; Martin W Brett, Tburlow, Remedies; Savannah, Chamberlain, Navassa; brig Gazelle, Cole, tm
Messina; schs F W Johnson, Marts, Sagua; Abbie
Dunn, Fountain, Matanzas.
Ar 4th. brigs Geo W Chase, Bacon, Sagua; Wm H
Parks, Simmons, trom Matanzas ; schs Island Belle,

Pierce, do; Catawamteak, Packard, Charleston.
Std tm Delaware Breakwater 29th ult. sch Oneida,
for Cardenas; 1st inst, Addie M Bird, for Matanzas;
Ralph Souder. for cienfuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d ship Thos Dunham, Young,
Cardiff; sch J M Morales, Truman, Maracaibo.
Ar 3d, ship Wisconsin, Coiefield, Liverpool; brig
Fred Bliss, Sherman.trom Caibarien; Abby Watson,
Watson, Jacksonville; sch-. Bay State, Long, Virginia for Bath; Grace Webster. Randall, Philadelphia lor Boston; Sarah E Jones, Fish, do for Portland; Nora, Crowley. Calais; Harmona, Hart, Cutler; Willie Harris. Wass, do; EC Brown, Wallace,
Tliomaston; Herald, Whitmore, Rockland: MaryA,
Jellerson, do; Mary Langdon, Pink bam, Providence
Susan & Mary, Kenyon, do; Harmony, Hart, Jonesport; Mora, Rawley, Calais.
Cld 2d, schs Frank Jameson, Jameson, Carthagena; E A DeHart, Lowe, PointaPetre; Sabao.
Lam son, St John, PR ; Frank Flint, Abbott, tor
Bermuda.
Ar 4tb, barque Bums, Howard. Copenhagen; sch
Brilliant, Wass, Columbia: Laura & Marion, Clifford. and Pilot, Nash, Rondout tor Portland.
Cld 4th, barque Commerce, Melcher, Aspinwall ;
Bohs Hattie E Dodge, Freeman, Union Island; Nellie. Anderson, Pembroke; Ariosto, Spear, Rockland.
NEW LONDON—Ar 2d, sch Phenix, Henley, New
lor

Boston.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, schs George W Kimball,
Hall. Baltimore ; Agenora, Means, Ellsworth for
Pawtucket; Honest Abe, Conary, Boston.
Sid 4tb, schs Eben Herbert, Browning, New York
or Calais; Watchman, Dority, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, schs Richmond, Guplil. from
Dighton tor New York; FA Sawder, Reed, Philadelphia for Boston; Joseph, McCarty, from Bellast lor
Washington; J V Wellington, Cnipman, Georgetown for Boston.
Returned, schs Sarah, Grand Island, Laconia.

Cardenas for Boston; schs Elvira A Conant, Foss,
Machias for Matanzas; Trident, Jameson, Portland
lor New York; Camilla, irom Rondout tor Boston;
Agenora, Means. Ellsworth lor Pawtucke; Alcora,
Talbot, New York lor Portland; Peiro, Rogers, Ron
dout tor Portsmouth; Empire. Robinson, Ellsworth
for Rondout; Eldorado, Brewer, Baltimore for Ellsworth; Jas Henry, Smart, New York for Rockport;
Medford, Spencer. Fall River tor Bangor; H Prescott, Freeman, Tang er tor Portland; Chronometer,
Wass Calais lor Stonington; H G Fay, Prescott.
New York tor Bangor ; Pallas, Murphy, tm do for
RbCTciacfl: Juba esc startna, ini, catan tor n York;
J B Woodbury, Fisher, Portland tor Cape May.
Ar 3d, brig Julia E Arey, Babbage, Portland for
Savannah.
BOSTON—Ar 4th, sch Lucy Robinson, Phillips,

Wiscassct.
Cld 4 th, sch Etta E Sylvester, Sylvester, Berm ads.
Ar 5th, brig Nuevitas. Wood, Cardenas; schs L M
Cabins Collins. Savannah; Starlight, Robinson, tm
Georgetown, DC; Laconia. Merrill, New York; Mary Elisabeth, Remick, E Is worth.
Belew, ship California, from Liverpool.
Cld 5th, sch Com Kearney, Philbrook, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 3d, schs Cameo. Elwell, and Eugene,
Greenlow. Calais for New York ; Hosannah Rose,
Burgess, do for New Haven; L S Watson. Wells,
do lor Providence; Harbinger, Ryder, Machias lor
do; Maine. Bragdon, Sullivan.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 4th, sch Gen Kleber, Turner,

Bangor.

than

cannot

promise to duplicate them

in

a

sample.—Any

that has purchased goods at my

certify that the following

Boston.
Cld 4th

inst, sch May Day, Adams, Portland.
Sid 29th, ship John Patten, Hill, Liverpool.
WILMINGTON—Ar 1st, sch Joho Lymburner,
Orcutfc New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, brig Hyperion, Simouton,

lower

purchased at wholesale in

be

which the following list is but
or

Boston.

are

but what I have In store to day, I will sell at prices,

Lady

Blanchard,

and from this

on

date my stoock ot goods at prices that

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 17th ult, sch Uuiding Star,

Reduction in Prices!
COKBECT J

IS

CALL & SEE THE GOODS!
And Satisfy Yourselves!
■

Work!

Ladies9

<;*•

wi

—

Ladies’

heeled, Congress
Boots, tipped, $1, former price
$1.25.
serge,

years; Mr. Nahum Hatch, aged 54 years.
In Weils, April 30, Mrs. Anson Eaton, aged 71
yrs.
in York, April 29, Mr. Albert Chase,
aged 30 years
In Kittery, April 28, Mrs Betsev, relict ot the late
John Wentworth, Esq., aged 78 years.
In Auburn, May 1, John McCarty, aged 23 years
11 months.

IMPORTS.
CARDENAS. Scb Warren Blake-283 hhds sugar 63 boxes 4 bbls do, 65 hhds 4 bbls molasses, to
order: 2 bbls do, P B Burnham.
110 tons plaster, to
WINDSOR, NS. Sch Noel
—

order.

Rockland.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4th. schs Golden Gate, Spinney, Portland; Mary Hall, Poland, Rockland; C
Story, Stubbs, Bangor; A S Webber, Webber, from
Bristol.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Shanghae Feb 27, ship Andrew Jackson, McCall urn, Newport.
Sid Feb 26, ship Gaspee, Emerson, Hong Kong:
Nabob, Cobb. New Tork.
In port March 4, ship John L Dimmock, Winchell,
unc; barque Courser, Dickey, do.
Sid ftn Foo-cbow Feb 18. barque Forest Bells, Bry-

ant. Cbeloo.
Sid tm Swatow Feb 20, brig Nellie Hastings, Hall,
for Taku.
At Whampoa March 7, ship Cowper, Sparrow,
from Hong Kong, to load lor San Francisco at $15
in full.
At Manila March 0, ship Fearless, Drew, lor Boston, Idg; and others.
At Singapore March 18, ship Midnight, Brock, tor
Kong Kong few days.
Ar at Batavia Mch 10, ship Jos Holmes, Crocker,
Boston.
Ar at Calcutta March 30, Rutland, Gardiner, Bombay ; 21st, Calliope, Simmons, Port Blair.
In port Mch 23, ships Whampoa, Carter, for New
Tork, (bas engaged 50 tons light goods at $131. And
has relused $ 15 for linseed; Gettysburg, Edge, tor
do; Calumet, Cook, for Boston.
Ar at Maulmain prev to Mch 10, Houghton, Willis, Madras.
Sid tm Troon 18th ult, brig C W Ring, Ayres, for

Trinidad.
Sid tin Rio Janeiro 14th ult, ship Southern Belle,
Robinson, Baltimore.
Cld at St John, NB, 2d inst, barque Ormus, Pettengill, Cardenas.
SPOKEN.
April 1, lat 37, Ion 71, ship Jos Flab, Stackpole, tm
Mobile for Liverpool.
Apr 1 6, lat 42 28, Ion 38, ship Bazaar, trom Liverpool lor New Orleans.
April 27. lat 32 10, Ion 77 52, brig George W Chase,
trom Sagua bound North.

6
7
7
9
9
9

Nova
Ville de Pans.New York. .Havre.May
City ol Antwerp.. .New York. .Liverpool-May
Erin.New York. .Liverpool.... May

l;
16
16
16
23

..Liverpool.May
Columbia....New York. .Glasgow.May
City °l Boston.New York .Liverpool.May
Allemannia.New York.. Hamburg.May 12
China.New York. .Liverpool —May 13

Scotian.Quebec.Liverpool.May

Moravian. Quebec.Liverpool.May

South America.., .New York. .IUo Janeiro.

.May 23

‘'P:

ed, 1.15, former price 1.25.
i-'1

Serge, Congress Boots, D, widtb.no
heel, 85, former price 1 OO.
Serge, Double sole, Polish Balmoral, 2.75, former price 3.00.
Serge, Double sole, Polish Balmoral, 2.25, former price, 2.50.
Serge, Double sole, Congress, 1.75,
former price, 2.00.
Grained,Sewed sole. Polish Balmoral, 1.76, former pi ice 2,00.

m

P

Sg
W

He

Grained, Pegged sole, Polisli Balmoral, 1.50, former price 1.75.
Grained, Pegged Balmoral, l,25,to
1.50, former price 1.75.

Grained, Pegged Congress,

.>/

1.50

former price 2.00.

Serge, Thin sole,

Polish Balmoral,
1.75, former price 2.00.
•7

Serge Slippers, Prime, 80,
price 1.

.%•

former
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Kid Slippers, 90 former price 1.

Kid, Thick

KE
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Care of Disorder of the St.maeb.
New York. My husband suffered from a disorder of the stool 'ch, and has been entirely cured ky
HOFF’S Delicious MALT EXTRACT BEVERAGE.
Mbs. E. Daffekser, No 206 Rlvington st.
Its Lfflrncr upon the Incipient Hinge ot
Tubercular Consumption.
I am most happy to say that It powerfully excites
the activity of the Lungs and strengthens me enormously: the respiration Is more tree, the Chest uow
expands unembarrassed, the cough diminishes.
New Haven.
PH. BENDER.

Kid, Thin edge Slippers, “Prime,’*
1.10, former price 1.20.

A FULL ASSORTMENT
OF

Misses and Children's
Of

the aborc description !

Including many Shop-Worn and Old Style Ooodf
at

prices ranging from 60c upwards.

Gentlemen's Work.
Gent’s pegged, box-toed Boots

3.50, formerprice
Sewed

4.00.

box-toed Boots

former price

5.00,

5.50.

cap toe, steel shank

Sewed,

5.50, former price

,

6.00.

Calf, pegged, welted Boots,
3.00, former price 3.50.
Calf, pegged, welted Boots,
4.00, former price, 4.50.

Calf, pegged,

welted Boots

4.50, former price 5.00.

Calf, pegged, tap sole Boots
4.00, former price 5.00.
All

the Split, Kip. and
and

Strengthens the whole System.
My wile is greatly benefltted by the use of Hoff’s
Malt Extract. It is a very efficacious remedy,which
strengthens the nerves and the whole system.
It

C. P. WAGNER, No 273 Ninth Avenue.
For tale at the depot and by druggists and grocers.
Agents tor Maine W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portmaydeodlw
land.

sole Slippers 1. former

price 1.20.

Boot

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Cumberland 88.
ritAKEN on execution in tavor of Abner M. Nell son. and will be 'old at Public Auction, on SATURDAY. the thirtieth day of May next, A. D. 1868
at six o’clock In the aftenoon, at N. S. & F J. Littlefield’s office in Brtdgton, all the right in equity cl
redemption which Leonard Hanacom has to redeem
the lollowlng described real ea
The
ate, to wit:
homestead tarm now occupied
by him, the said Leonaru Hanacom, in
BrUlgton, the siioie being mortto A. A. Strout, dated October
gaged
6th, A. D. I860,
lor ninety-four dollars and
forty-live cents, in six
months, interest annually. The same is recorded in
Cumber'and Registry, Book 204, Page 185. Fur her
particulars made known at time and place of sale.
Dated at Bri igton, this twenty fourth day ol
RUSSELL LAMSON,
April, A. D. 1868.
w3wl9
Deputy Sheriff.

drained, Mingle

double Hole,

BOOTS,

BROGANS &

SHOES,

AT A

REDUCTION

TO CORRESPOND

WITH THE

ABOVE-IN-

CLUDING

BOY’S & YOUTHS’ GOODS
OF

ALL

KINDS.

Dissolution oi Copartnership.
copartnership hitherto exist ing under
REPAIRING
of Adams at Purinton. is this day dissolvTHE
mutual consent.
All bills
ed
settled by
the

name

by

the

new

Arm of

will be
ADAMS & TARBOX.

may6 dlaw3w*

April 21, 1868.

Annual Meeting:.

...

.Sew y°rk- Liverpool.May
Columbia.New
York..Havana.May
York.. Liverpool.May
8}**™:.New
Hibernian.Quebec..

_

Serge,heeled,Balmoral Boots, tipp-

_

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM
NAME
DESTINATION
Arago.New Yor*. Aspinwall... .May 6
Germania.New York..Hamburg.May 6
Fulton...New York..Aspinwall... .May 6
Gulf City.New York. .Havana
Mav 6
United Kingdom.. New York. Glasgow
] iMav 6

gs
v"

Serge, heeled, Congress Boots,tipped, 1.25, former price 1.50.

Sheriff’s Sale.
In Biddeford, Mav 1. Mrs. Eliza Ann, wife ol
Capt
Chas. 11. Thornes, aged 49 years.
In Wells, April 25, Dea. Ehocb
Furbush, aged 88

::h

j
■

Sid 4th, schs Iowa, Philbrook, New York; George,

Tate,

in

D

—

Spar Buoy on Mack’s Island Ledge. Buoy
placed j mile North ot the Island.
By order ot the Light House Board.

NEW

jan3l9N d&w3m

►

BOOTS

Black
is

marriage and Celibacy.

An Essay for Young Men on the crime ot
solitude,
and the Diseases and Abuses which create
impediments to marriage, with sure means ot rebel.
Sent
in sealed envelopes, free olcharge. Address, Dr. J.
SKI LLIN
HOUGHTON, Howard Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Bare Neck l
Hubbaru’s

on

Neck, SE;

Ar 3d, schs Cynosure, trom Boothbay lor Cape
May; J B Woodoury, Portland lor do.
HOLME’S HOLE—Ar 2d, brfos Alnion Rowell,
Davis, Ehzab thport lor Portland; Nuevitas. Wood,

NERVINE

AND INVIGORATOR !

APPLIES—me marnet continues to be abundantly
supplied with choice fruit and prices are low, which
Choice Baldwins are
renders dried apples a drug.
selling at $5. Dried apples range from 10@15c and
are slow ot sale.
The demand is
ASHES—There Is no change.
limited.
BEANS—The demand continues to be good and
prices are very firm at our quotations.
BREAD—There is a lair demand ior hard bread at

Bare

Machine.

Hair to its Original Color.

TONIC.

Buoy, 3d class,

follows:

as

MYSTIC—Ar 6th, sch Chronometer, Wall, Calais.
STONINGTON—Ar 2d, sch W W Bralnard, Pendleton, Portland lor New York.
NEW H AVEN—Ar 2d, sch F A Heath, Williams,

POSITIVELY

This Medicine is a NERVE
waste of vitality, braces the

Gold has been very steady during the past week
at 139@ 139}, speculators having, seemingly, retired
from the market. It closed on Saturday at 139}.
Monday, 4th, it opened at 139} and closed at 139}.
Tuesday, 5th, it opened at 139} and was very steady
during the day—the highest point being 139| and the
lowest 139}. It closed at the opening price.

change

Gray

narrow.

York

keeps the Hair from falling

DODD'S

been very favorable. Our

BOX SHOOKS—There is some little demand, but
have receded and we quote them at 70@75c.
t would be difficult to effect a large sale at the outside price.
BUTTER—The receipts have been large, hut the
quality is ordinary, as a general thing. We quote
middling to fair at 40@50c, and prime at 50 and 55c.
Store obtains a better price comequent upon the increased price for lard.
CANDLES—There is a steady demand tor Trowbridge’s moulds at our quotations.
CHEESE—There is a lair demand for tbe article,
and prime grades ot Maine, Vermont and New
York cheese are quick at 17c. Common cheese is
held at 14@15e.
COAL—The stocks have been replenished by recent arrivals, and dealers have reduced the prices lor
prime anthracites to $8@$8 50, delivered.
COOPERAGE—The demand for molasses shooks
has slackened, the Cuba market being well supplied.
Still out quotations are maintained.
CORDAGE—The demand is very light, and the
market is steady at our quotations.
DRUGS AND DYES—The business transactions
have been very fair. We note a decline in prices of
Bi-carb and Sal soda.
DUCK—The demand lor Portland duck continues
to be large. Prices are 58c for 1, 34c lor No 10 and
28c for Ravens.
DRY GOODS—The market has been very steady
and firm, and the sales have been large. Prices are
unchanged though tbe tendency for cotton goods is
upward. Our market is more favorable for buyers
than the New York market, as the prices here are a
shade lower than there. Woolensf are unchanged,
with a good demand for spring styles.
FISH—Tbe market is very firm with an upward
tendency. Stocks never were so small belore at this
Dealers are obliged to
season, as they are now.
abridge on orders received. The prospect is good
lor remunerative prices lor new fish.

dl6tsn

out.
It Is the best
dressing in the world, making lifeless, stiff, brashy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.
R. P. HALL. Sc CO.. Nashua N. R., Proprietors.
Bar*For sale by all druggists.
May 4.
eod&weowlmsn

upon these
fire.”

our

For sale by all first

Druggists.

jKenewer.
IT WILL

Our State has been overrun lately by drummers
irom Boston who are endeavoring to dispose ol the
old stocks in the hands ot merchants in that city;
has not

Capsules,

HAIR

the wants of their customers.

success

Soft

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

large. The business
legitimate character,
merchants from the interior only purchasing to

their

taste.

Dundas, Deek & Go’s
The best in

business transactions of the past week have
been fair without being heavy. In some departments of trade, and especially in the dry goods,
and the drugs and oils, the business has been
fully up to last year; but in the grocery de-

but

HARRIS
may 6-eodiwui

THEOD. S.

Castor and Cod Liver Oil I

i

The

meet

I

0

*»

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the following new
Buoys have been placed to mark Hurl Gate Passage,
trom Kennebec to Sheepscot River. Me, viz:
Wreck.** Bearings as folRed Spar Buoy on the
lows:— Preble’s Point, N. W. by W. A W.; Green
Woods S. i W.
Red Nun Buoy, 3d clats, on Marsh Island Ledge.
This buoy is cioee to Marsh Island. The passage is
Black Nun

of Maine.
apr 11-till 9 may aif

%

2®

Havana 27th ult, brig Oak Point, lor Port-

Bearings

JOHN WARE,

1
®

Launched—At Batb 4th *nst. by Lemont <6 Robinson, a brig ol 300 tens, named Long Reach, and to
be commanded by Capt Jas Auld.
The new ship built by Messrs Sewall, was to be
launched on Tuesday.

very

Bargain.

Boarding House, thoroughly

new

Review of the Portland Markets.

a

State Assayer.

summer

C W Harvey, Belfast
H B Thompson, do
E C Sargent, Boston
D H Jumper, Gloucester
O Harvey & w, Buxton
M L Thompson, Kenneb k
1> L Smith, Mass
J C Ricker, Chelsea
S LRoss, New York
D W Bowman, Waterville
W B Krow. Skowhegan
do
H B Kimball,
do
H W Chancey,
do
O H Priest,
H H Addington, do
S R Shaw, Harmon
S K Whiting, Calais
A B Thompson. Brunswick
W W Sawyer, do
H McLara, Halifax
C L Bailey, Sidney
F Fodd & w, N Brunswick J S Boothby, New York
C Alden, Waterville
H Kelley, Halifax
do
A D Small.
C F Cooper, Beltast
E G Knight, Camden
P T Horey, Boston
A C Hewey, Bath
L M Harper, Buflalo
J P Hefferman.New York
S Goodwin, Litchfield
D W Whiting & w, Buc’dR H Dolliver. Augusta
E A Gould, Boston
S Scammon, Scarboro
do
SD Boardman, Augusta GO Story,
J Furrgrew, Biidgton
S DiU, Phillips
do
A Stinson,
S Mason, Ellsworth
A R Fletcher, Skowhegan
W Percival, Danville
A Lovejoy, Houlton
H L White, Lisbon
P T Goddard, do
H F Collins, do
E G Simpson, Brunswick
S Berry, Lincoln
S Jackson, Winthrop
W F McLellan, Lisbon
E Foss, Wayne

so

land.

built and finished throughout last tali, good spring
of pure water in cellar and full supply ot so’.t water.
The above property is located about one halt mile
up river from the Stone Dam before mentioned, upon which dam a Flour Mill and large Lumber Mill is
now in (fill operation: commenced tunning since last
fell.
The above property, if not disposed ol at private
sale before Saturday the ninth day of
May next, will
be sold at public auction on said day, on the premises
at eleven o’clock A. M., without reserve. Title perfect. Terms easy.
Also about 400 cords ot good Hemlock Bark on
the premises if wanted.

W Tucker, Skowhegan
C W Adams, Boston
J W Poward, Angusta
do
S W Carr,
J B Milliken, Mvme
A M Waiton. Gorham
C W Smith, Bath
J Brown, Ellsworth
W Crehore, Lincolnville
C W Sherman, Isleboro
A Dunbar, Boston
A F Fisher,
do
W F Fisher, do
W H aawyer, Newton
J B Reed, Boston

partment it has not been

Sid tm

The undersigned having disposed of his Flour Mill,
Stone Dam, and all the water power on said lower
Dam in Athens Village, now offers for sale his Tannery, consisting of Buildings-feet long, by-leet
wide, thoroughly built, in sound and good condition
(excepting tan pits,) with good substantial Dam
across the river,and eight acres of land including river.
Also materials now on the premises for repair

HOTEL.

transact ions have been ol

M. D.

MEBCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Philadelphia 4th, brig Geo W Chase, Bacon,

Sagua.

15th Aug.. 1867.
)
leblld&wttsN
S. DANA HAYES, Chemist

Repplier,

May 5,

FBOM
Ar at

it is

«S

Philadelphla—J Nicker-

Sarah, (Brl Darby. Yarmouth. NS. N B—John
Impudence, (Br) Simpson, St John,

Porteous
Aaaafer’i Office, Boston, itlnss
A BOTTLE OF

It was found to be an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing favorably with the choicest
samples of “Sambuci Wine,” and containing even
more more of the acid salts, astriugent and valuable
qualities of the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best properties ot Port Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, it should replace the imported wines.

S Watson, Ellsworth
H'Emery,
J S Torr,
W Knowlton, Maine
do
S S Boardman, Augusta J L
do
M H Winslow,
W Percival, Vassalboro
K Robinson, Is Pond
W P Bigelow, Clinton
P
C
Worcester
Waterville
E F Webb,
Maynard,
R Washburn.N Livermore J Hawkjn, New York
L Manson, Lewiston
Seward Dill, Phillips
A H Aldrich, Jersey City
E D Trask, Augusta
Col A Bowen, USA
J D Lam son, Freedom
G W Wales, Belfast
S Scamman, Scarboro
E E Wortman, Rockland
O G Farwell, Augusta
F E Boothby, Waterville Dr R E Paine, Camden
M
J K Damon, Sanford
Webster, Vinalhaven
H K Webster,
do
M Prince, Saco
D
E
Buffalo
F Wcatherauld,
Hall, Kenduskeag
S H McAlpine, ao
A F Craig, Portsmouth
T Hubbard, Biddetord
E Gordon, Boston
H J Swasev, Standish
do
E B Page,
H W Swasey,
do
do
G Bartlett,
S M Bird, Rockland
C S Martin, Anson
do
E Davis,
C M Tibbetts, Rockland
Rev D Boyd, do
E F Collins, Anson
G A French, Manchester T J Merservey, New York
G O Willey, Boston
F O Perry, Boston
A B Mathews, Belfast|
S A Mole, So A cams
do
S C Andrews, Buckfleld W OPoor,
G P Littlefield, BiddefordD Tiffany, Worcester
C D Richards, Searsmont B M Flint, Calais
H R Downs, do
H W Dodd, Cambridge
WHS Lawrence, Bangor J F Harker, Ft Fairfield
do
CP Tenney, Houlton
D Bugbee,
AW Faench& w,Eestport
do
G W Snow,
E W French,
uo
do
C F Collamore,
do
J P Morse, Bath
G Whitney,
do
T M Simonton, Camden
A P Baker,
F Lewis,
do
do
G Foss,
do
J Funnisyn, Scarboro
H L Barker,
H M Wise, Rockland,
G Roberts, Vinalhaven
S T Cutter, Foxcroft
W Long, St George
F H Shaw, Rockport

Week Ending

Sch
Sch

Has been received here, in the state in which
sold in the market,— for analysis.

*

-5

Sch Noel. (BrlMarsters, Windsor, NS.
Sch Flora E Howes, Rich. New York lor Calais.
Sch Adeline Adams, Johnson, Boston lor Harpswell.
Bch Rebecca. Hopkins, Boston tor Calais.
Sch Ann, Mayo, Boston lor Bangor.
Sch Susan Frances, Smith, Trenton ibr Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Mary Louise, S H Mariner, Havana-Edw O
son

‘Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

Boston
do
do

NEW8.

Tuesday, May S,
ARRIVED.

d&w2msn

Mtate

NEW AnVEKTISEMFM 8.

Steamer New England, Field, St John, NB, vis
Eastport for Boston.
Brig Almon Rowell, Davis, Philadelphia.
Sch Warreu Blake, (ol St George) Mtscrvey. Cardenas lNlli ult.
Sell E H Pray, Clark, Boston.
Sch Jcrusha Baker. Barberick. Boston.
Sch John U Dennis. Thurlow, Nowl.uryport.

Crowell,
^Sch^Broadfleld,
& Co.

RESIDENCE,

JVo 73 Free Street.

Noyes,

U. 8.

MORSE

has removed to

HIS NEW

I

A

PORT OF PORTLAND.

The

Emery,

Bingham,

M^KIIS'E

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Convention.

S B Chi tenden,RichmondH M Wilkins, Worcester
J J Purdy,
do
H C Burchard, Chicago
L H Averill, Bangor
M K Smarden, St Louis
M W
Sanforcl
J S Yeatoo, Danesville

W

Almanac....Mav

4.48
Moon rites. 7.00 PM
Sun sets.7 0S I Hl«h water.11.00 AM

sun rises.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

CITY HOTEL.

W DeMessuer, England J A

Miniature

at

Tcmlecouata Piue Land Company, will bold
its annual meeting on Wednesday next. May
13th, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the office of A, E.
Stevens & Co., tor tha choice ot officers, and the
transaction of any other business necessary.
N. O. CRAM, Clerk.
May 6-dtd

At the Lowest Prices.

THE

W.

G.

lg_
To Let.

desirable and convenient three story Brick
House, No. 33 Danlbrth Street. Inquire ot
JOHN C. PROCTER.

THE
May

6 dlw

83

Exchange St.

Montgomery,

4 Casco
May #•

eodSw

t.

/•

CnrcnrHATi, May 5.—Met* Pork dull at 28 60.—
and subsequent years implied, and assumed
Bulk Meats quiet at 18$c tor shoulders and 16c for
sides. Bacon quiet and firm at 144c lor shoulders and
the power of Congress to regulate the entire
subject in regard to the declaration of the Pres- 17$ (g 18c for clear rib sides and clear sides. Hams
ident which contrasts to all the rules of evi- quietiand unchanged. Lard active and higher, askTHE
TO
dence which had been adduced in his defence. ing 193 @ 20c.
BY TELEGRAPH
He said they were all made alter the fact, yet
Fsreiin Markets.
MANUFACTURERS, MACHINISTS, and all
he was not sorry they all concurred in showthose using or dealing in Oils, I oiler the annexed
London, May 5—Afternoon.—Consols 93$ @ 94 tor list at
DAILY
PRESS.
PORTLAND
ing the President’s unjustifiable purpose.
the Lswe.1 Prices.
and 94 @ 94$ tor account.
Mr. Bingham then took up the charges of money
American securities—United States 5-20 s 70$ @
that
the
act
i
of
joint
the 70|; other quotations unchanged.
conspiracy, and argued
President and Gen. Thomas was indictable unLiverpool, May 6— Afternoon.—Cotton dull unBA ARAB
der the conspiracy act of 1861, but said that der tiie unfavorable trade report and quot&tio&s are
Wednesday
6, 1868
of
Thomas
Gen.
would be usethe indictmeut
unchanged. Corn has ad vaneed to 38s. Wheat deless until after the President’s impeachment clined to 16s for California and 14s 4d lor No. 2 MilLard strong and
waukee Red. Oats 4s.
and eouvictioD, since the latter would nullify
tending upISpecial Dispatch to ibe Daily Press].
ward and advanced to 70s. Pork declined to 82s 6d.
it by the use of his pardoning power. In the
Other articles unchanged.
MAINE.
interests of justice then the conviction of the
President was demanded. If it were
FIRE IN BIDDEFORD.
urged
Psrllaid Daily Press Steek List.
that this was a
Biddeford, May 5.—The house, barn and Senators that small offence, he reminded the
were not granted the parFor the week
they
Wakeending May 6.1868.
outbuildings belonging to Bradbury
donmg power. He then reviewed the evidence
Descriptions.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
field, living near Biddeford, on the line of the ot Wen. Thomas, and claimed to show there- Government 6’s, 1881.
and
113
1131
Government 6-20,18G2,..7.7.7.1074.". ’. *. *.108
road to Alfred, was totally destroyed by fire I from that he and the President had conspired
together in reference to various matters con- Government 6-20,1864.1C6.1064
LARD OILS.
B.
this afternoon. No insurance.
cerning army movements and appropriations, Government 6-20,1865'..1064.... 107
OIL SOAP, a superior and cheap artibut on conference, had decided to let these Government 5-20, July.109
1094 cleALSO,
lor woolen manufacturers’ use.
Government 7-30, 1st series. 99$
100
matters rest until they should see whether an
Government 7-30, 2d and 3d series,.... 107
1074
acquittal would not give them a better chance Government 10-40,.102$.103
of success.
State of Maine Bonds,. 99.100
Mr. Bingham stated at this point that it
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,.95$.964
PRESENTATION OF SOUTH-WESTERN INDIANS TO
Portland City Aid of R. R.93.95
would take him an hour longer to finish, and
208 FORE ST.
GEN. GEANT.
Bath City Bonds. 91.93
the Seuate and Court both adjourned at 4.50.
May 5-d&w3mos
Washington, May 5.—Judge Paschal of
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 91.93
HOUSE.
Calais City Bonds,.
Texas to-day presented to Gen. Grant
91.93
delegaCumberland National Bank.40. 47. 48
The Speaker announced the select committions of Choctaw, Chickasaw and Creek IndiCanal
National
the
Bank,.100.110.Ill
tee
to
ans.
investigate
Among them were Messrs. Yehlin, Folcharges against Mr First National Bank.100.110.Ill
Donnelly contained in a letter and remarks of Casco
som, McIntosh, Adair, Boudinot, and other inNational Bank,.100.110.Ill
TO
Mr. Washburne.
flueutial aborigines.
Gen.
to
Merchants’National Bank. 75. 78$.79$
They expressed
Graut their readiness, in behalf of the Southre<luest of his colleague, National Traders* Bank.100.109$.110$
.fwesA?t
Mr. Butler; That the select committee ordered
ern tribes, to act as conservators of
Second National Bank,.100 .90. 95
peace to
by the House on yesterday, be also charged, Portland Company.100. 65. 75
order on the frontier, at a saving of
Gas Company,. 50. 53
.54
20,000,000 per year to the Government. They under authority then given them, with inves- Portland
C. IKED FUELLING'S
Ocean Insurance Company,_100.100.103
tigations of the allegations made on Friday by
were listened to with
great attention by Gen.
At. & St. Lawrence R. R.,.50.66
1
their
and
*roiu
were requested to state
New York, Mr. Brooks.
plaus
Grant,
At. & St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100. 82.83
liquid
lhe House then attended the impeachment A. & K. R. R.
in writing.
Bonds,.82. 86
trial.
THE NATIONAL DEBT.
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100. 20. .23
Upon reassembling, Mr. Kerr introduced a Maine Central tt. R. Bonds.82.86
The total debt on the 1st inst. was $2,639,612,Leeds &Farm’gton R. R. St’k, 100.65... .7.7.75
bill amendatory of the pension act of
622.38. Amount in the Treasury, coin, $106.1864, to Portland
&Ken It. R. Bonds,. 100.81.,82
authorize pensions granted in certain cases to
909,608, currency, $32,174,136.82.
Portland
& Forest Av’n’e R. R, 100.50.60
date from the discharge or death of the soldier.
The latest improvement in Family
Dyes, are now
Portland Glass Company,.100.45.55
Referred.
being introduced throughout the country.
Richardson’s Wharf Co.100.95..,. ...100
These colors are all prepared in
The
form with
Liquid
XLth CONGBESS—Second Session.
Speaker presented a brief message from
very simple directions lor use, and are made Irom
the President, enclosing certain documents
the same material used by dying new silk and
Boston Stock 1,1st,
which had been submitted to him relative to
woolen goods.
Sales at the Brokers' Board, May 5.
the proceedings to which they refer iu South
lhe
Trial.
\ la/ge variety 0 differs** Oiades of color can be
American Gold. I39J
Carolina and Arkansas. They include the
made from one bottle by wing more or less of the
United States Coupons, May. 1394
Stuff.
Constitution of those States. Referred to the
Dye
U S Coupon Sixes, 1881.
I13J
Committee on Reconstruction.
United States T-SOs, June. IO71
AHGt’MENT OF MR. BINGHAM.
The House agreed to consider Mr. Dawes’
July. 1071
resolution, whereupon he allowed Mr. Brooks United States 5-20s, 1864
1061
to offer his
nr Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
which
1865. 1084
directs
July.
the
5.—Mr.
recomWashington, May
proposition,
Bingham
mittee to bring before them the report of the
1861. 1091
sumed. Alter recapitulating the arguments of
United States Teu-torties. 1031
* CO., 46 and 48 Middle street,
special commissioners, Major Gen. W. F.
JJv
Maine State Sixes. 1889.
yesterday he took up the question whether or Smith
9»1 Portland,
Maine, Sole Agents.
mar7eod&w2m
and Gen. James T. Brady, appointed
by
Michls an Central Railroad. 116
not it is necessary in this case to prove evil in- I
President Lincoln and Secretary Stanton, to
Kutland 1st Mortgage Honda 7s
144
He read from the records of English
tent.
invetigate lhe military administratien of New
state trials to show that such proof is not needOrleans during the war,
especially that of
Portland Wholcsnle Prices Cnrront
ed, and alluded to an instance where a certain Gen. Butler and his couuection in the trade of
No. 8 Exchange st,
Corrected for the Press to May 5,
English king had put some little children to Lakes Borgne and Ponchartrain with his
Have
for retail a LARGE STOCK of
brother, A. J, Butler.
death in order to send them to heaven, as an
•
Lard.
The House seconded the previous
question BaldwinsApples.
example of the absurdity of the President’s and ordered
No.l 4 50@5 00 Barrel, 191b.. 191 @ 20
the main question.
Baldwins No.2 3 75 @ 4 50 Kegs,491b.... 204 @ 21
plea. He would not argue the point at any
Mr. Dawes’ resolution was agreed to.
Dried p lb... 10 @ 16
Laad.
length because it was plainly settled by comMr. Schofield moved to adjourn, which was
For Men's, Women's, Misses, Boy's and Children's
Ashes.
Sheet* Pipe. 12® 124
mon law and the practice of centuries. The
carried.
Pearl p lb.none
wear.
Leather.
Pot. 8 @ 9 New York,
arguments of the counsel on this question was
Beans.
Light. 2T @ 28
NEW YOKEL.
puerile and unlit to be uttered in the presence of
Marrow p bu. 4 50 @ 4 75
Mid. weight 28 @
32
the Senate. He then referred to the question
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
Pea. 5 00 @ 5 75
Heavy. 28 @ 31
Belting, Packing, H«ae,Clcthing,Spring*,
of the power of the President to fill vacancies
Blue Pod. 5 00 @ 6 25
New York, May 5.—The trestle work at the
44
48
Slaughter..
@
Mat*. Spittoon., Tubing, Cnsbicaa,
created by himself during sessions of the SenYellow Eyes. 5 00 @ 5 25 Am. Cali.... 1 20 @ 140
fans railway
in
Jersey city, gave way
depot,
Box Shooks.
Ctlovea, with a variety of ether
Lime.
ate, and insisted that the fact of intimate con- to-day, letting the locomotive into the river.
Pine. 70 @ 75 RockTd,cask 1 20 @ 1 25
Rubber Good*.
nection of powers of appointment with that of
Engineer McCool and fireman Carhart were
Bread.
Lumber.
kJf Whits Rubber Cloth for family purposes.^d
removal had been studiously kept out of sight drowned.
Pilot ^ 100 lb 13 00 @15 00 Clear Pine,
HEAVY RUBBER APRONS FOR CURRIERS
ANOTHER SWINDLER VAMOSED.
Pilot ex 100 lbl009@12 00 Nos. 1 4 2....55 00 @60 00
by the adroit counsel opposing him j and went
AND BRI< K-MAKERS.
Ship.7 50 @ 10 00 No. 3.45 00 @50 00
A high Government oflicial in
on to argue with
reference to all provisions
is
Brooklyn
50 @
55 No-4. 25 00
E3P“Orders received for all descriptions of Rubber
CrackersVIOO
@30 00
reported to have disappeared, largely in debt
Butter.
Goods, and promptly executed
20 00 @23 oo
bearing on the subject; that the right to ap- to
Shipping...
his friends for money spent in
IFamily Jt Ib.choice 45 @ 50 Spruce.14 00
gambling.
@18 no
point cabinet officers without the consent of
!
30 Hemlock... .13 00
26 @
Store.
OAK LEATHER BELTS.
ARRIVAL OP EMIGRANT S.
@15 oo
the Senate was nowhere granted to the PresiCandles.
Clapboards,
Hoyt’a Premium Oak Leather Belt*—the moat perThe number of emigrants which arrived here
dent by the Constitution. It could not be
1
Mould
SpruceEx.,2600 @27 00
^ lb... 16 J@ 16
feet
article in the market.
!
42
40 @
Pine Ex...46 00 @ 60 00
Sperm..
merely tilled as a vacancy by temporary ap- to-day was 317,750.
Patent Lace Leather.
Page’s
Cement.
Shingles,
DEATH OP JEREMIAH LAWGUE.
Black’s
Belt Studs.
for
his
letters
of
pointment,
authority appointCedar Ext. .4 50 @ 4 7B
Pbrl.2 30 @2 40
Steam Engine Packing, &c, &c.
Self-Lubricating
ed them as for an indefinite time.
Jeremiah Lawgue, a prominent member of
Cedar No.1..3 00 @ 3 25
Cheese.
2 eod3m
May
the bar, died yesterday.
Vermont 19 lb
17 @
Shaved Cedar
To show that it was not among the PresiB 75
•*
New York
17 @
Pine
6 75
dent’s implied powers under the the constituPrime Country, 17
Laths,
tion to vacate and fill offices without consent
INDIAN AFFAIRS.
Coal—(Retail).
Spruce.2 50 @ 3 00
Cumberland. 9 00 @1000
of the Senate, lie read from the writings of
Pine. 3 60 @ 4 00
MORE INDIAN OUTRAGES.
Molasses.
LorVy&Dia. 8 00 @ 860
Hamilton and Webster.
He further main®T- Uobis, May 5.—The
For sale in all its variety
Lees8 00 @ 8 50 Porto Rico.... 75 @
Republican’s
Lehigh.
80
by
tained that the speeches of Sherman and other
burg, New Mexico, corsespondence says: A K&WAsb.. 8 00 @ 850 Cienfuegos.... 60 @ 65
train was attacked near Tulorosoo on the 18th
Senators are not susceptible of the meaning
Coffee.
Trinidad. 56 @ 73
-“-Piil, the wagons and contents burned and Java?lb.... 38 @ 40 Cuba Clayed.. 47 @ 49
put upon them by the opposing council. In
Bio. 24 @ 26
all
none
mules
Clayed tart
captured. Of thirty-seven men
regard to the debates of 1789 he contended whothe
MuBCovado new. 51 @ 55
Cooperage.
went from Tulorosoo for the relief of this
that too much weight was given to utterance
Hhd. Sh’ks & HdB,
40
@
49
St.
train, seven are reported killed. A short time
of partisan debate at that time, but also
Mol.City. ..3 00 @
before thirteen persons were killed
May 4-eod3mo
Sug. City.. .2 75 @3 00 Cask. 525' @
by the Inargued that the power of removal granted to dians near this place.
Naval Stores.
Sug. C’try. .1 50 @175
the President in 1789 was restricted by legislaTar $9 brl.... 5 06 @550
C’tryRiftMol.
Hhd. Sh’ks. 156 @ 1 75 Pitch (C. Tar)3 25 @
tion. He held also that President Adams reTEXAS.
Hhd. H’d’gs,
Wil. Pitch
5 50
moved Mr. Pickering before the Senate met,
Soft Pine... 28 @
CIVIL RIGHTS BILL SUSTAINED.
30 Rosin.6 00 @ 12 00
Infalible Cement, or never failing
although it was on the same day, and the reHard Pine.. 30 @
33 Turpentine gal 82 @
85
Galveston, May 5.—Jndge Watsons opened Hoops,(14ft).30 00 @35 00
cord was not clear.
glue, is the best article ever presented to the
He asked of what avail
Oakum.
the District Court this moruiug and delivered
American
tor mending all kinds of ware.
R.OakStaYes45
0O
people
00
American_10
@50
@
124
would be the provision of the constitution
a charge
Glass, China or Crockery, Wood, Bone Ivory, Leathsustaining the constitutionality of the
Oil.
Copper.
er Rubber, tfc.
limiting the power to fill vacancies during re- civil rights bill, and held
the freedmen to be
45
Every
Cop.Sheathing 35 @
family should have a supply,
Kerosene,_
@
cost is trifling, always ready, and
cess of the Senate to the issue of commissions
citizens not only by virtue of congressional enSperm.2 40 @ 2 60
Y.M.Sheathing26 @
easily applied.
The subscr.bers, sole proprietors and manufacturBtonze
Metal
26
Whale.1
00
to expire at the
110
@
@
beginning of the next session actment but by constitutional law, being horn Y. M.Bolts... 27 @
ers lor the State of Maine of this invaluable
Bank.24 00 @26 00
Cement,
on the soil.
if the President could create vacancies at will
are now prepared to
Shore.22 00 @24 00
supply the trade and manufacCordage.
turers in quantities to suit.
during the session of the Senate.
American(91b 19J@ 20 Porgie.20 00 @22 00
LOUISIANA.
Mr. Bingham challenged a citation of
SMALL & MARR.
Manila. 211 G£ 221 Linseed. 117 @
any
No. 155 Commercial Street, Portland.
Manila Boltrope
23 Boiled do.1 22 @
law or section of the Constitution which would
EIGHTEEN PERSONS POISONED.
sale
Ey^For
also
at the Inventors'
and
Lard.1
50
Drugs
60
Dyes.
Exchange, 209
limit the terms of officers thus appointed
@1
New Orleans, May 5.—eighteen persons
by
Congress Street, and at the principal stores.
Alcohol gal 4 00 @
Olive.2 25 @
the President. By such appointments he could
were poisoned by aisenic, administered in their
April 30, eodlw*
Arrow Root... 30 @ 70 Castor.2 30 @2 50
keep men in office at his pleasure without re- food, at a boarding house on Sunday. None Bi-Carb Soda 7 @ 71 Neatsfoot
.100 @ 1 75
gard to the Constitution. On this subject and are dead, however, the quantity having been Borax. 35 @ 37 Refined Porgie 72 @ 78
JOSEPH CURRIER,
on the question of what are the limitations of
too large.
Camphor ...115 @
Paints.
the Executive power, Mr. Bingham cited numCream Tartar 33 @
46 Portl’d Lead.14 50 @
Indigo.1 50 @ 175 Pure Grddo.14 50 @
erous legal authorities, and quoted from the
PENNSYLVANIA.
Logwood ex... 13 @ 14 PureDrydo.14 00 @
speeches of Mr. Webster. With regard to the
DEATH OP COMMODORE RIDGELT.
Madder. 16 @
Am. Zinc,...13 00 @
No. 31S Congress st.,
President’s defence that he sought to test the
Naptha (9 gal. 30 @ 40 Rochelle Yel.. 84@
4
Philadelphia, May 5.—Commodore Ridge- Opium
validity of the tenure of office law, he asserted
4 @
^tb.«1100
Eng.Ven.Red.
@
Manufacturer and Proprietor of
of
the
U. S. Navy, died at noon to-day.
ly,
that there never had been a clear, unequivocal
Red Lead. 13 @
Rhubarb.... ..3 00 @
14
decision of the Supreme Court against the
Sal Soda.
4 Litharge. 13 @
14
3j@
Currier’s Patent Bell for Hotels,
Saltpetre. 12 @ 20
Plaster.
constitutionality of the law of Congress, and
EUROPE.
61 Soft, 49 ton... 3 00@
Sulphur. 6 @
held it was oniy a bold pretence of the PresiWhere one Bell is made to answer for any number
Vitriol.
12
14
Hard.
2
50
@
ot rooms. Also Speaking Tubes, Door Bells,
dent to take
@
Gong
upon himself a responsibility
Back.
Produce.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Bells, Dining Room Bells to ring with the loot, ana
which the court itself had never
assumed; the
@58 Beef, side 49 lb 14 @ 18
Bells tubed back of pL storing. Agent for
was
in
favor of the
London, May 5—Midnight.—In the Comaltogether
12
presumption
@ 34 Veal. 10 @
law’s validity. To admit his possession of a mons to-night Mr. Gladstone referred to the
@ 28 Spring Lamb 20 @ 25
Taylor’s Patent Crank Door Bell,
Duke of Richmond’s assertion in the Lords
Chickens. 25 @ 30
Dyewooda.
discretionary and judicial prerogative would
Barwood. 3 @
be to clothe the creature with power
last night, that the Queen left it to the minisTurkeys. 25 @ 30
Where no wires are used.
superior
Houses, Hotels and
Brazil Wood.. 13 @
Geese. none
to the power which created him, and would
Steamboats fitted at short notice. Specimens ot my
try to dissolve. Parliament whenever they
Camwood_
8 @
9 Eggs, 49 doz.. 22 @
23
work can be seen in some of prim ipal Hotels in
enable him at pleasure to defy the whole of pleased. He said such a power was unconsti5 Potatoes, 49 bbl.4 00@ 4 25
Fustic,. 3 @
Marne, New Hampshire, and Vermont.
the people, the Constitution and laws. Alludtutional, as it left the ministry at liberty to deal Logwood,
Onions 49 brl.14 00 @
Mar 26-dl wthen eod2m
ing to an expression of Mr. Evarts, he denied with cases which have not yet arisen. He askCampeachy. 3 @
$10 @ 14
Cranberries,
St. Domingo 2 u
having claimed the omnipotence of Congress; ed for an explanation of that statement, and
3
Provisions.
he regarded that body, equally with the PresiPeach Wood.. 8 @
Mess Beef,
contradicted one made in the Commons by the
Red Wood.... 5 U
9
Chicago,.. .19 00 @2190
dent, the servant ot the people; but neither Premier, Mr. Di sraeli.
Ex Mess. .24 00 @25 00
Have resumed business at
Fiah.
or
the
The
in
Congress
Premier,
Judiciary were answerable to
answer, said there was no
qtl.
Pork,
the President. He would make no further
discrepancy between the statements made in Cod,
Shore 5 50 @ 5 75
ExtraClear32 00 @
Large
answer to the clamor of the learned
gentle- the two Houses. He had offered to decline but
Clear.30 00 @31 00
LargeBank 5 00 @ 5 50
man on this point, but must
Small.2 75 @ 3 25
Mess.29 00 @29 50
repel his charges the offer was declined. His advice to the
Opopsite the Apothecary Store of H. H. Hay.
when
the
House
of
the
Pollock.2
50
state
of
Prime.... 24 00 @26 00
against
business permits this,
@ 3 00
Representatives, as hav- Queen
Haddock.1 75 @2 25 Hams. 18 @ 19
ing brought and originated impeachment in a was without any reference to the new constitThey have just received from New York a rplen15 @ 16
party vote, and against the Senators for having uencies, but it the work of the House was soon Hake.2 75 @ 3 00 Shoulders,
dld{aasortment of
nice.
Herring,
an
expressed
opinion on a subject which they completed a new House would be elected by
Shore. 1? bl.7 00 @ 7 50 Rice,
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Satins and Mich
13
were aftcrwaids to judge. It was their
duty them.
Scaled,^bx. 40 @ 45
Saleratus.
to express that opinion, for
Sir
Stafford
Northcote
said
were
to
the
In every variety oi color for Trimmings.
had
No. 1. 25 @
they
try
30 Salcratusqp lb
71® 111
ministry
the President in au entirely different capacity.
no intention to menace the House.
Mackerel $1 bl.
Salt.
New
He then recited three laws which the PresiMr. Disraeli, again rising, said the
19
Turk’s
Is. t*
00 @20 00
Styles of Gimps and Fringes,
Bay No.l
right to
No. 2.... 14 50 @15 50
libd. (8bus.)3 62,
dent was charged with having violated, and
disbelie/e was only reserved in case the issue
Bich
St.
and Thread
Large 3.... 1200 @13 00
Martin, ckd,3 6
claiming that it had been already shown that on the Irish church was pressed.
Shore No. 1.17 00 @18 00 Syracuse
3 75
these violations were impeachable offences.
Others spoke, when the debate ended.
Silk Velvets In All Colors,
No. 2.... 14 00 @14 50 Cadis duty p’d 3 62ji
He quoted JCeut, that maladministration in
No. 3....
9 60 @10 00 Cadiz in bond 2 50
GERMANY.
Scarfs, Collars and Glorcs.
office was also ground for impeachment.—
Gr’nd Butter. 27 ffl
Flour.
London, May 5.—A dispatch from Berlin White Winter
He held it was entirely immaterial whether or
B3T ALSO, A VARIETY OF FANCY GOODS.
Soap.
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threaten
to
xx
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choice
15 50 @17 50
not the articles framed were in the technical
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leave the Custom Diet in case the address, isxx
14 50 @15 50 Family. 91
form of an indictment; every child knew that
sued by the party ol the German Union, should
X
13 50 @14 50 No. 1.
7}
his offence was the assumption of power. To
Red Winter
receive consideration at the hands of the ZolOline. 13
judge of the validity of the laws lor himself, verein.
xx........ 14 00@ 15 00 Chem Olive.
104
and to obey them or not at his pleasure, it was
AT OUR OLD STAND,
x. 13 50@ 14 50 Crane’s.
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THE CRETAN QUESTION.
not too much to say that a bolder piece of efSpring xx.. 12 50@ 13 50 Soda.
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Cor. Exchange and Federal Streets,
x.. 11 50@ 12 50
Paris, May 5—Evening.—Information from
frontery was) never before known. He held
Spices.
And selling at prices that defy competition all
St. Petersburg is to the effect that Baron De
that the elaborate argument of the counsel to
Superfine. 9 50 @10 50 Cassia, pure.. 80 ffl 85
kinds o!
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Cloves. 42 ffl 44
Talleyrand Perigord, French Envoy extraor- St. Louis &xx
prove that the law ot 1863 did not repeal the
15
26 @
Superior
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00@17 00 Ginger
act of 1789, and admitted that it was in the
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, has had Canada
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Mace.
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@
power of Congress to determine the tenure of a consultation with Prince Gortchakoff, ChanSuperior xx 14 50 @1500 Nutmegs.1 30 @ 1 35
Together with
office, and that the subject was not determined cellor lor the Empire and Minister of Foreign Michigan & Western
Pepper. 33 @ 42
PAPER HANGINGS,
by the constitutionality of the provision; and Affairs, upon the subject of mediation by
Suprr xx 14 50@15 50
Starch.
proceeded to comment on the act of 1867, in France and Russia in the Turco-Cretan ques- California. 14 00@ 15 25 Pearl. 10 @ 11
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order to show that it was clear and explicit in
Sugar.
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its terms. Referring to Senator Sherman’s reFRANCE.
Soil Shell...
@ 34 Standard Crushed, ffl 161
marks, that he would consent to the removal
Paris, May 5—Evening.—Baron De BunShelled.
@ 50 Granulated—
ffl 15
of a Cabinet officer who should be so destiAnd all kinds of
borg, Russian Ambassador to France, gave a PeaNuta.3 50 @3 75 Extra and fine
@ 16
tute of honor as to refuse to resign when regrand dinner this evening to the Envoys of Citron, new... 37 @ 38 Coffee A.
ffl 15
Tin and Wooden
Crockery,
Glass,
Currants
new
16
B.
quested by the Senate, Mr. Bingham said that the various powers represented at the Court
ffl 15
Ware,
the remarks were natural at that time for cirDates, New_ 12@ 13 Extra C.
@ 15
of the Tuilleries. Gen. Dix, U. S. Minister,
Figs. 20 @ 21 C.
cumstances had not then
ffl 14J
developed the malig- was among the guests.
17 @
20 Syrups- 76 85 ffll 00
Prunes,..
nity and dangerous intentions of the President.
Raisins.
Portland Sugar House :
the
Besides,
expression showed that the conLOUNGES, &e.
Bunch,^bx 4 00 @ 4 10 Fellow A A_114
CANADA.
sent of the Senate was necessary, no one
In short, House Furnishing Goods of every descrip*
Layer.4 20 @ 4 30 Extra Yellow.. @ 12|
tion.
Satisfaction guaranteed. “Live ana Help
ARREST OF FENIANS.
doubting at that time that Mr. Stanton came
Lemons,
@ 5 00 Eagle Sugar Refinery:
Live" is our motto.
bx
within the provisions of the act. The Presi@7 00 Yellow. @ ill
Toronto, May 5.—The parties arrested here Oranges,^
Gram.
Extra do. ffl 12
dent himself had acknowledged as much by
ADAMS
PUBINTON.
yesterday by Mr. McMicken, Government Corn. Mixed.. 1 24 @ 1 25 C.
13
@
Mr.
Stanton
under
the
act.
Nosuspending
magistrate stipendiary, are Patrick Boyle,
SouthernYel. 1 26 @ 1 30 C Extra.@
!3F“Cash and the highest prices paid ior 2nd-hand
134
where else is the power of suspension given
Southern White
publisher and editor of the Irish Canadian and
@1 25 A A
ffl 10} Furniture.
aprlSeodtf
him. Even the wording of his message was
12 @ 13
President of the Hibernian Society, Owen
Rye.2 20 @2 30 Muscovado...
borrowed in part from the language of the
Barley.1 90 @ 2 10 Hav. Brown
13J
tavern keeper and Marshal of the
Cosgrove,
15 ffl 151
act, and this excuse was an after thought to Hibernian Society, John Nolan, Secretary, Oats.88 @ 92 Hav.White...
Shorts & ton. 45
48 00 Centrifugal,
13 ffl 13}
cover up bis villainy.
He held that the Presiand Edward Hynes, printer, on the charge of Fine Feed... 52 00@
Taob
00
ieaa.
dent was responsible for having abused the
Fenianism. All the papers and books of the
Gunpowder.
Souchongs.. 75 @ 90
powers granted him by the act to suspend
KA HOG*HEADS Choice Porto Bieo
Society were seized. The arrests were not Blasting.4 50 @ 5 00 Oolong........ 75 @ 95
UV
Stanton without alleging or
fflola.seo.
that
the
50
6
75
mentioned in last evening or this morning’s
Sporting.6
@
Oolong, choicel 00 @ 1 05
proving
latter had become disqualified in any way
Also— Sagoo, Trinidad, Cfoofoego. aad
50 @ 5 75| Japan,.
90
110
Shipping.5
order
of
the
as
other
@
Government,
papers, by
Sierra
from exercising his duties.
Moreoo M.lothu,
Tin.
Hay.
arrests in this neighborhood and in Western
Pressed$?tonl6 00 @19 00 Banca, cash.. 37 @ 39
The Senate then took a recess.
All choice new crop, for sale b;
towns are to be made. To-day suspicious
Loose.18 00 @20 00 Straits,cash.. 36 @
38
On reassembling, Mr. Bingham claimed that
characters are leaving for th; States. ConsidRANDALL, E1RBRI Sc CO.,
Straw. 10 00 @12 00 English. 351® 361
it bad been already shown that the President
erable excitement is manifested throughout
126 Commercial Street, head Central Wharf.
Char. I. C... 12 00 @12 50
Hides and Skins.
was self convicted on the
charges contained the city.
Buenos Ayres 26 @
6. dlw*
27 Char.I.X... 14 75 @15 25
May
in the 1st, 2d, 3d, 8th and 11th articles, and
Western. 19 @ 20
Tobacco.
to speak of the removal of Mr.
Slaughter.... 9 @ 91 Fives & Tens,
tan ton. He paid a glowing tribute to the
Calfskins.... 25 @
Best Brands 70 @ 80
COMMERCIAL.
j
Lamb Skins.. 65 @
75 I Medium.... 60 @
65
public services, character and virtues of that
Iron.
Common
65 @
60
calumniated and slandered officer, who had
New York Stock and Money Market*
HALL’S
Common.
Half
tbs.
best
41@
4f
been proved faithful among the faithless, and
New York, May 5—6 P. M.—Money continues
Refined.
4f@ 5}' brands. 75 @ 80
who in all the qualities that adorn and enno- easy at 7 per cent, on call, with liberals offerings.
Swedish. 7j@
lbs.1 00 @ 1 25
7j
Nat’lLeaf,
ble human nature, had no superior in any age;
Sterling Exchange quiet but steady at 110 @ 110} tor Norway. 8 @ 81
lbs. 75
85
prime bills. Gold 0|>ened at 139), fell 139}, aud closed Cast Steel.... 25 @ 27 Navy Varnish. @
ASO
yet this distinguished patriot had been re- steady
at 139} @ 139}; loans made at 5 @ 6 per cent,
Oerman Steel. 18@
a
without
Damar.2 25 @ 3 00
moved
colorable excuse, in viofor carrying; export to-day $1,00(,000 Governments
Blis.Steel 22 @
Coach.2 75 @ 6 00
Instruments t
Eng.
Philosophical
lauon oi me law, to gramy me personal anisteady but without activity, with some demand for
Steel.. 10$@
14
Wool.
the best In use for families and Institutions.
mosity of the President. Mr. Bingham was export Menry Clewes & Co. turnish the following Spring
For
Sheet Iron,
Unwash’d Fleece 27 @ 30
ta'e by
LOWELL & SENTER.
glad to be able to agree with the counsel on 4.30 quotations:—Coupon 6’s 1881,113 @ 113}; do 5’s
74 Washed
do 37 @ 40
English. 6J@
may4d6m
1862,108 @ 10S}; do 1864. 106} @ 106}; do 18C5, 1C6| @
one point of law, namely, that an unconstituExchange Street.
R. 0.
Zinc.
»
_64
8i@
10]
1063 J do new, 108} @ 109; do 1867, 109} @ 109}; 10-40’s
tional law was no law, but he insisted that it
Russia. 23 @ 25 Mossel man,sheet 12 @ 13
103 @ 103}; 7-30’s, 107} @ 107}.
cannot be considered unconstitutional until it
Belgian.,.. 22 @
Lehigh. 12 @13
Stocks opened buoyant with an advance but closed
has been so pronounced in the proper way.
steady at a decline of 1 per cent, on Central and Erie
To Arrive in about Thirty Days.
He would also reiterate that evil intent is to as compare ! with the highest point of the day. WesPortland Dry Good* Market*
he presumed from evil acts, but the Presitern shares firm. Border State bonds firmer,
£isA Aon HHDS. which will be sold low on arcellaneous stocks more active and steadv. The folCorrected by Messrs Woodman, True & Co.
dent’s evil intention was not merely a matter
xV/U Vy riyal to Fishermen in Bond.
lowing are 5.30 figures:—Canton 50* @ 51; Cumberof presumption but of confession. To show
COTTON
GOODS.
land 30} @ 33; Pacific Ma'l. 93 @ 93}; N. Y. Centra 1,
E. G. WILLARD,
this, Mr. Bingham read from the President’s
Inches.
Price.
137
138
128} @ 128}; Erie, 70} @ 70}; Hudson,
@
;
letter to Gen. Grant, in which he says, “you
Heav\ Sheeting,.37.174@ 184
Commercial Wharf.
90 @ 90}; Fort Wayne, 103} @ 104}; MichiReading,
know that it was mjr purpose to prevent Mr.
Sheeting,.36. 14 (a) 15
April 21-d<few3w
Central, 118} @11} Michigan Southern, 83} @84; Fine
Fine Sheeting,. 40.15 @ 16
Stanton from resuming the duties of the office
inois Central, 146 @ 147; Cleveland & Pittsburg,
Medium Sheeting,.37.124(a) 14
of Secretary of War," and he claimed further,
82 @ 82}; Toledo, 105} @ 10 • Rock Island, 94} @ 94};
Light Sheeting,.37. 104@ 114
that every one not stupid or insane, must see
Chicago & North Western, 65} @65}; do preferred,
to 30.9 @ 11
Shirting,.27
that if Mr. Stanton had been kept out of his 76} @76}.
BLEACHED SHEETING.
Mining shares dull but steady.
office he never could have got into the court,
Good Bleached Sheeting.36.18 @ 20
A good Gentleman's driving Horse.
«*\
the
at
amountThe receipts
Sub-Treasury to-day
and a decision could never have been obtained
Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.19 @ 23
Seven years old this spring, and can road
ed to $1,163,760; payments $2,823,280; balance $99,Medium Sheeting,.36.13*@ 16*
miles au hour,
stands 14 hands
by the President. The defence that he wanted 866,625.
Ctwelve
■■ •
I high; weighs about nine hundred and Cito 32.9j@ 12}
to obtain a quo warranto was mere babble in
The Assistant Treasurer bought $600,000 worth of Shirting,.27
DRILLING.
Sorrel.
A very handsome and proud
the
ty.
of
Senate.
He
asked
Color,
ears
the
why, if the 7-30’s at i07|, and sold p small amount of Gold.
driver. Enquire of
Heavy Drilling,.30.16*@ 18
President’s purpose in all he did was to secure
J. W. McDUFFEE’
Medium,.30.14$@ 17
a decision of the Supreme Court, he did not
Cor. Union and Middle St, Portland.
Corset Jeans,.12
18
Domestic Markets.
institute the proceedings. It was because it
1-dtf
COTTON FLANNELS.
May
New York, May 5.—Cotton is without decided
was impossible for him to do so, as he knew it
Heavy Cotton Flannels,.18 @ 20
change; sales 1500 bales; Middling uplands 32} @ 33c. Medium Cotton Flannels,.14 @ 16
would be from the beginning. He theD read
Flour—sales8300
bbls.; State ana Western irregular, Bleached Cotton Flannels,.18 @ 27 J
from Greenleaf to show that the President
unsettled and 5 @ 10c lower; superfine State 8 65 @
STRIPED SHIRTING.
must be held responsible for what, with ordi9 20; extia 9 75 @ 10
80; round hoop Ohio 14 00; exHeavy Striped Shirting,.30.18 @ 20
seen would be
tra Western 9 70 @ 13 80: White Wheat extra 12 00 @
nary intelligence, he must have
Striped
15*
Heavy
Shirting,.27.14A@
13 50; Southern dull and
the cousequence of his action.
Medium Striped Shirting,.27.10 @ 12}
declining; sales 350 bbls.;
@ R 30; California lower; sales 750 sacks
In reply to I he defence that the removal was
ticking.
at 12 00 @ 13 75. Wheat 1
@ 2c lower with fair businot consummated, he said it had long been setHeavy Ticking,.35 @ 374 QAA LBS. imported Grapes just received and
ness;
bush, f #r export; Chicago Spring
O\Jfor sale at 50 cents per lb. at
Medium Ticking,.20 @27}
tled that the attempt to commit a misdemeanat 2 50
No. 1 sales_|47,0001
No. 2 at 2 38 @ 2 40. Corn lc
251};
J. D. SAWYER’*,
Light Weight Tickings,.12 @15
or was of itself an indictable misdemeanor; in
better; sales 8f ,000 bush.; the demand is strictly for
COTTON
ADES.
may 4-dlw
117 Exchange st.
support of which proposition he cited legal au- home use and speculation; new Mixed Western 115 Heavy double and twist.35 @ 424
and
1
17
afloat
115
for
lngh Mixed nearly Yellow.
thority; iie also held that au.v offence under @
DENIMS.
Oats 1 @ 2c better and in fair speculative demand;
the common law was indictable in the District
M.
A.
Heavy Denims,.25 @ 30
sales
bush.; Western 86} @88c.
Beet steady.
ot
Medium Denims,.20 @ 25
Columbia, according to the laws of 1801 and Pork 68,000
dull and lower. Lard firmer at 19
@ 20c (or
Denims. 10 @ 15
1831; according to the tenure of office law, it bbls. Butter lower; Ohio 40@4«c; State
STATIC)
Weight
Light
MEETING
of
the
MAINE CHARI44 @ 46c
made the removal of Mr. Stanton and the apCAMBRICS AND PRINTS.
TABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION will be
Whiskey—new unchanged. Rice dull. Sugar firmerCambrics,.10 @ 10J held in the LIBRARY ROOM, on THURSDAY
pointment of Gen. Thomas a misdemeanor, sales 6!>0 hhds.; Porto Rico 11}|@ 13c; Muscovado loi Colored
14
Best
and no intelligent man could
Prints,.12}@
EVENING, May 7th. at 71 o'clock.
@ 12c. Coffee quiet. Molasses quiet. Naval Stores
deny that they dull
Medium Prints,.11 @ 12
and lower with an increased demand; Spirits
STEPHEN MARSH. Secretary.
were impeachable offences. The
only question
Oils declining.
May 5. dtd
Petroleum Cheap Prints... 8|@ 9|
which remained to be considered was the con- Turpentine *0 @ 65c.
DELAINES.
to Liverpool firmer; Cotton per
stitutionality ot that law. He might simply steady. Freights
19
steamer |d; Flour per steamer Is 9d; Wheat per sail | DeLaines, .17 (g
Casco Iron Company.
say that was a closed question. To acknowlCRASH.
n
and per steamer 5}|@ 5}d,
4}d
Stockholders of this Company are hereby nothat
the
now
10
15
tenure of office act which,
Orash.
@
edge
tified that their Annual Meeting will be held
Buffalo, N. Y..May4.—Flour—city grund Spring
after long discussion had been passed, and
BATTING, WADDING, &C.
at the office of W. H. Stephenson, Treasurer, No. 34
at 10 50.
Rye Flour 9 50 @ 10 00. Wheat—Milwau- Cotton Batting, $ ft,.
18 @ 25
again passed over the President's veto and kee clSb No. 1 2 39. Corn 97 @ 98c. Oats—Western Cotton Wadding,
Exchange
Street, on
25
.20
ap
ft,.
@
again approved on February 22d, unconstitu- 75 @ 75}c, Barley—Canada 2 22 @ 2 25.
TCE8D4Y, maT 19th, nt 4 P. M.,
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tional, will be for the Senate to deny its decis5.—Flour more active and firmer;
WOOLEN GOODS.
May
Chicago,
for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and
ion three times made, and confess that it is the
Kentucky Jeans,. .20 @ 37J
Wheat firm with an imSpring extras 9 7fl @ 11 0
to act on any other business that may legally come
“
guilty party worthy ot’ impeachment.
proved demand; No. 1 at 2 18; No. 2 buyers at 2 12.
before them.
referred
to
Mr. Bingham then
hisownoourse Corn active and advanced 2 @ 4c; sales No. 1 at 92* Black Union
w. H. STEPHENSON, Clerk.
Cassimeres,.
and that of a majority of his party iu opposing
80 @1 00
*",
@ 93c; No. 2 at 91 @ 92c; new 90}c. Oats excited
dtd
Portland, May 5,1868.
and unsettled at.
impeachment until it was unavoidable; until and advanced Ijc. R’> e more active
Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels,.
185 @187. Bariev neglected and nominal. Pro3t ® 4*5
the Gods had made him mad whom they wishU. S. Receiving Ship Aklegbnny.
and
Blue
visions firm but 'inactive. Mess Pork—first class
Scarlet... ’35 @ 45
ed to destroy. In regard to the defence based
Seamen. Firemen, Marines and Boys who enbrands held at 28 00.Lard firm and inactive at 19}
on the
listed on the Alleghany at Baltimore or Annapopractice of the Government during
@ 19}c. Bulk Meats firm and In moderate demand.
lis from 1861 to 18G5, will receive valuable intorma
eighty years, he denied that such practice was
Wanted!
nominal;
Middlings
Savannah, May# 4—Cotton
tiou by addressing or calling on S. B ALLEN, 20
31}c.
contrary to the spirit of the tenure of office
STITCHES at E. K. LKMONT'S earring.
Court street, Boaton.
law, but olaimed that the acts of 1789 and 1792
Mobile, May 5.—Cotton nominally unchanged.
SmImcj, Pr.bl. St.
aamfldtl
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remedy at hand for the many paios and
wounds and bruises to which the flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than
many other remedies,
never producing a bad
effect, but always relieving
however severe.

Goods!

and just manufactured, and to be

our

for Cash !

Cheap

goods and learn

our

It will

April 30-dticayC

FLORAL

AT-

ON

those
immediately.
SiTi?iUTf
SAL1 RHEUM obtain this Salve, and apply it

with

BARBOUR,

THE

and they will find It invaluable.
It is good
in case of SCROFULA and
TUMORS.—CANCERS
have been cured with it.
The best Salve ever invented lor SWOLLEN BREAST and SORE NIPNo way injurious, but sure to afford relief.
SORE or WEAK EYES—Rub it on the lids
gently,
once or twice a day.
Cures deafness by putting It
In the ears on a piece of cotton.
For PIMPLES
this acts like a charm.
For BURNS and SCALDS
—apply the Salve at once and it gives immediate
relief. For OLD SORES, apply once a
day.
For Horses and Cattle.—For Sores or bruises
on Horses or Cattle this Salve is
and
invaluable,
has astonishing effect in
curing scratches on horses.
Ibis Salve has worked its own wav into
notoriety,
and is a safe and sure
remedy for all the above affluents.

AMERICAN

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, Sewing

Machine !

Wonderful Invention.

Goods.

Exhibition,

o

mayldtd_S.

The Pine Tree State Club.
WILL GIVE THEIR

Third Annual Ball,

_

W. B.

Exchange

SugarH.Sjrup
...

ROBINSON,

Save tke Pieces*

PEASLEY’S

...

bell

hanger,

....

M. & A. P. DARLING
No. 165 Middle St.,

Silks,

Guipure

CARPETINGS,

.....

Parlor and Chamber Sets,

Porto Rico Molasses!

groceeded

Electro Medical Instruments.

...

Magnetic

and Galvanic

Liverpool

Sn

THE
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THE

FIRST AND ONLY

That has made its advent in this

or

any

try.

managers.

other

coun-

WEpartnership under the firm
OWEN &
for the transaction of
ness

at

55 1-S2
where
and

we are

as

many
patronage.

May 2,

1868.

a

wait

TUESDAY May 12th,
ONpremises
the lot ol Lana

at 11* A. M„ on tha
on tLe south easterly
Congress between State and Dow Sts., dtiectly opposite the residence of Judge Fitch. This lot
lms a front on Congress Street of One hundred and
thirty-two leet, is the same in depth, containing 17,

PATTEN 3c CO., Auctioneer*.
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

Iff

Desirable Real Estate on Sprint st.
THURSDAY, May 14at 3F. M.,
the premONises.
Spring
High street, opposite the resldeni'e ol
on

near

Ex-Mayor Steveus, will he wild one ol the
most eligible lota In the City, for a Urn clan
private
r.aidence. To thin niece of Property we invite the
special attention, situated as it is on one of the most
delightful sticets of our City. The lot contains
about Ten thousand square feet. For plan of Property and terms of sale, call on the auctioneers.
May 6. dtd

Who is Miss

Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith's
FRESH AMined
nice article, warranted to suit.
use.

Co.,

May 2-dlw

Sierra Morena

Muscovado
JWOL.41S&ES.
} M“8COT“d* M«lan«i.

Yo“5an

GEO. S. HUNT,
111 Commercial Street.

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass.)

Paints and Tarnishes.

'Oils is to certify that I have known Miss
Sawyer’s
Salve for more than five years, and of its
having
been success ully used in many cases. I consider it
a superior article, and well
worthy the confidence of

—

W. F. PHILLIPS & C0,'S

those requiring such
w
^
Dec.
Boston,
10th,

Wholesale Drug Store.
Have our White Lead ground expressly for
us and
warrant each brand to be exactly
what it is expressed as. Our Simon pure lead is admitted by all to be equal in quality,
purity and
wuiteness to
any lead manufactured, and we are prepared to furnish any quantity at the very lowest
prices. Dealers, Painters and Consumers will do
well to consult our prices before
buying.

CO.,

Wwa. 40 Sc 48 Middle Street, Donnells Block.
6wd&w

Batteries,

15

is

%
0

Not ice.
0
0

BARNUM
IS

in

the field again, anil would

out th

1*n<*

to his old
that he has bought

a

remedy.

R. RICHARD CLAY, M. D.

j

We have used ir for several years, and
reined for burns, scalds, sore
throat salt rheum, swelled
joints, Ac., Ac. We
cheerfully recommend it to the public as
being perfectly sate aud good for many more aches than we
an

[From Rev. W. H. Crawford and wife, Fast Corinth

Matne.l
East Corinth, Feb. 19, 1868.
This may certify that we have used
Miss Saw* r s Salve
in our family eight years and we can
cheerfully bear testimony lo its merits as a healing,
soothing Salve ill all cases of Salt Rheum or luflamatiou.
REV. W. H. CRAWFORD.
JULIA A CRAWFORD.
[From John G. Dillingham, Freeport, Maine ]
This is to certify that I had a tumor on
my thee.
It was there about three years.
It kept increasing
in size, till I was advised to trv Miss
Sawyer’s
Salve. I bought a box and carried it with
me, and
every time I thought of it I would rub the tumor
with the Salve, and belore I used oue box the tumor

entirely disappeared.

JOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

PubbcSeuera*Iy»

which he has renovated throughout, and ftirnished
lor a first class

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that his old Iriends will drop
in *
him
out.”
He is also prepared to serve
“udhflp
Wedding Parties and Families with every variety in
the way of

on

March 23d, 1868.
mr The subscriber is happy to announce that he
hassecured the services of Mb. BENJAMIN BARNET1, the well known French Cook, who has for
so many years officiated at most of the Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.
ISAAC RARNUM.
March 21. dtt

Maine Savings Bank.
Annual Meeting of this Corporation, will be
held on
•Vedneaday the 13th »f ITlay in at.,
at their
Banking Room at 4 o'clock P. M., for the
choice ol officers, and the transaction of any other
business that may be brought before the meeting.
NATH’L. F. DEER1NG, Secretary.
May 4,1868.
may5-td

THE

Bible Society of Maine.
meeting of tliia Society will be held at
the Rooms of the Yonng Men’s Christian Asao
elation, on Thuraday, the 7th day of May next, at
o'clock P. M.
R, H. HINKLEY, Rea. Sea.
Portland, April 23,1868. dtd
annual

Horse for Sale.

A

FIRST RATE TEAM HORSE for sale by

W. W. BROWN,
Richardson's Whari, Commercial Street.

May 4. U*t

Company offer a limited amount

Pianist and Conductor,
I3T Secured Seats One Dollar.

Admission Fifty

maySdtd

Pacific Mills

Completed

SACKS halves, of this famous brand
oi Flour, whicn gave such universal
satisfaction last year, Just received and for sale
by

&

Co.,

152 Commercial Street.

April 28,1868. dtf

Tilton

&

more

FIRST

than

PROTECTION in the

RATE

SAFE,
on

WATERHOUSE,

Middle Street, Portland.

I

We, the undersigned have sold more of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, within the last six monthB than auy
other kind. Parties who have tried it
speak in very
high praise of its excellent virtues.

,,

Rockland, Oct. 12, 1867.

C. P. FESSENDEN,
S. E BENSON,
L. M. ROBBINS.

Orut HO Sudbury Hirer!, Bouton.
Mf Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton & McFarland’s
Safes, can order oi
Fmery, Waterhouso Sc Co.
Jau 15—SMlstw in each mo&adv remainder of time

Maine Central Railroad Co.

animals in

cases

where

a

«ra“hrs°iuehorsesal“OBt

salve is ever used lor them
CUre lor

Camden, Nov. 18, 1867.

ordin^

NA™’L BUTLER.

We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for many
years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a skillful
nurse, and having used
her salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure
In saying ic is the best
general medicine we have ever used
Rev. E. P Cutter,
Hon. N. A. Burpee,
Rev, W. o. Holman,
Francis Cobb,
Rev. Joseph Kalloch,
John T. Berrv,
Rev. George Pratt,
Wm. H. Titcomb.
Gen. J.P. Cilley and wife,Mrs. Charles Snow

Capt. J. Crocker and wife,Mrs. Alex Know
David Ames & witcDr E. p. chase ’and
wife,
^pt.
Wm. Wilson and wife,
J. Wakefield and wile,
E. R. Spear,
Wm. Beattie and wile,
Jacob Shaw and wife.
s,J?rCx*John S. Case and wife,
C. R. m
Mallard,
H. W. Wight and w Ite,
Ephraim Barrett,
W. O. Fuller and wife,
Leander Weeks,
Tliomas Colson and wife,
Dea. Henry Ingraham and wife,
Joseph Farwell (mayor of Rockland) and wife,
M. C. Andrews (P. M. ot Rockland) and wife,
I. K. Kimball and wite. William McLoon.

If you desire

more information, write to any citiof Rockland and they will take pleasure in recommending this Truly Wonderful Salve.
W. F. Phillips & Co-, Wholesale Agents. Sold at
retail by all Druggists in Portland.
April 29. d3m

of large revenue to the Company.
Company is also permitted to issue its own
First Mortgage Bonds to an amount equal to the isThe

of said Company will be
OFheld atStockholders
the Treasurer's Office, In WaterviMe,
the

Wednesday, the Thirteenth
May, A. D. 1868,
■**

Day

oi

o'clock in ike evening, to act upon the

following article, viz:

To see If the Stockholders will anthorise the ISrectors to issue Bonds secure*] bv a
mortgage of the
Railroad lor the
purpose of paying or renewing the
bonded debt of the Company at it matures.
April 14, 1868.
JOSI1H H. DRUMMOND.

_apr29dtd___clerk.

SALT!

SALT!

T7\)R Country Trade and Fishing purposes, at
X? duced prices.

re-

Liverpool,

1.000

“

Syracuse.

w»
especially recommend to the fishermen
the Cadis Salt on account of iia
weigh!
and purity, and
Improving the quality of the Tisli
more than any other kind in
use, producing no red

..

E.

G.

WILLARD,
C—*—*•’

WHO. W,

superior.
do.
do.
do
do.

TRUE & CO.

TRUE

& CO.

d3w

Provisions & Groceries
■ OO BBLS. AND TIEUCE8 Lard.
100 TUBS Lard.
400 BBLS. Pork.
400 BOXES Itktm, Factory,
and a large stock ot

CHOICES

The Earnings from Local or Way
are now Throe Times thc Inte
on their Bonds.

will be noticed that the Union Pacific Railroad

valuable property.
Union Pacific Bonds

NEARLY NINE PER CENT.,
And it is believed tbal they will soaa be
at a premium.
Tbe Company have but a very limited supply of
heir Bonds remaining on hand~but it is expected
that the first instalment of the New Bonds to be is-

portion of the road to be completed this
ready in May.
Any subscriptions accepted to a greater amoun
than can be filled from Bouds now In the
Company •
possession, will be supplied from the New Bonds |Ja
the order in which they are received.
The Company reserve the right to advance the prica
of their bonds to a rate above p ir at
any time, and
will not fill any orders or receive
any subscriptions
on which the money has not been
actually paid at
tbe Company’s Office before the time of such advance.
Parties subscribing will remit the par value of the
bouds and ihe accrued interet in currency at the rata
of six per cent,
per annum, from the date on which
the last coupon was paid. Subscriptions will be received in Portland by
Swan & Barrett, 15 Exchange St.,
on

W.

At the

May 4-d3w

and Worsted

Dress Braids.
WILLIAM H. HYDE,
Metropolitan Bazar No 99 Exohange Bt.
May 4-d3t*

zen

Board
be obtained for gentlemen
ANDandgood
their wivea or tingle gentlemen, at No
rooms can

Danlortk street.

Company’s Office, Me ^ Nassau St,
AND BY

TRUE & CO.

Alapaca

that

57

marJWu'

A. Cisco Sc Mou, Bankers, 59Wall si.
And by the Company’s advertised
ts throughout the United States.
Remittances should be made in
drafts or other funds
par in Jfew York, and the Bond! will be tent
free of
return
charge by
exprete.
Partite eubteribing
loctl
through
agentt, will look to them for their tafe
John

Prices!

BY-

Z>.

larger

are for
$1000 each and
have coupons attached. They have thirty years to
ran, and bear annual interest, payable on the first
days ol Janaary and July at the Company’s Office
in the City of New York, at the rate of six
per cent,
in gold. The principal is
payable in gold at maturity.
At the present rate of gold, these bonds pay an annual income on their cost of

For sale at the

Market

sines a

st

And In New York

GROCERIES,

Lowest

u

year, will be

1300 BBLS. Puri* .Hill. Flour (Diamond and
°^her brands) of our own manufacture.
400 BBLS. at. Loui* Flour,
300
Wrafern Exlra Flour,
In store and for sale by

W.

buildings, and also locomotives,
baggage, and ireigbt cars, and other requisite rolling-stock, to an amount that shall not be
less than $7,500 per mile.
It is expected that when the road is completed
the through traffic of the only line connecting the
Atlantic and Pacific States will be large beyond precedent, and, as there will be no competition, it can
always be d ne at profitable rates, and
other incidental

sued

FLOIll.

May 4.

Hon. E. D.

The

I ‘Jtl HiiDS. 20 Tierces Cienfuegos Molasses,
AOdW cargo of brig “Frank Churchill” Tory »ui

D.

more.

an actaul and productive value.
The authorized capital ol the Company is One
Hundred Million Dollars, oi which over eight and
one-halt millions have been paid In upon ths work
already done.
Contracts for the construction of 914 miles west from
Omaha, comprising much oi the most difficult mountain work, have been made with responsible parties
at the average rate of sixty-eight thousand and fifty
eight dollars ($68,058) per mile. This price includes
all necessary car-shops, depots, stations, and all

more

MOLASSES.
Sierra ITIorenn, very
Wuacnvadu
Clajed
41
Trinidad
«
130 BBLS.
very
Iq store and for sale
by

no

extent with Government money, and that its bonds
issued under Government direction.
It is believed that no similar security is so carelully guardand
ed,
certainly no other is based upon a
or

Commercial Wharf.

*22
52
*0

and

are

600 Hogsheads Superior Article.
600 Saeks Fine Salt.
E. C. WILLARD,
apr2ld3wis

the Government

resent

It

Now landing ftom Schr. B. C. Lane,

jf.

ol

Morgan and Hon. Oakes Ames are Trustees for the
Bondholders, and deliver the Bonds to the Company
only as the woik progresses, so that they always rep-

is, in fact, A GOVERNMENT WORK, built under
the supervision ot Government officers,and to a
large

Syracuse Salt.

d.

sue

passenger,

8.000 Hogsheads Cadiz,
“
1,000

healing

tFrom Bev. Nathaniel Butler.]
It Is simply an act ol Justice and perhaps it will
be a favor to the public to say that 1 have used
Miss. Sawyer’s Salve tor ten years, aud believe it to
be a most valuable remedy for the
purposes for
which It is recommended.
It s most effective for

operation during 1868. There teems to be
reasonable doubt that the 1,721 miles between
Omaha and Sacramento will be finished in 1870.
The means provided tor the construction of this
Great National Work are ample. The United States
grants its Six Per Cent. Bomls at the rate of from
$16,000 to $48,000 per mile, for which It takes a second lien as security, and receives payment to a
large, if not to the lull extent ol its claim in services.
These Bonds are issued as each twenty-mile section
is finished, and after it has been examined
by United
States Commissioners and pronounced to be in all
respects a fir-t class road, thoroughly supplied with
depots, repair-shops, stations, and all the necessary
lioaing stock and other equipments.
The United states also makes a donation of 12,800
acres of land along the line to the
mile, which will be
a source

SPECIAL MEETING

A

[From Motet B. Tibbetts. Jefferson, Me.]
I can rcommend Miss Sawyer’s
Salve, highly.—
I have never used so good an article.
For
purposes it is without an equal.
MOSES B. TIBBETTS.

will be in
no

At a MODERATE PRICE, will please call
EMERY &

Miles,

800 and 900 Miles

40
Of their 8afes gave AMPLE
late fire. Parties desiring a

550

and trains are now running over the highest point of
the Rocky Mountains that will be traversed by the
line. The Company will hav* a much larger force
employed this year than ever before, and it is expected that between

McFarland,

Desire to call the attention to the fact that

their

PRINCIPAL & INTEREST PAYABLE IN GOLD.
The Union Pacific Railroad Company are building
a railroad from
Omaha, on the Missouri River, West,
to connect with the Central Pacific ot
California,
building from Sacramento, East, and these roads
when completed, will be THE ONLY GRAND
RAILROAD BETWEEN THE ATLANTIC AND
PACIFIC COASTS.
The Union Pacific Company have already

cents. The sale of tickets will commence at Paine’s
Music Store, Saturday
morning. May 9th. Doors
open at 7$; Concert at 8 o’clock.

O’Brion, Pierce

op

First Mortgage Bonds at par,

Colby,|

penor.

announce

square,

THE

Mr. Geo. W.

unfailing

have mentioned.
MR. & MRS. WM. R. KENDALL.
Freeport, March 17, 1867.

dt

Pacific Railroad

Mr. Carl Rosa,
The distinguishei Violinist,

relief.

Jlnd it

October 12.

THE UNION

1867.

[From Mr & Mrs. Wm. R, Kendall, Freeport,
Me.]
Among tbe many Salves now In use, Miss Sawyer’s
stands pre-emiuent for almost all the aches and
pains
the human family are afflicted with. For
Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, it gives instant

WE

WHOLESALE DRl'GGISTN,

terms.

on

[From S. M. Stetson qf Freeport, Maine1
Freeport, March 20, 1865.
I hereby testify that Miss
Sawyer’s Salve has cured
a swelling on
my heel qf several years’ standing. I
gladly recommend it to tbe public as an invaluable
remedy lor swelling aud lameness of any kind.
S. M. STETSON.

Linseed Oil,

April 4. eod

of

o*

LEAD,

F. PHILLIPS &

now

January 25,1867.

33 C°mmerCial8t-

W.

Helmershausen,

Bucksport, Maine.

LOVEJOY,

AT

E. A.

This certifies that I have used Miss
Sawyer’s
Salve and consider it superior to
any other. I cheerfully recommend it to all in want ol a good Salve.
E A‘ helmershausen.

BAUGH

—

O*

THE
the Rev.

[From

& SONS* Raw Bone Super Phosphate ot
Lime in Barrels and Sacks, for sale by

WHITE

300 Congress Street.
kW Sales of any kind ot property in the City or vicinity, promptly attended to on the most favorable

Yours, Ac., ELIZBETH COOMBS.

Peruvian Guano Substitute.

May

AUCTIONEER

California Flour.

it to be all and even more than
y u recommend if to
he- We have bad it in the
family 5 or 6 years, and I
have used it for
and can truly say toe
everything
have never found its equal. 1 use it for weak back
and it acts like a charm. Mr. Coombs has had a Fever Sore on his leg for
thirty years and would be a
cripple to-day if he had not found a remedy in your
Salve. I f keeps it healed, and takes out the inllanimation, proud flesh, and swelling, and does for him all
that he can ask. I can recommend it for a
good
many things you have not, tor 1 use it for everything.
I consider it invaluable in a
if you can put
family,
this testimony together, and it can be of service
to
you, you are welcome.
send me large boxes if
you please, and a
few little ones. / can do better with the
large ones.

60 Commercial st.

0. W. HOLMES,

The eminent Tenor,

The following are a few selected from the multitude of recommendations in the
possession of the
Agent.
[From Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick.)
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
0.
Miss Sawyer.—I
received your letter last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let me »ake vour
Salve. I think I can do well with
it, aud it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot get along without it. He has tried
everything
else and has never found
anything that healed his
leg as that Salve of yours, and we have both found

FORGER COAL.

BAILEY, Auctioneer.

Signnr Testa,

Recommendations.

street.

dtl_

J. G.

ABOVE, WITH THE ASSISTANCE

&c.
O.

_F.

an-

a

The matchless Italian Buffo,

teKe JS#

all our old customers,
may lavor us with their

on no

uarriages, Harnesses,

Signor Ferranti,

vicinity

co-

some

Horses, Carriages, &c., at Auction

CONCERT!
AS

the Samuel
acres,

Saturday, at 11 o’clock a. m.,
Every
market lot, Market street, I shall sell Horaef

grand

than any other person in New
England, professional
or otherwise,
she >»as competed successfully with
the most able physicians in the
States, as well as
with nurses aDd Indian doctors.
From time to
time she has compounded remedies lor the use
in
certain diseases in her own practice.
Among other
compounds she has for many years made a Salve
which soon obtained an extensive
Sale, and is
now in great demand
abroad, as well as in private families and among the hundreds of men
engaged at Rockland and
in the hazardous business of quarrying rock and
burning lime, and also
among the seamen along the coast of Maine. So popular did it become that while it was
only put up in
old mustard boxes, without labels or the
help ot advertisements, Miss Sawyer received orders for it
from nearly or quite
every State in the Union. The
demand finally became so extensive that she was unableto meet it, and she made an
arrangement with
L. M. ROBBINS, a
druggist ot Rockland, to take
charge of the business and supply the trade. The
agent is so well satisfied with the merits 01 the Medhe guaran^es it to cure all diseases ior
which it is recommended, and anv one who
gives it a
trial according to
directions, and is not
is
Invited to return the box, with half the
and
conlen‘8,
the money will berelunded. Full directions
with
each box.

B. H. WOODSIDE,
J, W, OWEN

Tiercel,

nounce

satisfied,

&

HALL.

Before leaving for California, has the honor to

Miss Sawyer lives in the city of
Rockland, Knox
Dounty, Maine. She has devoted the best yeais of
her life to nursing the sick, and has had
more experience in the cure ot obstinate diseases, old Sores
and Ulcers, and has also been
consulted in more
cases of accidents,such as Burns, Scalds
and Bruises

Real Estate in Falmouth tor Sale.
as

PAREPA-ROSA!

.

_

miles from Portland, on the shore road: is under
good cultivation; location excellent: handy to Portland either by land or water. Buildings consist ot
a one and a half
story dwelling with addition and
barn.
This property will be sold low and on favorable terms. Apply to A. L. Fox,
E-q., or
idf Fho above contains about thirty acres, apart
being covered with wood.
E. M. PATTEN A CO.,
Auctioneers, Exchange
Street,* *roru*imPortland.
*
April 23, 1868. dtl

FAREWELL!

Sawyer ?

Auction (unless previously disposed of at
private sale), at the dwelling house ol Abby Starbird,
late of Saccarappa Village, in Westbrook, deceased,
on Monday, the 25tb day or May
next, at ten o'clock
in tbe forenoon, the dwelling house and lot of land
•onnected therewith, which was ol said deceased,
situated in said Saccarappa Village.
Said sale to be
made tor the payment of said deceased's debts and
charges of administration. Conditions of sale will
be make known at the time an place.
WILLIAM L, PENNELL, Adm’r.
Dated the 23d day of May, A. D., 1868.
apr24dlaw3w

property in Falmouth known
THE
Prince place, containing about ten
six

MADAME

on

Randall, McAllister

did

Tuesday Evening, May 12.

Druggist,

grocery and provision busi-

ones as

For sale by
mayld3w

Retail

6.

CITY

Rockland, Maine.

WOODS!DE,
a

Daniorth

ready to
new

Wholesale and

of

name

May

L.%M. ROBBINS,

and Povisions.

subscribers have this day formed

the

J. Turner,
R. Rich.
Tickets admitting a Gentleman and Ladles, 11.00,
to be obtained of the
Managers and at the door.
erDancing to commence at Hi o’clock.

AND PUT UP BY:

This Machine is warranted to execute to the highest degree ot perfection all kinds ol
Stitching. Hemming, Felling, Tucking, Braiding, Quilting, Gathering and Sewing, etc., and all kinds of work done
on any other Machine.
It also works a beautiful
Button-hole, embroiders over the edge of fabrics,
works Eye-lei holes and makes the
over-seaming
stitch, by whicb sheets and pillow-cases are made as
by hand, feats which no other machine can do, hence
u we can do every kind of
sewing ali others can do
and several kinds none others can. ours is unquestion
ably tar in advance of any other Machine in the market, and is the best to buv.
we have establish d a permanent
agency at 1351-2
Mi Idle street (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
everybody in the city and vicinity call and see these
wonderful Machines. Examine into their merits—
see what beautiful work
they will do—and get a sample of the work.
The lady in charge ot the Machines will take
pleasure in showing and
explaining them to all who may
favor her with a call, and we
earnestly invite all to
call and see them in operation before
purchasing. A
Sewing Machine is to last a life time, and hence the
one that will do the
greatest range of work, and do
It the best, is the one to buy.
We have sold nearly a hundred ol these Machines
In Concord, N. H., and vicinity, and
everyone speaks
In the highest praise of them. Call and
get a circular of recommendations.
All kinds of silk and cotton
thread, and the best
Machine oil lor sale.
Instructions given on the Machine gratuitously to
all who purchase Machines.
All kinds ot plain and fancy
stitching done to order.
Call and see us.
GEO. W. DREW, Agent,
135 1-2, Middle street, Portland Me.
May 2

Groceries

k

OH

Friday Evening:, March 8lh, 1868.
Mu’io by Ohandler’g Full Baud.

MISS C. SAWYER

Button-Hole Making and Sewing
Machine Combined.

ALL

A

each.

F. Sanborn,
F. E, Dow,

Grapes,
Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,
Grapes,
Ice Cream, &c., &c.
Grapes. The above place will be open MONDAY next,

A

$1.00

PREPARED BY

Salt

M.

and

fA great saving is made by taking large box.

Horse for Sale. Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,
MARKET

C.

for Builders.

Administrator’s Sale,

MECHANICS’ HALL

25ct8, SOcts.

FOUND

..

Opportunity

Valuable Land for Sale by Auction.

a

Laces,

FURNITURE

___

It. M. MATTE* A CO.,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE ST.

of
license from the Judge ot Probate
BYofvirtue
Cumberland County, the subscriber will mil
at Public

G3

PUT UP IN BOXES AT

...

Fishing Tackle,

J. M. LANCASTER.
1st Lieut 3d Arty, A. A. Q. M.

Bvt. C»pt. U. S. A,
May B-dtd

E.

Ihe Hall will be open for the
reception of specimens, on the day ot the
from 7 to 12
clock A. M.: and all persons
in Cumberland
living
County a*e entitled to compete for the premiums.
Admission to the Exhibition—Adults 25 ctf.: Children 15 eta.
Per Order,
B. BECKETT, Sec.

|“§.

sold.

_may

WEDNESDAY, 1AIf 6th, 1868,
Opening at 2 o’clock P. M. Liberal premiums are
offered, lists of which may be obtaiued of Samuel
Rolle, Esq., Treasurer, Chestnut Street.

treely,

—ALSO—
The following Medical Stores: 14 Bottles
Whiskey.
The same having been condemned and ordered to b*

424 leet. We believe it to be one of tbe most desirable vacant lots now in the market. To be sold without reserve* Flan at the auctioneers
office, Fachange St.
6-dtd

Deception Hall. Neiv City Building,

waV™ ,?n,e,!ng

Sheets, Stores, Augers,
Chisels, Files, Knapsacks, Drums, ac.

side ot

Plants and Flowers I

PaWed

limbs,
For PILES it has been discovered to be a
sure remPersons who have been afflicted for years
“ave been relieved
by a few applications. For ERYSIPKLAS it works wonders,
allaying theinflaminithe Parent.
For CHAPPED

edy.

M. Patten & Co No 14 Exchange st, a
lot of unserviceable U. S.
property consisting of Irou
Bedsteads. Chairs, Blankets,

Rare

EXHIBITION!

The Portland Horticultural Society will hold their
Annual Spring Exhibition of

fell to cure Rheumatism it
properly
Rub it on well with the hand three times

S^&TTT5c8f.vtralvCa8e81ithascured

prices.

179 FOre Street-

dif

/wLS L,’riu*\

never

applied.

LEWIS & MSH,
2.

Tickets are lor sale at United Slates Hotel. Preble
Hotise, Lowell & Scoter’s Congress st, Crosman it
«• H- MeDuffee's,
J\w' & and
Ibos, G. Lormg’s cor Exchange
Federal sta.

Eyes, Barber s Itch, Deilness, Boils, Ring-worms,
Corns, Bites of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Earache, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Breasts,
Itch, Scald Head, Teething, Chapped Hands, Scalds,
Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips,* and Sores on
children.

CALL AND EXAMINE

May

“Or the Coming: Woman.”

in

n

may ltd

PATTEN A CO., Aaetit.Mn
OFFICE 14 EXCHANQE ST.

HI.

will be sold at public auction on Friday
fpHEHE
Mav 8ill, 1868, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the Auction
Tf
Koom ot E.

*

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
The Spirit of
Seventy-Six l

prepared by MISS SAWYER, who has used
her town extensive treatment of the
sick, for
early twenty years, with great success.
The principle diseases for which this Salve is re
commended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles,
Scrothla, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns,
Fever Sores, Felons, Pimples,
Erysipelas, Sore
it

AND

Sold very

E.

ent.

CLOTHING

Furnishing

which will be positive.

6th,

WHO SPEAKS FIRST ?

no

pain,
It is

new

!

THE—

AND

M PATTEN & *0., Auctioneer.,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE STREET

lteal Estate In Falmouth at Auction.
THURSDAY, May 7th, at 11 A. M„ on tha
v-'premises, Blackstrap, in Falmouth, on the Qray
^ hool
house, will be .'old without reserve the McCallar
Farm ol about 50 acres in tillage,
and woo<1 laud.
On the premise* good
orchard aud barn, with
plenty of water.
re" binder on
time,with note
nn5e!3Ssttl2t?alfAa8|1’
and mortgage. A deposit ot one hundred
dollar*
w 11 be required ot the purchaier
at time of sale,

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings,
5th and

salve combining soothing and
you have
LIBBY, HERE
hea ing properties, with
dangerous ingrediA

aches,

All

Club

Orphan Asylum

May

M- FATTEN & CO.,

E-

maySnlwExchange Street.

-ON--

»

,"lmiSei!°orrPo?n

■£.

Dramatic

House has all the

throughout,

ga.
“ft water,

in

#"dJ"

TUESDAY EVENING,
PAUL’S RETURN,

2-dlw

Gents.

may

1NTEW CITY H^TILt

MISS SAWVER’S

&c.

153 Middle Street,

May

usual._

—AT

lull line ot

VICKERY~&

—

Rubber

Suits

and

as

Will give entertainments lor the benefit of the

Cashmere Shawls.

Price of large size bottles 25 cents.

J. & C. J.

a

etc.,

I’HE

Suitable for

Walking

ill dern convenienwith an ample supply of hard
Lot about 83 feet on Atlantic by
?™ Monument Street, giving ample room for
«oo5 suble on tha
premise a
ol, dwelllD¥*-be offered
at private sale
*.lhS.above will
°f lJrotK:rt>’ aud urms *Vl,ly
tire

ce-.

strength ol the COMPANY.

Portland

DRESS GOODS I

....

'rimCri'>er

lyPrlcea,

large and desirable lot ot

Ladies’

convenience.

wlltni |,.
EV~ Bo* Sheet open from to a. m. till l p M

SPRING

FULLER,

of

A QBIAT PI AY,

NEW

....

THIS

Life of an Actress.

Cast to the

SALES.

Desirable Real Estate Corner ot
Monument and Atlantic Sts.
valuable property, being the aoutherlv ball
ot tlie cottage block occupied by Mr.
Gillespie,
Is now offered for sale.
This dwelling is in perie* t
order, having been thoroughly overhauled, regardless of
expense, by the present owner, lor his own

Hall.

JOHN MURRAY.

I'he Great Bourcicault

The

Tuesday, May 5th,
A

....

WASi.^GTON.

Dress Goods !
WILL OPEN

On

Peering

_AUCTION

Wednesday Evening,
May 6,
Play

VICKERY & LIBBY,

SPINDLE,
MACHINERY,
SPERM,
WHALE,

Theatre,
Lessee and Manager,

IV E W

UBRICATING,

FINE,
ELAINE,

_entertainments.

oIrIejti JVG

OILS.

TO

Morning, May

_imSCELLAMEOtS.

delivery.
A PAMPHLET AND
MAP FOR 1868 has Just
been published
by the Company, giving fuller information than is possible in an advertisement, respecting the Progress of the Work, the Resources of the
Country traversed by the Road, the Means for Con(traction, and the Value of the Bonds, which wilt be
•eat free ou application at the Company's Office, or
any ol the advertised a -ente.
JOHN J. CISCO, Treasurer, New Yark.
iprtO-eod&wUn
April 10, 1868.

to

——

Poetry.

SYNOPSIS OF RETURN OF

The First t'rwquel.
Ah! bright (lays of Avil, when croquet beginning,
Makes isr lawn and garden look ten times more
lair
I take my good mallet, It cannot be siuning
To gl vo up all work and rush out to tresh air.
How sad it is croquet’s a pleasure, not duty;
How nice a profession it would he to stay
Forever on lawns smoothly roll’d and woo Beauty
In earn sit, or flirt thrcug the long summer day

tender,

And sends me away o’er the garden

wide.

so

Y*t I cliDg to the dream, and L stiil go on playing.
For Croqnet and Cupid are ne’er tar apart;
e’er the season Las gone for the
And,

My

loving^ierslstence

may win

me

her heart,

I’ll nerer despair, hut on days that are brightest,
I’ll stay, like a moth, near my beautiful flame;
I croquet her ball shall he
My touch when
lightest—
If losing would win her—I’d give up the game.
—I'un.

Miscellany.
Pictures in

b

Cap of Tea.

Mr. George G. Kockwood, the eminent photographer, writes to the New York Evening
Post the following account of a new photographic process, which from its simplicity will
be of interest to amateurs in that art:
1 believe you have a sufficient number of
readers interested in and practising photography to warrentmy sending you a new formula for preparing “dry-plates” for field work
The necand making pictures of interiors.
essary chemicals, baths, dishes and paraphernalia for making pictures by the ordinary
process are so extensive as to render moving
about from place to place quite irksome. To
do away with this disagreeable necessity
many processes have been invented for preparing the plates in a laboratory or “dark
room” with some preservative. So complicated have all these processes been that amataers, and in fact the professional photographers, are beginning to look upon them as almost impracticable.
You will be tempted to
smile when I tell you I found the great desideratum iu a cup of English breakfast tea.
Take eight ounces ot tea, of the ordinary
table strength, and dissolve in it about three
drachms ot crystalized or lump sugar. (“No
milk, if you please.”) As soon as dissolved,
filter and let settle until clear and cold. Sensitize the plate in the ordinary manner, and
thoroughly wash with clean water, then flow
it with the saccharine tea solution two or
three times, and set it away in a dark closet
to dry spontaneously.
When dry expose the
plate, on the view, about four times as long
as in practising with the wet process under
similar circumstances. After exposure wash
the p|ate with water, and flow it with a fifteen degrees solution ot nitrate of silver.
Drain dor a moment, and develop with protosnlphate of iron solution of the usual
strength, or with pyrogallic acid. I much

prefer the latter.
formula:
Pyrogallic acid
Citric acid
(Uncial acetic

The following is

add

Add no silver to the developer until it is
found necessary to force the development to
obtain the proper density. Use the plates
within two or three days after preparing

Company

Geo. G. Kockwood.

Tbuth

Home.—Of all happy households, that is the happiest where falsehood is
never thought ot.
All peace is broken up
whwi once it appears that there is a liar in
the house. All comfort has gone when suspicion has entered—when there must be a
reserve in talk and a reservation in belief.
Anxious parents who are aware of the pains
of

Fire BLka

will

place general confidence

Outstanding,

1822.

United States
Bank Stocks,

186,225

345,124 00
91.800 00

Railroad Bonds,

90,000

Real Estate in Boston,
Loans on Collateral,
Loans on Mortgage ofReal Estate,
Shares in Wharf and other property,
risks

on

00

13<,90Q 00
33,000 00
67,000 00
7,500 00
25,976 00
50,615 00

terminated,
Cash on hand and in Bank,
Personal
Loans on
Security,
Marine Notes

00

1,036,140

mined,

April 24.

F.

00

unsurpassed in the country.
The St. James combines in its construction every
modern domestic convenience and luxury, the aim
having been to furnish a house which shall commend
itself to the most fastidious taste, and to the favor of
the entire public.
The notable characteristics of the St. James are
its broad, light, and well-ventilated corridors and

00

vestibules, its cheerful and well-arranged apartments,
and

suspicion

spreading

long

as

SCHOOLS.

GORHAM, ME,
GEO. A. PEBK1NS, Principal-

ftjv.
The

s°ssion will commence
tor circulars.
eodlm

summer

May. Bend
April 11.

on

the 27th ol

drivers at the House.
The undersigned trusts that his long experience in
the Astor House, New York, the Stetson House,
Long Branch, &c., will enable him to make this new
and spacious Hotel a tavorite resort for the travelling
public.

30-d3w

Norridgrewock, Maine.

EVERY

SISTER

see that her Father and
once and secure a
in the

SHOULD
go at

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Brothers

(Established 1856 )

Wear the Preble Ho mao,

CONNECTICUT

he

PUPILS
ant home.

They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them the aid and direction
necessary
to a rapid advancement in their studies, and exereise such care and guardianship as they need.

Accumulated

Reliable Com-

Assets

cess.
_

than 50 per cent.

CfeMtioH

General Agents
Far Maine and the

30

British

Province!,

POBTIiAND.
JanlStt
*

Dissolution of Copartnership.
firm of Anderson & Wescott is this day dis-

EATON

Accounts settled and

S. A.
R. T.

ANDERSON,
WESCOTT.

Notice.

Htw Mibny Thousands Can Testify to f *«»

WE

BROTHERS.

HA S VFACTO lil'

apr27-d3w*

NOTICE.

G. W. COBB.
Mar 27-dtt

Choice

very

New

Selling Cheap

Japanese

Crap

Teas,

the

at

Tea

Store,

85 Federal St.
WM. L, WILSON.

tar Send

Chamber

Sets S

HAVE ON

I

A HANDSOME

j

HAND

ASSORTMENT

Company

manufacturing and selling

Paints ol all

Kinds,

184 and

186 Fore

Street,

AT-

Closed Out

FOR

tyThey can anpply dry painters’
slate for patent roofing.
April go.

dim

HENRY

prices:

low

sand and

ground

C. C. WHITNEY, Agent.

Of the latest

ed

WM,

P.

by

and Tone, Manufactur-

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of of
■tractions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be take*
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full direction/*
1anl.l865<l&w.

Rent,

—

is

IN

ready

&

Fiue Pocket Cutlery!
(Largest assortment

in

the city.)

HEJfISCH’S SHEARS
(Tailor’s, Barber’s and Trimmer’s.)

Fishing Tackle,
(For Trout, Pickerell and
SeaJFishing.)

At BAILEY’S GUN STORE,
45 E*OHAHCB

43. mr24eodt

ST.

Star

Match_ Corporation.
o. e.

w. &

milldleu

Portland, Me.,
GENERAL SELLING

IN

Each bunch is full count,
Each gross contains 576

AGENTS.

hundred.
more than the common

one

•ard matches.
The tall count is equals te about six bunches more
JL Kro*8 than other matches.
in any climate.
odor than any other Sulphur Match.
lon*er than ®ny other Sulphur Card

£,!®y *^ve Jess

Afatclf

iS

contains

are

the

E. P,
J. S.

««i„

GERRISH,
MARRETT,
MANASSKH SMITH,

October 1. dtt

Mpriqgi

M unuisBured to

aarm-dtr"*-

31

Bed.

Street.

c

<»

Selline Agents

j Direct,,,-.
ectot*’
j

and

Bedding

order at short notice.
Fr~ s‘w’e‘’

are

invited to call and

see

themselves.

April 1,

1868.

NATHAN

dtt

GOOLD.

FAIRBANKS’

Sacks Red Top.
Bushels Golden Drep Spring Wheat.
Bushels Mlllett.
Bushels Hungarian Seed.
Also a large and select assortment ol Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and Retail, at
Portland Agricultural Warehouse and
Meed Ml© re

KENDALL

dt

WHITNEY.

ORDWAY BROTHERS & 00.
JOBBER*

OE

Straw

and

e O O D M !

Street,

SCALES!
TAKE

HIGHEST

PREMIUMS

AT

THE

PARIS EXPOSITION.

Platform, Counter, Warehouse,
Grain, Coal, Say,
TRACK, DEPOT,
GOLD,
And All Kinds of Scales
ON HAND AND FOR

Also Raid win Alarm money
The best now in use.

SALE.

Drawer*,

Brown & Co., Boston.

Emery, Waterhouse & Co

Apr

T. OilDWAT.

dflw_

in
of
with

style. These houses
Congress and North streets, two stories high,
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unfailing supply of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent readily at large percentage. Terms liberal.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Corner of Congress and North sts.
GEORGE HEARN.
Portland, March 25, 1868.-dtf

oir

stock

House Lots.
Oil Congress near State
Street, and eight
lots on Emery, Lewis and Thomas streets, for
W. H. STEPHENSON,
by

For Sale—One Mile from Portland.
beautiful residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the M&chigonne
Villa, The grounds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and
gooseberries;
.n

C. V. Boswobth.
[Transcript copy.

Tents.
ILL supply of Tents, of all tiles, for sale
«e Commercial Street, head ot
Widgery’s
frrv" dtf

w. u.FiiiLi.irs.
o
Commercial St., loot of Park St.
Portland, Aug 29.-dt

Notice.

Office ol the Portland, Bangor and Machias
Steamboat Company has been removed to 179
Commercial Street, opposite head ol Riohardsen’s
Whart.
ROSS & STURDIVANT.
April 15-dlia

THE

every case save one, and in fields where
used it can be plainly distinguished

Together with
Common Grades of Work,
suit the most economical.

leased tor

Mead

a

term of years

the buildings

Hobson’s

of

Wharf,

South Side of Commercial Street,

Xj

a

Under

S3F* Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

Sashes and Blinds l

Doors,

constantly on hand and tor sale by
R. DEBBING,
No. 2M Commercial Street, Hobson’s Wharf, foot oi
feb!3dtf
High Street.

acre of strawberries—raised 1,600 quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearly lour acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The
buildings—a
tine house with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer bouse, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price of $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on the premises, or ot WH1TTEMORE & STARBIRD, on
Comm ere'al street; or FERNALD &
SON, corner
of Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt

Suburban Residence for Sale

SPARROW’S

INSURANCE AGENCY!
OFFICE

cemented cellar and large
brick cistern; being the property known as the
Dodge Place.” About two acres ot good land, also
barn, carriage house aud wood house.
Upon the place are 80 Apple and Pear Trees, together with Grape Vines, Currant andtGooseberry
Bushes, and and an abundance of hard and soft water.
This is a very pleasant location and one that should
not be overlooked by any gentleman who would like
a country residence within ten minutes ride
from the
business part of the city. For terms, etc., apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, under Lancaster
or to the
Hall,
subscriber on the premises,
mayl- dtf
THOS L HASKELL.

Is

For Sale.
story and a half house, situated on
Franklin Street, directly opposite the Park,
A two

m

containing thirteen finished rooms, very convenient. Hard and soft water to the second
story.—
A fine garden spot in front of the
premises. Size of
lot 33 by 102 feet.
Will be sold low as the party intends leaving the city.
Also a house cot situated on Munjoy Street, 40
by
80 feet, conmanding a perfect view of Casco
Bay.—
Will be sold cheap. Enquire ot
J. P. HUGO,
No. 30 Franklin Street, Portland, Me.
May 2. d3w*

House and One Acre of Land
At Morrill’s Corner, fbr sale.

A

f.'ood

Country Residence for Sale.

oct

22-d&wtf

Farm for Sale.
A good Farm of 120 acres, situated in Gorham, 14 miles from the
village, and nine miles trom Portland. Cuts from 35 to 50 tous hay.
_A good 1 j slory house with oil. Barn

38x55, wood-house, carriage-house,

the premichoice orchard of young fruit trees, in hearing condition on the farm. Said farm is well divided for wood, pasturage and tillage.
Possesion given immediately.
Apply to Ridlon & Covel, at
Gorham; the owner K. A. Fogg, on the premises, or
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
mar30-eud&wtf 13
Dealers in Real Estate.

Exchange St.,

E

M

O

V

A

Millinery

MRS.

L.

A.

MERRILL,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
h.

s:

Exchange Street, opposite

m
W.

v

o

II.

TTi

Lot

of‘‘Splendid

Steel En-

them
Berry’s Idea lHead and Elliot’s
AMONG
celebrated engraving of the Better Laud. Also
Frames of all
are

SIPjRT.r&

kinds at corresponding prices, at 134
Middle Street, up stairs, over G. A. Susskraut.
apl7d3w.

Fancy

All

Travelers
4*as
al

short notice.

Page,
JT.

KINSMAN,

EXCHANGE
April 30-dtl

GAS

Joints; Neuralgia, Colic Cramps
and Pain in the Bowels; Cholera
Morbus; Dysentary; Bites and
Stings; Scald Head; Tooth
Ache; Sore Throat;

Diphtheria; Frostbites;
Chilblains; Cuts
Wounds;

Coughs, Colds, I till am iiiation, Ac., Ac.
Dirctions for the use ot this Valuable Pain Destroyer in all the various diseases, will be found
around each bottle.
It is an indispensable medicine in
every family
who desire to be provided with a satis anu reliable
remedy for all the above ailments.
Manufactured aud for sale at wholesale,

bv
ATWOOI) & HALL, Bangor, Me.
WHIPPLE & CO., Agent* for Portland,
21 Market Square.
feb27eodtf
_

W.

persou wishing to go into the Hack and
ANY
Livery business under the most advantageous

-

Large
At
Mar

PORTLAND, ME.

S
L
April 29dtl

BROWN.

Chamber

2-dti

Mar
ness

our

busi-

Steam and Gas

1.—No

Sets,

way, or
city, until the
head of the

IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

or

owner or
or (he

family,

prepared
ftirnish them as low as they
be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected trorn the
latest and most fashionable styles.
We invite persons who intend to pnrchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.
O. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street. Portland, Me.
12.
dtf
September
to

Dogs.

can

ot tlie

or

I

Marshal's Office, Apr. 30,18«8.-U

Route.

Inland.

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP"PER

WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Chas. Dkfiung, master, will leave
Railroad Wharf, loot of State street
every Prida? JEvcniug, at 10
o’clock, commenciug the 20th, inst,
for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Mt.
Desert, Millbridge, Jonegport and
Returning, will leave Maeliiasport every Monday
Morniug, at 0 o’clock.
The “City of Richmond” connects at Rockland
with Steamer Katalidin lor Bangorand intermediate
landings on the Penobscot Bay and River.
ROSS & STURDEVANT, General Agents,
Marl2*dtf
151 Commercial Street.

JSEW

YORK.

BTONINC3TON LINE RE-ESTABLISH
O.

Route.

Insiili'

Cars leave Depot Bos^fon mol Providence Rail-,^HekJi^39u
tie Common, dailv,Sunroad. Pleasant
day* excepted, at 5.45 P. M, connecting with the r.ew
and elegant sea-going Steamer NAKHAGANSE1T,
Capt. G. B. HULL, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and Steamer STONINGTON, Capt. W. M.
JONES, Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays.
Through Tickets furnished, and baggage checked
through to Philadelphia, Baltimore,Washington and
the West.
Tickets, Berths and State Rooms secured at this
office; also at the Boston and Proviueuce Railroad
station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent,
febI4-3m
134 Washington stree
..

Street^near

AND_

NEW

YORK

LINE.

ruu

as

follows:

St. John.

Shippers are requested to send tlieir \ eight to the
steamers as early as 3 1\ M. on the -lav that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Galt's Wharf, Po tland.
J. F. AMES, Pier ii3 East River.

FOR BOSTON.
The new tun! superior sea-going
.tinnier. JOHN BROOKS, ana

MONTREAL, hnviug been thtc.l

H.

will

Cabin

Iarg.
Room.,

a

tare,....$1.30

1.00
Deck.
Freight taken as asnal.
K. BILLINGS Agent.
September 19, 1867-dtt

FURNITURE
-AT-

Reduced Prices 2
TIBBETTS

Y O V B

£
AT

ATWOOD’S,SI1.VEB PLATER,

No. 151 Middle Street, (Up Stair.),
®~The largest assortment to be found In the «ity.
April 18, U68. dtl_

Ladies
I

run

with
tabs

(7o’clocli
Leaving Atlantic AVharl, Portland
»nd India Whan, Boston, every day at 7 (’clock, P,
M, (Suudays excepted.)

PlaK’S*

to the ait, for madlaal treatment, tsu
And board and Mre at No. T MunJ.r
v 1 SVart.
April 2b. dSwAwlw*

at great expense
uunitii r otbeautltul
the seasou us billows:
nn

STABLE.

GET

A.

Arrangement l

Fall

Door Plates, Street <£ Pew Xlimbers

!

Medical Notice.

dly

e,

Door

store

All persons are
hereby notified that I shall came
all dogs to be
destroyed which shall be fouud at large
within the city, In violation of the above ordinance,
unless the owner or keeper shall have procured a license on or before the 20th day ot May.
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal,

H. 0. BRIGGS,
Oeueral Manager

Agent.

17.1868.

Leave Gait’s Wharf. Portland, every Wednesday
and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier .sa
East River, New York, every Wednesday and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations lor passengers,making thi. the most
speedy, sale and comfortable route lor travellers between New York and Maine. Passage, in Slate Kooa
$6.00 Cabin passage $5.t*) Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to »• \ from Mon
trcal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Aug ms. Eaatport and

the public generally that he has leased the new
Stable on Plum Nireet for a term of years,
where he will keep a first-class Boarding and Baling Stable.
Also, constantly on band good work horses and
entlemen’s driving horses tor silo.
HTtiood Team, to I*et.
J. A, MATHE^*
mar2!dtf

place in this
keeper of such dog or the

keeper

Jan

mThe lino steamers 1)1 K [GO and
FR AN CON IA, will, until further no-

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the
THE
Horse Railroad, respectfully in
his friends

house’,
shop, office, or other place where such dog is kept or
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two
dollars tor a license for such dog to
go at large.
Sec. 7. In cai-e any dog shall be found loose or
goto
of
the
contra.r3r
foregoing provisk?«ath«ree’
any
the owner or keener
ions,
or the head of the
thereof,
or
family,
keeper ot tne house, store, shop, office, or
8ucb ‘log kept or harbored, shall
aCi6 where
1
Pay a 8UB1 not exceeding ten dollars.
* it

Gratings, Pumps, Ac, Ac.,

GEO. SHIY ERICH,

SEMI-WEEKLY

tonus

public

Station ol Boston and Providence Rail-

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

and

TENNEY,

be

anil at the
road.

PORTLAND

apr2M3w_

Congress and Washington sts.

shall

R.

selected from tbeir Nursery
First-Clas. Tree, and
for s;l|e at LOW PRICKS, at
“Si
KENDALL, WHITNEY & CO’S.
HERBERT & ALLEN,
Rockland, Me.

order by

or

NO. 3 OLD STATE HOUSE,

The subscribers have
and others a fine lot ot

permitted to go at large
SEC. loose, Inindog
any street, lane, alley, court
traveled
any inclosed

Fittings,

G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special at
tention to Dlsea es ot the Eye. No. 3011 Congress St
Office hours trom 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
tt
May

Cor

B.

ARRAN gAMKNT.

HIW

Ordinance Against

of

assengers by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE aud WASHINGTON can connect with
the New Jersey, Camden anu Amboy Railroad. Br.ggage checked through.
Tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at the otflee of the Company,

E

Furniture

TIBBITS *

Fridays.

days.

FOR

fi

2-dtt_

Office

Gas Fixtures !

We have connected GAS FIXTURES with

are now

of

checked after time

CENTRA!

excepted),

August 15, 1867.dtf

Corner of Congressand Washington sts.

Made to

Gas Fixtures!

and

Lot

or

follows :—

M

TIBBETS & TENNEY,
Are now finishing up a

Reduced. JPrices !
No. 96 Federal Street,

received

as

MM

H

CARS

Sedgwick,
Machlasport.

a

ner, would do well to confer with the undersigned.
No party need apply unless they mean business and
have got means to go ahead, and 1 think such inducements can be offered as would be satisfactory.
Address M. F. W., Press Office.
aplldtf

At

Montreal, Que-

«

Co.,
Boston.

circumstances, and with a most decided certainty
ot making money, either as an active or silent part-

FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN.

7.4C

H
H

Partner Wanted 1

FIxTtURES

at

X

Morse men!

To

STREET, PORTLAND.

&

follows:—

B^Freight trains for Waterville and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A. M,
Train from Bangor is clue at Portland at 2.15 P. M,
In season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Nov. 1,1866
no9dtl

Small

leave Bostsii nnd Providence Railat 5.30
road Ntalion daily (Sundays
P. M., connecting will! the New ami Elegant
Steamers Providence, CAPT.SIMMONS,on MonBristol, C’APT.
days, Wednesdays and
BRAYTON, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

ONE

7.40 A. M.

in £ nr ope,

Mt.,

run as

Minutes

FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.

BY BAIL

SPRING

jaamr On and after Monday, April 15th,
fiOPP^Dbcurrent. trains will leave Portland loi
Danger and all intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at

USE OF

11 1 Niale

be

SPRING

Goods!

MieJiardson

Ieb27d6m

Appeaser!
ol

“il!NE

Issued upon London and Paris,
Available in all the cities ot Europe and the East, by

Piping done

ATWOOIPS

internally,

Dry

can

Only One Hour Thirty

To Mt. Desert and Machias,

The Company are not responrtble for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that perse nal) unless notic e is given, and paid for at the rate cf
one passenger for every $500 audition* value.
C. J. BUY DUES, Managing Director.
H. BAILK Y, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.dtf

TM^inJE

FOR THE

Kinds I

GEORGE A. WHITNEY.

IT

/

LETTERS OFCREDIT

Oil Cloths,Hemp

BRISTOL, R. I.

From Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.16 A. u.
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa2.15 p.m.
terville, Ac., at
Local Train from South Paris and intermediate statons, at
8.00 P. M.

NO. 146 MIDDLE ST., OVER LANE Sc LITTLE
mar6dtf
PORTLAND, MR.

OF

Glass Ware l

VIA-

South Paris, and intermediate sta-

Trains will arrive

se-

Glare., Hosiery, Coneli, Ymrwn,
Ware., Trimming., &c.

Gas Fixtures

large stock of

is used both externally and
for all
the purposes for which a Liniment is used and
is superior to any preparation that the skill
man
has yet discovered.
As an external remedy it has never been excelled.
IT WILL CURE
Sprains, Bums, Bruises, Pains in the Head Chest *
Side or Back; Pains and Sores in the bones
and Muscles; Pains and Stiffness in the

No baggage
above stated.

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

AND

The Greateat Discovery of the
Age,

Local Train for
tions, at 5,P. M.

Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers In

Win sell at very low prices. We would
call particular attention to our stock of

Pain

Dentifrice
as

the most eminent artists
AT COST.

we

WOODMAN.

Foam

will

Mail Train lor Waterville, Bangor,
bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.

cond to none in use, for cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teeth, hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in factfit cannot be excelled. It acts not only as a powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no injurious grit or acid.
Try it. For sale by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.
October 30. d

dti

TO

YORK

NEW

CANADA.

A. M.

Preparation is recommended by eminent
THIS
Dentisfig, Physicians and Chemists,
being

Congress Streets,

LINK

RAILWAY !

Express Train lor Lewiston and gouth Paris

3f.

BIII STO L

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, Nov. 11, 1867.

rwRggggjrn

Eagle Sugar Refinery,
Fore Street Portland, Me.

dim

Sea

Engravings

of

6.

OF

W. D. LITTLE <e CO..
Office 40 l-'J Exchange

mtu31d3w

Trains

TRUNK

GAYS!

■ih—■ ii■ rafa The steamers for California are
to sail from New Yoik onu the 1st, 9th, 10th and 24tli
ol April.
Passage Tickets for sale at the Extra Reduced

Rates, by

dtf

H. REDDY. Proprietor.

M.

DR. JOHNSON’S

Law,

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

Large

April

Solicitor of Patent!,
Has Removed to

Corner of Brown and
|alg

a

at

LOW PRICED FURNITURE!

April 22 dtf

same.

CLIFFORD,

Counsellor
And

pres-

july9dtf

West,

VV• HATCH, SuperlaiendeBl*
novl2dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5,1867.

FARMERS

A.

Have just received alarge stock of

N. M.

FURNISHING GOODS,
STREET.
finest assortment of
FRENCH
and DOMESTIC
GERMAN,

Notice.

apr29-eod2w»Near State St.

has removed to 144*
ent Post Office.

TAILOR,

DEALER IN

and Agriculturists on the line of any
Railroad in this State, or within twelve or
fifteen miFsot Portland, wishing to test our climafe
and soil tor raising the sugar beet, and wishing to
cultivate them according to the rules furnished, will
be supplied free, each with enough for an acre or less
ot the best seed, selected from modtd lnrms in France
and Germany, by application to the subscriber. In
turn he wishes ouly an account ot the relative yield
per acre by weight and half dozen beets from each
party for analyzation.
JOHN SPARROW,

WOODMAnIT WHITNEY, CHANDELIERS,

&c., and Other goods usually found in a House-Furnishing Goods Store, all of which we will sell at the
Lowest Market Prices.
WOODMAN & WHITNEY,
5t Exchange street, below Hiddle.

AND

CLOTHS, CASS1MERES, &e., that can be found in
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
and especially adapted to the fashionable trade.
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to friends
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o

Congress Street,

North

GRAND

MERCHANT

ENGLISH,

HAS REMOVED TO

421

WwMlak

the

their

OK

i'or California.

rwgaaarg ar

Winter Arrangement, Nov. 11, 1807.

DEPOT

Agents.

Mar 13-dti

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

d2m

Goods!

Fancy

W. D. LITTLE i£ CO

25-dti

all the

Dec 14,

No. 107 FEDERAL
We have in store one of the

WATERHOUSE,

UNION TICKET OFFICE
40 t-J* Exchange Hire*I, Portland.

W. 1). LITTLE & Co., Agents.

GENTS’

Bargains in Furniture.

and

garden,

REDDY,

Jan9dtf

and

Passage Tickets tor sale at the relate, on early application at

the F rie. Atlantic and Great Western and
Pennsylvania Central Railways.
For sale at the Lowest Rates at the Only Union Ticket Office* No. 49 t-9 Exchange St.,
Portland.

Portland, Maine.

•

Has removed to

CALIFORNIA!
duced
the

principal Route*, via. Boston and
Worcester to Albany and the New York
Central Hail way to Bnflalo or Niagara
Falls; thence by the Great Western or Lake
Shore Railroads, or via New York City and

Store No. 110
Exchange Street.
And D. B. RICKER, No. 185 Fore St.

March 14.

.

an«l

aieum-

H

TO

AT THE

By

aud tl>e

Agent.
15dtt_
GREATLY IlltDDCID BATES

care

AT

H EMOVA L

a
Apl

CHANGE

From Portlaud to
ALL POINTS

South

West,

SAWYER ct? WOODFORD,

L

Manufacturer of Leather Belting, MH

Grist Mill lor Sale.

Crockery

-HTOmita-gn

Winchester,

Connecting at St. John with E. & N. A Raiiw.i
for Shediac anu intermediate
slatioi.s; and wit
Steamer EMPRESS for Digby.Wincsorand Halifax
an
with Steamer for Fredericton.
fiF^Freight received on days ot sailing until 4 o’clk
P. M.
A. K. STUBBS
ir

Tickets

Through
i«|jjPlHgffi|

B.

NKW ENULAND, Capt. E. Field,
Knilroad VYliart, foot of State street, every MONDAY aud THURSDAY at ft o'clock P.
lor Eastport an< St John.
Returniug will leave Si. John and Eastport on
same days.
Uonnecttng at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BROWN, for St. Andrews, Kobbitustou and Culai,.
and with N. B. & C.
Railway fur Woodstock an t
Houltou stations.

By order of the President.
mar

WEEK.

will leave

Borham for West Qorham,
Btandisli, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, tiebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryebuiy,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaokson. Limington, Oorni?h,Por
ter, Freedom, Maaiaon, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eagle
South Limington, Limington, Limerick, Newfield
Pardons field and Ossipee.
▲tSaocarappa for South Windham, Windham Bill
and North Windham, dally.

Also for sale by

92 MIDDLE STREET,
Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may be fcund a
full assortment of Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Kivets and Burs.
jy 19dtf

K.
jaLd^Aj^ATCapt
■raHa^

BLAIVCHAR0, Agent.

Portland, March 19, 1868.
To Travelers

PER

ON and aflor MONDAY April 13th,
^taBIlie Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK.,

KV~8tag64 connect at

No. 6 1-2 Union Wharf, Portland.

(Successor to J. Smith & Go.)

TWO TRIPS

lK' 8 trains will run as follows
Passenger trains leave Saco River for Portland a
5.30 and 9.00 A. M., and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portlanc
tor Saco River 7.10 4. M., 2.0o and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leav^ Saco River 6-00. A M.: Portland
12.15 P. M.

BOBBINS,

WHOLESALE

WEB,

SPBING ABIIANGE51ENT.

ST.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Wednesday. March 25,

23,1867.

Calais St. John.

Uitjby,WimlKor& Halifax.

rwausEgc

GORHAM, MAINE.

Seed

//. M.BBE

EdStpOTt,

TICKETS

leave Portland at 1P. M. tor
aR stations on this line, and for Lewiston and stations on the Androscoggin Road.
Also
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
for Batb.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 8.15 P
M. for Bath and Angusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8J0 A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skowbegan every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston for Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, &c., will purchase tickets to Kendall’s Mills only, and alter taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central toad.
Stages lor Rockland connect at Bath; and ter Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival oi train from
Boston, leaving at 7,30 A. M.; and lor Solon, Alison,
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowbegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pisnou’s Ferry.

others being represented at this agency.

HARRIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
chas. McLaughlin*co.

International Steamship Co

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.R.

nramr

SAMUEL B.

E3P*All persons desiring insurance of this character, are respectfully invited to call.
Portland, Feb. 7,1868. feblldtt

K

E

Trunk Ticket Office.
0. II.

ADDBE8S

no

Friday.
Enquire of

W.D. LITTLE Ac CO- Agent*,
Union Ticket Office, 49$ Exchange st.

jn3’68d*wly

Can be obtained in

Only,

V

RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monday. and Waldoboro every Friday at 7 o’clock A.
M, for Portland and intermediate landings.
O'- Freight received at Brown’s Wharf for Waldoboro eTery Tuesday, and ior Damariscotta every

Ticket, at Ltwtu Hate.
Via Boston, New York Central, Buffalo and Detroit.
For Information apply at 2Si Congress st. Grand

regard it as an exceedingly valuable ferti-izer, and
so recommend it to all my friends.
1 also know that
n»y neighbor, James Moody, Esq., used it on his
iarm and nursery with the same results as myself.
E. W. JACKSON.
Gorham, March 1,1868.

First Class Companies,

*

L

cotta.

*<; LESS
jmUMMCThau by any other Route, tTom Maine
all Points West, via the
GRAND
TRUNK RAILWAY

1

FOR ANY AMOUNT,

A

a

Dec.

Super-Phosphate

planting my

-JLND-

ou

shafting and 20 feet of 2 inch shafting wifh
pullies. For teims and further particulars apply
at the Mill, or
No. 40 Danforth St.
Portland, April 24, 1868. eodtf

F. LUNT.

I used Croasdaie’s
the last season in
and
corn, potatoes and
was satisfied with the result.
I got good crops ot
corn and potatoes on newly broken up land, which
was run out, and had not been tilled lor many years.

Where Insurance of Every Kind,

All in

Land for Sale.
A PART of the late Mary S. Lunt’s Estate, near
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels to
suit Purchasers. Enquire in person or by letter of
JAMES JOHNSON,
Stroudwater, Westbrook Adm’r of said Estate with

A.

ISAAC MoLELLAN.

Yours,

(BOYD’S BLOCK,);

Falmouth, five miles from Portland. Good two
INslory
house, with I,. Also wood house and barn.

good order; excellent water: one aud hall
acres land under
cultivation; ten minutes walk to
depot. Price SI.800. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
real estate agent.
may2d3w*

good fertilizer.

as a

to

NO.

story house and one acre of
and.
House contains 7 finished
rooms; is painted and blinded.—
Flenfcy water. Apply to WM. H.
real estate agent.
may2d2w*

JERRIS,

Removed

Day

No. 72

room,

—

ses.

this

ticle

ALDEN WISCHENd “ACH, Master, will leave
BROWN’S WHARF, PortWni■ aJijy,.„itVland, every WEDNESDAY
morning, at 7 o'clock for Boothbav. Hound Pond and
Waldoboro, aud every SATURDAY, morning at 7
o’clock lor Boolbbay, Hodgdon’a Mills uudLaniaris-

3d6w

W

quantity

On Back Cove Road.
A line Cottage house,
contaiuing
large parlor, sitting room, dining
room., kitchen, store rooit.live good
chambers, with plenty of closet

by

Gorham, Maine,

REM OVAL.

ff
11

[Vg

TO ALL PARTS OF THE

Mess B R Croasdale <& Co:
I used in the spring of 1867 a small
ot
your Super-Phosphate upon my apple orchard of
The effect was
young growth—just before a ram
surprising; it changed the foliage at once, became
dark, and the growth of wood during the season
greatly exceeded that of previous years. 1 found also the foliage remained longer on the trees than when
I did not apply the Phosphate.
I used it on my garden tor corn, potatoes, beans,
peas, beets, cucumbers, &c., and the effect was highly satisfactory excepting the potatoes. 1 bad a row
of grape vines, and used the Phosphate on them.
1
was agreeably surprised with the result, as I did not
expect anything trom it, as the land was so run
down. It did well tor them, and they showed a very
remar kable growth.
I can fully recommend this ar-

about

And Intermediate fundings.
Hearner “A ha..
H.oghion.”

Apr 18-dti

never received so much benefit from
them as from this.
The carrots were large size aud
tine flavor. I also used it on barley; and bad it not
been blown down, 1 should have had a good crop.—
As it was, it was much better than any other in the
neighborhood. I used one barrel to the acre. 1 also
used it on my strawberries, and in setting the plants
put it in the hill. The growth was splendid, and 1
shall be able to tell you ot a large crop ot berries
next year I hope.
Yours,
IRA WINN.

cover

For Waldoboro’, Damariscotta

Chicago.

THROUGH TICKETS!

berland, but

UMBER,

Ti^gll.X

Portland, April 18, 1888. dtt

To Travelers!

West Falmouth, Me., Dec. 23, 1867.
Mess. B. R. Croasdale & Co.:
I chanced to tall upon some of your Phosphate in
Portland last year, and being pleased with the apThere was
pearance oi it, I triedit on my carrots.
three-fourths of an acre of ground, and I used one
barrel of Phosphate. I harvested fifteen tons ot carrots trom the piece. I have used Coe’s and the Cum-

And Removed to the

On said wharf, I am now able to offer to the trade
good assortment of Long and Short

Youds,

Hampden.

and

On and alter
Tuesday .April 28tii,
the Steamer ‘•City of Richmond”
wU make one trip per week to
W111 ‘‘ygegay Bangor, and one bi .Mat hias; leavmg Portland lor Bangor every
Tuesday at 10 o’clock P. M and Bangor for Portland every Thursday at 6 o’clock A. M
And Portland for Matthias every Fildayat 10 o’clock p. M
and Marinas lor Portland every Monday at 5 o'clock
A. M.. until further notice.
ROSS A STURDIVANT, Agents.

12th 1868.

it has been
the tuperior

or ou

-j.

a

rl

Chicago la May.

THROUGH

St.,

Evening,at 1&

erery Iuihday

o’clock,

Special Steamboat Notice.

BLANt’HARD,

ap

RICHMOND,

Returning—Wt’l leave Bangor every Thursday
Morning at C o’clock, touching at the above named
landing*. For particular* enquire of
KOSS A STURDIVANT,
\
General Agents, No. 179 Commercial Street.
Portland, April 24, 1668, Vltf

nKTriHIHffln Tickets can be obtained for the Round
rip. Good tor ttO days at the low price
of
Thirty Dollars. For Tickets apply at Grand
Trunk Ticket Office, opposite Preble House.
C3P*No Tickets sold alter MayJSth.
D. H.
ap28dtf
Agent.

West Bridgewater, Mass.
MessrsB RCroasdale & Co.:
I used your Phosphate side by side with Coe’s and
could see even till the first of Augu t a decided benefit in favor ol yours—that is, the stalks of corn were
much larger. 1 used it freely on grass m the spring,
and late on some turnip*.
The grass crop was remarkably goed, and it remains to be seen what the
turnips will do. The season was too wet to properly
testit.
F. E. HOWARD.
Yours,

Removal.
at the
HAVING

the crops.

and color ol

Winterport

ventions

Portland, Me., Nov 13, 1867.
Co.:
Messrs B. R. Croasdale
The Phosphate has given perfect satisfaction in

growth

"

arrival of 5 o’clock
or
expres* traiu Irom Boston, touching at Rocklaml
Camden, Belfast, Searaport,gaudy Point, Bucksport*

and Methodist Con-

To be held al

This certifies that I used Croasdale’s Super Phosphate last season on corn and believe it increased my
crop one-third at least, as l left a part of the piece
without, and all manured alike.
DANIEL GOODWIN.

SUITS,

DINISG-ROOM

At prices to
Mar 27-atf

Republican

Bangor.
OF

Tv

r^rl. X
■jfr'iOf*1 qae

or

Stetson, Maine, Feb.

Furniture I

LIBRARY, and

THE

POWEi

Portable Engine.

Q

CHAMBER,

Feb 10, 1868,-tfAt 2d National Bank.

SALE.

EIGHT HORSE

STOCK

Embracing

TWO

11-dlm

ONE

the

a*

OF

First Class

can

to

e

Master, will leivo
mt\ Kailroad
t1'?/1, "rm*.
Whart, tootot State

/

rl

apr28dtf

Grand Excursion to

your letter should have been ansay in reference to to your
u ed the Phosphate of
two other Manufacturers, ami 1 have never received
as much benefit lrom anyas from this
1 sold it to
all say it is the best
twenty-one farmers,
they ever used. I used it on an old mowing field;
120 lbs. to the acre, and it increased the crop onethird to one-tittti part. I used it on my oats, and
the piece of ground was run down and worn out—
the oats were about three or four inches high—it
changed the color at once, became dark and stout;
had a splend'd crop. I can raise as good corn with
six dollars’ worth to one acre as I can with eight
cords ol manure.
1 will send you the testamony ol
my neighbors soon. 1 think I can sell from 50 to 100
tons. How soon can you ship it? I think now April
will be soon enough.
Yours &c,
M. E. RICE.
or

I

Inside Li

ARRANGEMENT,

Portland, April 25, 18f8.

Stonlngton
following

PIER NO. 33 NORTH HIVKU,
Oue Pier above the Erie Railroad.
TICKETS, BERTHS and STATEROOMS secured
at l.ii
Washington street; also at Boston and
Providence Railroad Station.
W’ “iCHARDSON, Agent.
May 4.1B8. dim'

stopping

Kennebunk,

BRAND

.Super-phosphate that I have

Where they are prepared to oiler their friends and
customers an

houses,

manner and
are near the corner

DRUGGISTS’,

CONSTANTLY

six weeks,
swered sooner,

some

Street,

EXTENSIVE

BEARING

and'they

Bnilding; well known
ARCADE,

the

PACKAGE

Read the Temamony.
Stetson, Maine, Nov. 27, *67.
Messrs. B. R. Croasdale & Co. 104 North Del. Av.
Phil’a.—I have just returned from an absence of

Dealers !

No. 18 Free

tor all

Standard Guaranteed by Prof. James C. Broth,
Chemical U. S. Mint Philadelphia.

HAVE REMOVED TO

Keal Estate for Sale.

RAILROAD

for

55T“ Orders carefully and prom idly filled.
April 23,1868.

miles from Portland—is
next to the Methodist Meeting House.
Buildings
all in complete repair, having been
recently painted
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay.
Plenty
of wood and water.
This is one of the most pleasant places in this vicinity. It commands a fine view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay upon the
other, and is on the mam stage road to Yarmouth.—
Will be sold low to a cash customer. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

sale

EACH

PARLOR,

Wood and Willow Ware,
Ware. Cutlery,
Rogers Brothers
Plated Gooda,
Clocks,
Children’s Carriages, Brushes, Toilet Ware,

eastern customers
will find It to their advantage to examine
before purchasing elsewhere.

T.

Sale.
A good 1$ story dwelling House and tortylz[y
three acres land, in Falmouth, (lore side), seven //il,\<LV

new

d6w

MAIUFACT (JRERS,

___mar31-dtf
Seaside Country Residence iOr

subscriber offers for sale two
THE.
built in the most substantial
modern

Build-

nn.i

ItJS^inJSu!

and 2.55 and 6.00 PM.
Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00
and 6.00 P M.
Biddeford tor Portland at 7.30 A, M.t returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portia ml at 9.20 and 10 00 A.M.,
and 5 30 and 8.00 P. M.
The tram leaving Portsmouth lor Portland at 10.00
A. M does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mi ndays. Wednesdays and
Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
& Maine R. R.,
only at Saco, Biddeiord,
South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
On Tuesilavs, Thursdays and
Saturdays It will run
via Eastern
Railroad, stopping only at Saco, Blddetord, Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each wav, (Sunday excepted.)
FRAN CIS CHASE, Sunt.
A1
^
A

Richer in Ammonia and Phosphoric Acid
than any Fertilizer in the Market.

-and-

In

property known as the “Ford
Stand,” consisting of a large 2 story
ip
house, recently put in complete reOjK tcVjferk* pair
and made convenient tor twc
fill jl'ffiijjjflf' tenements;
good porch and barx
and a large shop suitable tor any kiid of a mechanic.
Cistern on the premises of 75 hogsheads; fine
^ard
in front and yery fine garden.
A. W, ANDERSON.
Gray, March 28, 1868.

Tin

AGENTS IN PORTLAND

Milk

Furniture

Fertilizer

M.»connecting

Stree at tf P.
at
with
the above splendid steamer* in lime tor an
early suparriving in New York the
moruper, inand
lug ilmc for all the early trains.
N. B.—The steamers oi this line t >uch at loot of
19th Street. East River, to land passengers f«»r the up
t»wu Hotels, and the Harlem and the Uudsou River
Railroad Depots.
Regular Lauding in New York,

Commencing Monday, May 4th, 1st &.
| ifflataan Passenger Trains le»ye Portland dally
KB"TfpSu“ilay» excepted) lor South Berwick
Junction, Portsmouth and Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A M *

Super Phosphate.

Standard

NARMOMfETT,

Capt. Geo. B. Hull.
Passengers will take Steamboat Express Train at
Boston and Providence Railroad Depot, Pleasant

and return via N agaru Falls Iruiu
may5dtl5 **

SUMMER

Crops.

WALTER COREY & CO,

The

7

The

Jr.,

Has removed to No. 24 Exchange st., Thomas
apr 23
ing, over Merchants Exchange.

We are selling the very best quality of Satir
Paper
for 25 cts per roll, and nice gilt Window Shades tor
75 cents each. We have a large stock of

Fairbanks,

boston.

THOMAS,
LAWYER,

Carpetings,Straw
Hatting., Stair Carpetings,
Paper Hangings & Window Shades.

SEED!

lOO
150
50
lOO

W.

REMOVAL!

For Sale at Gray Corner.

Floor

TIMOTHY,
8,000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.

is

favorable terms.

MA

Which

2200 BUSHELS

IVo.

on

WM. H. JERRIS.
Real Estate Agent.

FOR SALE.

We have also

FREEMAN.

P.

Millinery

It will be sold

apri8dtt^

for

FURNITURE,

,

PARLOK SUITS,
Lmnigr.,

Free

SEED,

on

The above named firm
« *re wBpogrtion.

everybody else

Famishing and Polishing done at short
notice, by

w^en^bZ RS

d, *0 and

tSr~CUTTING for others to make done at short
notice.
ALL OLD CUSTOMERS

Portland, Feb 26th, 1868.fe27d3mia

to the public the Star Match, we claim
tor them the following advantages to the cenBurner, over any other Match, viz:

corner.

G. fl. KNIGHT.

AND

1

offering

southerly

2}

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing
PACKING
SHIPPING
JF.

W.

now

At tlie Lowest Prices.

and

PATENT MEDICINES I
E. DANA, JR., formerly corner of Congress and

Mar 21-dtf

REMOVAL.

Preble St.

well known Grist Mill situated in Cape Eliza
THE
beth
in running order.
Also 30 feet of
inch

STYLEI

All Garments Warranted.

General Agents for all the popular

31

E.K.LEMONT,

dtt_

BT0N1NGT0N, and
L’apt. Wm. M. Jones,

Portland

CROASBARK’S

Genuine

Chicago

Line, via Moni.iglou
with the New ami
Elegant Side-Wheel
bteaiuers

L’onuecting

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Apr 7-dti

will

stock of

TOILET ARTICLES.

Preble streets.
E. DANA, JR.
April 9-dtl

—

AND

Street.

very extensive

for

make them into Garments of all kinds,
in the

Waterhouse,)

Middle

No.

to

BEST

Lye Stuffs,

COSMETICS and

the eye and satis y the ear.
Also improved Melodeons, the latest of wliicft is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the instrument out of tune.
Also keeps on hand Piano Fortes ot the best styles
and tone.
WM. P. HASTINGS.
<lc9eodly
iy*Price 1 tot sent by mail.

or

land to

Toronto.

This Modern Hotel contains HO Rooms. Lai ge Parlors, Reading
Bath Rooms, and Billiard Hall. Connected with the house are
SAMPLE ROOMS in the cent* r of business where Commercial Travelers can show their goods without extra charge.
■Stages leave the house tor all sections ot the country.
ot the Public is called to the fact that this House:
FIRST reduced prices in ihis city-others followed.
FIRST established I ree Hacking—oihers followed
FIRST established SAMPLE ROOM*—others followed.
Transient rates from $2.(i0 to $2*50 per day,
according to rooms*
*F
IT* KLING, Proprietor.

oi

in-f

KtW’t!

Inaiile

Tickets strictly not transferrable.
C. J. BRYDGES
Managing Director G. T. Railway.
Tickets ami information can be obtained at
theiUrand Trunk Depot, and 282 Congress Street.—
Persons wishing to visit Niagara Falls can do so, going or returning, tor $3.50 extra, or $28.00 from Port-

Augusta House, Augusta, Maine.

on

a

Men’8 and Boys’ Wear J

PERFUMERIES,

please

Enquire

t'libin 83.
SHORTEST AND MOST DIRECT

not““fined todeleJ,r a"y
e 01 f,ire uever

Tickets can
valid lor return up to June
5th,

REMOVALS.

St., 55x100 teet

will annexed.

GOODS I First Class Stock of Cloths I

Low Prices /

(Old Stand Emery
a

House.

valuable lot of laud
Middle Street, boundTHE
ed by FYanklin and Fore Streets, being the

(UP STAIRS,)

HALL,

&~KMGHT,

Also,

me urgan is tne nest need Jnstruinentnowlnuse,
voiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tone.
The
groat aim has been to manufacture an instrument to

goold,

xNo. 137 Middle Street

and

155

No.

DR. HUGHES,
14 Pieble Street, Portland*

Tatham

Drugs, Medicines, Paints,

No. 15 Chestnut Street, Portland,
MAIlfK.

Stamp for Circular.

Having just returned from Market with

DAM

are

R.TURROUGHS,

STORE,JNEW

Oils

thirty who

Merchant Tailor,

DEALERS

HASTINGS,

a

by addressing

Cheap

of the age of

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE JLAHnBS.
DB. HUGHES
particularly invites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for tbe.'i

April 25. titt

OLD

men

many

CASH!

LANCASTER

Low

and Melodeons
Organs
improved Style

TOPS,

WHICH WILL BE

XT

Nos.

'Walnut

Black

Chamber Sets

|

are

bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and s
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a
description of their diseases, and the appropriate remediei
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, If desired.
Address:
DB. J. B. HUG HES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.

New Crop Teas.

MARBLE

Lead

middle-Agcd
There

Zffeia.

troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
and
sometimes
small
of
semen or alfound,
particles

STURDIVANT.

I. F.

men

into copartner-

G.
W.
COBB & CO.,
And having purchased the Stark Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders of every description of Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland. Me.

THE

City

tronbled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit ir
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one 01
more young men with the above disease, some o'
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hao
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed tc
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Young

H. WINCHESTER,

Portland, Me.

PAINT

are

byCnhmppy Experience!

nndersigoed have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of
J. W. SAWYER <& CO.
For the purpose ol carrying on the Fish business in
its various branches, at Nos. 27 and 28 Long Wharf.
J. W. SAWYER,
the

—OF—

Forest

AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervou*
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
SEEK FOR

by R. T. Wescott.

may4d3w*

physician,

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess or any kino,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In maturer years,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

business continued

a

mar31dtt_

Public.

preparatory

Exchange Street,

solved by mutual consent.
THE

10 bmc

Every intelligent and thinking person mast know
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
Pheir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
whose
studies tit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
Tbe unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
it is a point generally conceded by the best syphiiogradhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dargeroua weapon, the Mercury.

B. PLUMMER & SONS,

April 23.

can

M. to 9P. M.
addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
Devoting
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to ths
feet of his long-standing and well-earnod reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

S3?* Dividends for Twenty Years have averaged

No.

Paris

on

lor

Land lor Sale.

daily,

Over Sis,000,000.00.

For particulars address
April 4-eodtf

April 22.

Dr. H.

OP HARTFORD, CONN.
One of the Oldest, Largest and moat
panies in the country.

be

consulted privately, and Jjwltt
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
WHERE
hours
and from 8 A.

Mutual Life Insurance Company,

Feb 29-dtf

ftunily of the Principals where they eitfoy the privileges ol a pleas-

ROOMS

No, 14 JPreble Street,

Policy

received into the

are

exchange

_

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

S»m«

Family & Day School,

A

are

public.
be purchased up to the 15th

win be

For Sale.
LOT of Land

BETWEEN

Boston & New York

the R* “Precedetiled
Low Fare of $44.50
to
Chicago and Return!

raTw "bm'»krCts

apr!5-dtfTHOMAS WILDES.

J. P. M. STETSON.

5>n. j. b. hxuohik#

»

Office

(with

State street and 115 feet on York
a small house
thereon), very

pleasantly situated, commanding an unobstructed
view ot the barb.r and Islands, and
being a corner
lot Is in every particular a very eligible location for
dwelling houses. Terms liberal. Apply to
April 25. d3w
_CHARLES ROGERS.

1

JUST RECEIVED

EATON

BEING
street,

on

genteel and desirable House on the corner
of Cumberland and Anderson Streets, containing eighteen good size rooms, fifteen large
closets and pantries. Gas in all the rooms.
It is
thoroughly built, and finished in the best modem
style, and in perfect order. Can be rented tor $600.
The location is exceedingly pleasant, convenient
to the horse cars, and in every particular a desirable
place ot residence tor a business man who wishes a
house at moderate cost in a central part of the city.
May be examined any day. Terms ot payment favorable. For further particulars inquire of

THE

AT

85 feet

continually through the day. Special coaches, attached to the St. James, will bo found at all of the
Railroad Stations, and new carriages and attentive

subscribers having entered
ship under the firm name of

FAMILY SCHOOL
For Boys.

Desirable Lot ol Land on State st.,
For Sale.

Feering, Agent,

j>y

f

desirable,

Before me,

in

and
oV'Oid disgracing their poor child while
there is a chance of its cure
their confidential assistance. He should have their pity
and their assiduous help, as if he were suffering from some disgusting bodily disorder.
If he can be cured, he will become truly
rateful for the treatment.
If the endeavor
ails, means must of course be taken to
his
from
prevent
example
doing harm; and
ttien, as I said, the family peace is broken up,
because the family confidence is gone. I
Afar that for some cause or other, there are
but few large families where every member
is altogether truthful. But where all are so
organized and so trained as to be wholly reliable in act and word, they are a light to all
and a joy to all hearts. They are public benefits, for they are a point of general reliance,
and are blessed within and without. Without,
thwir life is made easy by universal trust; and
Within their homos and their hearts they
lave the security ot rectitude, and gladness
of innocence.—Harriet Martineau.

a mile lrom Grand Trunk
Falmouth.
Said larm consists ot about
one hundred and twenty acres of
land, thirty ol
which is heavily wooded, and the balance conveniently divided into pasturage and tillage. The buildings are a good old fashioned two story house, the
irame of which is white oak.
A good baru eighty
feet long, with cellar and other necessary outbuildThe
location
is
verv
ings
and the soil as
good as any in the County. A part or the whole will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars enquire ot
DR. E. N. TUKKSBURY,
apr29dlm*Near the premises.

CHICAGO!

Great
iDFto7v“il,I
betore offered to the

in

Apply to

possible,

as

domestic convenience from basement to
The house contains the largest and most ap-

Apr 15-dlmo

more

SALE.

proved Passenger Elevator ever erected, which lands
the guests on any floor, from parlor to attic, in one
minute. Horse cars from the depots and all parts of
the city and environs, pa s within a rod ot the Hotel

their children, and receive what they say
freely, unless there is strong reason to disgust rtie truth of any one. Should such ar.
occasion unhappily arise, they must keep the
from

its

dome.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
April

MASS.

geographical centre of the city, and is
surrounded by broad streets and beautiful squares,
with a spacious park in front, and open grounds iu all
directions. The immediate locality is believed to be

B. F, White,
Justice of the Peace.

Nnth’l

At

INand three-lourths of

Depot

*toniii|fton Lino.
«BKAT BEDUCTIO.T IN FAU(N

National Convention to bs held
at Chicago May 20th

Farm tor Sale at a Bargain,
Falmouth, four and a halt mUes lrom Portland,

PROPRIETOR*.

BTKA WISH*.

Republican

House and lot No 6 Cushman St. Lot 40 by
!■ lbs fed House new; arranged lor tenements.
SILInquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
„„
April 28-d3w

It is in the

Suffolk, ss—April 27. 1868. Personally appeared Samuel Gould, President, and Jas. J. Goodrich,
Sec’y ot the^bove Company, and severally made oath
that the above statement by tliem subscribed is in
belief true.

FOR

i

GREAT REDUCTION OF FARE!

Dealers in Real Estate.
dlw_Argus copy.

may 4

The undersigned takes pleasure in informing his
frleuds and the publ;c that he has leased the new
and elegant St. James Hotel,
Boston, situated upon Franklin
Square; and that he will ojen the house
lor the reception of guests on
Wednesday, the 22nd
day of April, 1868.
The site for the St. J a mes has been most admirably chosen for all reasons affecting a superior Hotel.

Commonwealth of Massachusettt.

[Stamp]

dint*

BOSTON,

Amount required to reinsure all risks,
449,201 00
QST’None of the Capital ot the Company consists
of Stockholder’s Notes.
Sam’l Gould, President.
James J. Goodrich, Sec’y.

their

HO FOR

cash.

To Rent.
1-2 story house, rear 17 Mechanic
st, containing
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO„
Apply to

1

St. James Hotel,

00

141,014
108,187

Terms

perfect.

..

Losses estimated and unpaid,
113,000 00
Cash Premiums received ior Fire Risks,
142,240 00
Cash Premiums received for Marine Risks, 184,234 00
Notes received for Premiums on Marine
146,950 00
Risks,
Cash received for Interest,
66,467 00
Income received from other sources,
6,427 00
Fire losses paid the past year,
50,248 00
Marine losses
do.
176,17100
Dividends paid the past year,
40,000 00
Expenses of office, including taxes,
-Premium notes for Marine Risks undeter-

Premium received tor Fire Risks,

_M4U.BOADS.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

UBiill contains 8 finished rooms, all in good order*
fine cellar, brick cistern and well of water
Title

The Lake House is situated in Staudish, fifteen
miles from Portland, and is one of Hie most healthful and delightful summer resorts in New
England,
Particular attfntlon is attached to this locality, being the fountain of the great water works, now being
constructed to water the city of Portland
Surrounded by a variegated landscape, of beautiful natural scenery, it offers particular attractions to
persons, or parties, wishing to visit the country.
Pleasure parties visitingus will receive our nrnmnt

l,:U9,893.

do.
I
ASSETS
Bonds, market value,

House.

May 4th, 1868.

OO

———^—m. g.

MISCELLANEOUS.

For $1 800.
A NEW 1J story house, situated in
a good
-jpjt “bR'liborhood,
first house below Oxford
street;
Hill

undersigned, having leased, thoroughly repaired, and newly furnished the above
named house,hereby inform their friends,
and the public that they will open the same

11 .UOO.'JUN.

Marine BUk,

at

suspicion,

in

$400,000

REAL ESTATE.

The

JAN.

them.
Our grandmothers used to find their “fortunes” in the bottom of a cup of tea; and
it is not impossible that we may find some
new pastime and occupation there.

Lake

Co.,

Ins.

1,1868.
Incorporated

HOTELS.

THE

Boston.

Of

good

a

2 grains.
1 grain.
10 minims.
1 ounce.

Water

Manufacturers’
Capital,

There’S never a painter could mix on his pallet
The colors to rightly portray such a scene;
For youdgr a maiden is wielding a mallet
And fair is her dice as the Paphian queen,
She stool* to the sward, and I fainlwould surrender
All chance* of winning to keep
by her side.
But sho croquets me ruthlessly, laughs when I’m

jwrenance,

$

INSURANCE.

WHOcome

I

TELNET,

THE

Cor. of Congroi A Washington PUwet.,
embracing every
Having a large stoc of Furniture,
article in the line, aie offering it at a great reduction
trom former prices.
Nearly every article 19 custom marie, and warranted to bias good as can be >ound in tue market.
Sete«9 furnished for Hall and Vestries at ahort
notice Ueparing and upholstering in all ila branches
fhithlully and promptly done. Gall and cu&miuf
BEFORE PURCHASING EES WHERE.
Mar 2-dtf

